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AN ATTEMPT TO DEMONSTRATE A CENTRAL

PHYSICAL LAW IN NATURE.

IT needs not the gift of prophecy to perceive that

many changes in philosophy must result from that

mighty revolution in society which is now in pro-

gress. The philosopher no longer lounges in his

chair and dreams away his time in happy confidence

in his own opinions, but he has been roused by the

events which have startled the monarch on the throne

and the priest at the altar, and he now doubts where

once he dogmatised. He doubts, and he does not

yet divine what the end of his doubts will be.

Now the creed of science is questioned in nothing
more than in the articles which relate to the philo-

sophy of the laboratory, and in these articles a change
is necessary which is great in itself, but greater still

in its results. It is no longer possible to believe



implicitly in the different agents which have played
so prominent a part in this philosophy. What is

electricity ? It is no single agent : it is a name for

many agents in one heat, light, magnetism, and

others. What is magnetism ? Nothing apart from

electricity. What is artificial light? Like natural

light, it goes hand in hand with heat, and it has the

same power of working chemical wonders upon the

magic screen of the photographic camera. What is

heat? It is one of the signs of luminous, and electri-

cal, and chemical action. What is chemical power ?

A power which bursts into light and heat in flame,

and which changes into electricity and magnetism in

the galvanic trough. What are the attractive forces

which are associated with electricity and magnetism,
and which play so important a part in chemical

changes ? Nothing is known about them, and, after

all, they may prove to be only varying aspects of

that force of attraction which is supposed to be

neither electrical, nor magnetical, nor chemical,

even the force of gravity. Indeed, so intimate and

inseparable is the connexion between these agents,

that it is more easy to look upon them as signs of

action than as agents.

Nor is this the only change which is necessitated

in this part of the creed of science. It is commonly
held that electricity and the companion phenomena
are not only agents, but imponderable agents,

agents, that is to say, which are quite beyond the

scope of physical inquiry. This opinion, However,
is as groundless as the other ; for, on careful inquiry,

these so-called agents appear to be signs of a certain
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lefinite action in ordinary matter, an action which

is found to be obedient to the ordinary laws of che-

mistry.

The inquiries which have led to these conclusions

have also led to the discovery of certain movements,
which are themselves of great importance, and which

furnish the interpretation to other movements of

greater importance still.

It is evident, in short, that the most fundamental

changes are necessary in these subjects ; and, so far,

the whole burden of evidence appears to point to

some general law of which light, heat, electricity,

magnetism, chemical power, and some kinds of mo-

tion, are only so many effects. So far, the whole

burden of evidence appears to point to some central

law as underlying these so-called agents.

But if great changes are demanded in these mat-

ters, great changes are also demanded in other and

still more important departments of philosophy. It

is not easy, indeed, to draw a distinct line of demar-

cation between artificial and natural light ; and it is

equally difficult to separate the phenomena which

are correlative of artificial light, from the phenomena
which are correlative of natural light. Out of the la-

boratory, light, heat, electricity, magnetism, chemical

power, and certain kinds of motion, appear to be

associated in the same manner as in the laboratory.

Light, heat, and chemical power attend upon the

force of gravity in the solar ray, and render it diffi-

cult to regard this force as an isolated and independent

agent ; and it is not easy to suppose that magnetism
B 2
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and electricity do not enter into the perfect idea of

that law by which the earth is ruled. In a word,
there are signs abroad which seem to show that the

experience of the laboratory has a far wider scope
than was at first apparent.

Here, then, is the prospect of other changes in the

creed of science ; for if this be so, it is at once apparent
that many changes must take place in the mode of

interpreting several cosmical phenomena. If the

law of the laboratory if we may use this term to

express that central law to which the philosophy of

the laboratory appears to point be a universal law,

it is necessary that space should be filled, not merely
with imponderable ether, but with actual matter ; for,

according to the law of the laboratory, light, heat,

and their companion phenomena are the effects of a

definite change in matter ; and if there be ponder-
able matter in space, there must be a resistance to

the motions of the heavenly bodies which is not sup-

posed to exist at present. At first sight, then, it

would seem that the law of the laboratory cannot

be a universal law. But this is not a necessary con-

clusion.

Now, unquestionably, the orbital movements of

the heavenly bodies may be accounted for by sup-

posing that these bodies were set in motion by a

tangential impulse in free space, and then left to the

action of the force of gravity. The evidence is un-

impeachable. But this is not the only explanation.

On the contrary, it may be shown that the heavenly
bodies must rotate upon their axes and course on-

wards in orbits of various eccentricity if they obey
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the law of the laboratory in a region where they
encounter a certain amount of resistance in moving.
It may be shown also that these movements must

begin as well as continue under these circum-

stances. And hence it is not unreasonable to sup-

pose that the law of the laboratory may be the

law which governs the movements of the heavenly
bodies.

But be this as it may, it is very certain that the

force of gravity is not sufficient of itself to account

for every phenomenon in which it is supposed to be

the principal or exclusive agent. It does not fully

account for the tides, or for the wonderful changes
which are exhibited in the form of comets. In order

to account for these phenomena, it appears to be ne-

cessary to have recourse to another agency an

agency which must operate, but whose operation has

never yet been properly considered. This is heat.

Nay more, it is also found that the same agency
which will account for the tides, and for the changes
in the forms of comets, will kindle a fire in the heart

of the earth, and keep the land above the waters in

such a way that in very truth " the bounds of the

sea are fixed by a perpetual decree, so that they
cannot be passed ;

"
while at the same time it will do

much to elucidate what is dubious in the various

versions of the past history of the earth. It is found,

indeed, that another power, and one scarcely inferior

to that of gravity, must be admitted into the idea of

cosmical law ; and as this second power enters into

the idea of the law of the laboratory, this very fact

"
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becomes an argument that the latter law is none

other than a partial conception of cosmical law.

Nor have we yet arrived at the limit of the in-

novations which appear to be required in the creed

of science ; for, on pursuing the inquiry, the same

law is found to lead us to the physical interpretation

of natural light and its associate phenomena.
No very satisfactory explanation has yet been

offered of natural light. It is, we are told, the sign

of an undulation of inconceivable rapidity in an im-

ponderable ether which pervades all space. The

imagination is taxed to the utmost to take in the

subtle conception. But this difficulty is at an end

if the law of the laboratory be invoked to the ex-

planation of the phenomenon, for then the light

becomes the necessary effect of the law. The light

reveals the presence of the law, and the law explains

the nature of the light.

It is so also with natural heat, with the chemical

powers of the solar ray, and with the manifold mani-

festations of terrestrial electricity ; and it is not too

much to say, that we know nothing about their

causes, unless we allow the law of the laboratory to

be a universal law. If we do this, then they become

only so many signs and effects of the law, and the

difficulty is, not to account for their presence, but to

imagine their absence.

The law of the laboratory, then, must be regarded
as a cosmical law, for the more it is examined into the

more it is seen to gain in comprehensiveness, until

at length it loses every trace of speciality. This,
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then, is the great change which appears to be ne-

cessary in the creed of science ; and that this change
is necessary, and that it will lead to the results which

have been specified, is what we propose to show in

the following pages.

B4
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CHAPTER I.

SEARCH AFTER A CENTRAL LAW IN THE PHE-

NOMENA OF ARTIFICIAL FORCE.

THE researches of late years have shown that the

artificial manifestations of electricity, light, heat, and

many other agents, are connected in a very intimate

manner ; and the question of the present day is, not

whether they are thus connected, but

^between" whether we are to agree with Mr. Grove

eiectridt
*n regarding them as reciprocally trans-

light, heat, mutable. Or rather the question is, whe-
and other

agents indi- ther these so-called agents are agents at
eating the . f , . . .***
existence of all, for on further inquiry it is found to
some hidden -, 11 .-,

central law. be more easy to look upon them as signs

of action than as agents. Everything,

indeed, seems to point to a connexion which cannot

be severed, and which renders it impossible to detect

the real law of any one agent without at the same

time discovering the real laws of the companion

agents ; in other words, everything seems to point to

some undiscovered central law of which electricity,

light, heat, and the associate phenomena, are only

so many effects. Is there, then, such a law ? This

is the great question which we here propose for

solution, and which we will endeavour to solve by

analysing, first of all, the phenomena of electricity.

We will do this because in these phenomena we find
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the way which appears to lead most directly to the

desired result.

What, then, is electricity ? There are, we answer,

several kinds of electricity. There is ordinary elec-

tricity, or that which is obtained from the
gearch after

common machine, from the atmosphere, the hidden

. central law

and from several other sources ; there is in the phe-
, . , .. , i i i -i i nomena of

voltaic electricity, or that which is yielded artificial

by the common pile or battery ; and be-

sides these, which are the principal kinds, there are

the electricities which are elicited from magnetism,
from heat, and from animals such as the torpedo.

All these several kinds, however, are allowed to be

essentially one and the same. This is allowed ; but

it is necessary for our purpose to state the evidence

upon which this identity is established, even though
this evidence be long and in some respects tedious.

At the same time we may assume the identity of the

electricities which are derived from magnetism, from

heat, and from animals such as the torpedo, and at

once proceed to show the identity of ordinary and

voltaic electricity. We may do this because the two

latter kinds of electricity are incomparably more im-

portant than the others, and because the identity of

the others with themselves and with these is proved

by a similar train of arguments. We pro-
ceed then, first, to consider the identity of

ordinary and voltaic electricity a ques-
tion of great interest and importance, and

one which affords the clue to almost all the questions

which remain in the background.
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In considering this identity, we will take the evo-

lution of heat, the magnetism, the chemical action,

the shock, and the spark all of which are familiar

phenomena of voltaic electricity as preliminary

points of comparison,
It is well known that ordinary electricity agrees

with voltaic electricity in the evolution of heat, and

that a wire may be fused by either kind indiffer-

ently, provided the quantity be sufficient.

Ordinary electricity agrees with voltaic electricity

in the power of magnetising iron or steel, and the

direction of the magnetic current thus induced holds

the same constant relation to the electrical current

in either case ; but ordinary electricity has not the

same power of deflecting the magnetic needle as

voltaic electricity. M. Colladon, of Geneva, how-

ever, was led to suppose that this difference might
be owing to the use of very insufficient quantities

of ordinary electricity ; and, on remedying this de-

ficiency, he procured the wanting deflection. Nor

need it be any matter of surprise that deflection

should be wanting under ordinary circumstances, for

the very shock of the discharge is sufficient to de-

range, diminish, or even invert, the magnetic power
of the needle. And this is the great reason why the

deflection was so long wanting, for Dr. Faraday has

shown that the needle is deflected even by small

quantities of ordinary electricity, if a sufficiently

delicate needle be used, and if the shock be dimi-

nished and the discharge retarded by causing the

current to pass through wet thread or through some

other bad conductor. He has also shown that the
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needle moved to this side or that as the direction of

the current changed, and always in obedience to the

law which rules the movements of the needle under

voltaic electricity.

Ordinary electricity agrees with voltaic electricity

in being attended by the same signs of chemical

action. This has been proved by Dr. "Wbllaston,

and more conclusively still by Dr. Faraday. The

latter philosopher obtained his proof by passing

ordinary electricity through small pieces of paper
soaked in certain chemical solutions, the current

being first bridled by making it pass in some part of

its course through a piece of wet thread. When
solution of sulphate of soda was used, the acid was

evolved at the places where the current entered and

the alkali where it left, and this equally in each

piece of paper when several pieces were arranged in

a row. The experiment is as follows :
" Three

compound pieces of litmus and turmeric paper were

moistened in a solution of sulphate of soda, and

arranged on a plate of glass, with platinum wires, as

in the figure. The wire m is connected with the

Fig. i.

prime conductor of the machine, the wire t with the

discharging train, and the wires r and s enter into

the course of the electrical current by means of the

pieces of moistened paper ; they are so bent as to
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rest each on three points, nrp, nsp, the points r and s

being supported by the glass, and the others by the

pieces of paper ; the three terminations ppp rest on

the litmus, and the other three nnn on the turmeric

paper. On working the machine for a short time

only, acid was evolved at the poles or terminations

ppp by which the electricity entered the solution,

and alkali at the other poles nnn, by which the

electricity left the solution."* If the direction of the

current be reversed in this experiment, the alkali

and acid immediately change places. Now in this,

and in all experiments intended to elucidate this

point, an important source of error must be guarded

against. The electricity must be made to pass

through the paper, for if it be allowed to pass over it

as a spark, some nitric acid is formed by the com-

bination of the nitrogen and oxygen of the atmo-

sphere ; and this acid will redden the litmus paper,

and prevent the appearance of the brown alkaline

stain upon the turmeric paper. This was first

pointed out by Cavendish. Such, indeed, is the

extent to which nitric acid may be formed under

these circumstances, that Dr. Faraday was soon able

to form touch-paper out of a piece of paper soaked

in solution of potass. This potass became converted

into nitrate of potass, or saltpetre, by combining with

the nitric acid, and thus the paper when dry became

touch-paper.
It is said that ordinary electricity, like voltaic

electricity, has the power of decomposing water;

but this is not proved by the experiments which are

* "
Experimental Researches in Electricity," vol. i. p. 90.
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usually cited for the purpose. The quantity of

ordinary electricity, as will be shown presently, is

altogether insufficient to produce any marked results.

Gases are certainly evolved from the water, but

their quantity is too small to allow us to speculate

upon their nature so small that Dr. Faraday
" could not obtain at either pole a bubble of gas

larger than a small grain of sand," after working a

large machine for half an hour. We shall revert to

this point again ; but in the meantime sufficient has

been said to show that voltaic and ordinary electricity

agree in having, though in unequal degrees, the same

definite power of chemical decomposition.

Ordinary electricity agrees with voltaic electricity

in being attended by the same shock when a strong
current is passed through the body, and the results

are not dissimilar when weaker currents are experi-
mented upon.

" When," writes Dr. Faraday,
" a

wet thread is interposed in the course of the current

of ordinary electricity from a battery charged by

eight or ten revolutions of a machine in good work-

ing order, and the discharge is made by platina

spatulas through the tongue or gums, the effect upon
the tongue and eyes is exactly that of a momentary
feeble voltaic current."

Ordinary electricity agrees with voltaic electricity

in having light as one of the signs of the discharge.

The light of ordinary electricity is distinguished by
its instantaneousness, and by being accompanied
with a sharp explosive noise ; but if the discharge be

retarded by passing it through some wet string away
from the place where the spark has to pass, the light
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is less instantaneous, and it is accompanied by little

or no noise. It approximates under these circum-

stances to the character of a voltaic spark. It is also

to be observed that there is no visible difference

between the two kinds of spark when they are taken

between amalgamated surfaces of metal, at intervals

only, and through the same distance of air.

It appears, therefore, that ordinary electricity

agrees with voltaic electricity in the points which

we have taken as preliminary points of comparison,

the evolution of heat, the magnetism, the chemical

action, the shock, and the spark, and so far their

identity may be allowed. But this is not the only
evidence in favour of this identity; and thus, on

continuing the inquiry, we find that in both cases

there are similar attractions and repulsions (?) before

the circuit is complete, and that the actual circum-

stances of the discharge may be assimilated in a great

degree.

The familiar attractions and repulsions (?) which

are displayed by the common electrometer are very
characteristic of common ordinary electricity. They
are very marked, even at considerable distances.

Now, there are similar attractions and repulsions (?) in

the case of voltaic electricity ; and the only difference

is, that they are less marked, and that they do not

happen at such great distances. They are, however,

very unmistakeable. Thus, the gold leaves of the

electrometer will diverge when the instrument is

placed in connexion with either end of a galvanic

battery, or even when brought within half an inch

of the end; and they will again collapse if, after
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having thus diverged, the instrument be carried to

the other end. Why there should be any difference,

even in degree, will appear presently.

In the circumstances of the discharge there appears

to be a very great difference between the two elec-

tricities. Ordinary electricity, as everybody knows,

may be discharged at a considerable distance through
the air. It is enough to bring the knuckle within

the neighbourhood of the charged conductor to

receive the spark and shock. With voltaic electri-

city, on the contrary, actual contact is necessary
to the discharge ; and it is generally necessary to

moisten the hands which grasp the conductor be-

fore the shock can be felt. The discharge of ordinary

electricity, however, is greatly facilitated under cer-

tain circumstances, as by making the current pass

through heated air, or through a vacuum ; and Dr.

Faraday has also shown that the discharge of voltaic

electricity is facilitated under the same circumstances.

He has shown that voltaic electricity may be dis-

charged at a considerable distance across the ex-

hausted receiver of an air-pump, or when the poles

and the intervening space are heated by a spirit

lamp, and that the discharge was interrupted when

air was re-admitted into the receiver, or when the

heat was removed. Voltaic electricity may also be

discharged at some distance when the poles are first

joined for some time and then separated. Under

these circumstances the poles and the surrounding
air become heated by the current while the poles

remain together, and this heat acts like the heat
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of the spirit lamp after the poles are separated.

The explanation is the same.

What then? If there is no real difference be-

tween ordinary and voltaic electricity in any of these

respects, where is the difference, for difference there

assuredly is somewhere? Now the only difference

which can be found is in simple quantity, and this

is astonishingly great.

Dr. Faraday's solution of this question, as of every

other question which he has undertaken to solve, is

most conclusive. In this solution the first

toencebe!
lf~

thing to be determined was whether the

same absolute quantity of ordinary elec-

tricity sent through a galvanometer under

quantity, and different circumstances will cause the same
not of kind.

deflection of the needle. This was found

to be the case
; for, on turning the machine a certain

number of times, the needle was always deflected to

the same point, whether the charge was collected in

one Leyden jar or in several, and whatever the re-

tarding power of the medium through which the dis-

charge was effected. This point being determined,

the next step was to compare ordinary and voltaic

electricity, quantity by quantity, by means of the

deflection of the needle.

In this comparison the machine used had two sets

of rubbers, and its plate was fifty inches in diameter.

The prime conductor consisted of two brass cylinders

connected by a third, the whole length being 12

feet, and the entire surface in contact with the air

about 1422 square inches. When in good working
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order, each revolution of the plate gave 10 or 12

sparks from the conductor, each an inch in length ;

and sparks of 10 or 14 inches in length could be

easily obtained. The electric battery used consisted

of 15 jars, each 23 inches in circumference, and each

having about 130 square inches of coating. The

galvanometer was one of ordinary sensitiveness,

having an arbitrary scale, of which each division was

equal to about 4. The discharging train was a thick

wire, the further extremity of which was connected

with the gas and water pipes belonging to the house.

The experiment was to charge the battery by thirty

turns of the machine, and then, having included a thick

wet string about ten inches in length in the circuit,

to discharge the battery through the galvanometer,
and notice the deflection of the needle. The result

was, that the needle immediately became deflected

through five and a half divisions of the arbitrary

scale. This is the first fact in the comparison.
The next thing was to ascertain how much voltaic

electricity was required to produce this amount of

deflection ; and now the difficulty was to get a vol-

taic apparatus of sufficient minuteness. After many
trials, however, Dr. Faraday succeeded in finding
that the same degree of deflection was caused by
two mere wires, one of platinum and the other of

zinc, |^ths of an inch in length, T^th of an inch in

diameter, and T%ths of an inch apart, when immersed

in four ounces of water acidulated with one drop of

ordinary sulphuric acid (a dilution of which the acid

could neither be tasted or tested with any distinct-

ness) for three seconds.

c
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Taking the power of decomposition as the mea-
sure of quantity, Dr. Faraday also found that iodide

of potassium was decomposed, and the same amount
of iodine set free by this infinitesimal battery in

three seconds as by thirty turns of the large machine.

Now it is extremely difficult to realize the extent

of this amazing difference in quantity. The amount

produced by thirty turns of the machine, if passed

through the head of a cat, is enough to cause instan-

taneous death ; and what then must be the amount

produced by an ordinary voltaic battery, if the merest

fragments of wire can give out in an instant so great
an amount ! Dr. Faraday calculates that the amount

produced by the battery in the time required to de-

compose a single grain of water, will be at least

800,000 times as much as that produced by thirty turns

of the machine an amount which, if measured at

all, can only be measured by all the lightnings of a

terrific thunderstorm. Although difficult to realize,

however, this difference in the quantity of the two

electricities is perfectly real, and if other proof is ne-

cessary, it may be found in the common Leyden jar.

This jar may be charged indifferently by either elec-

tricity, and the signs of charge and discharge in either

case are perfectly indistinguishable. The only differ-

ence is, that the action of charging by the electrical

machine is a matter of time and labour, whereas the

act of charging by the voltaic battery is the work of an

instant. A mere touch with the poles is enough to

charge to the utmost. Now this is as we might ex-

pect, if, as is certainly the case, a certain quantity is

necessary to the charge, and, being so, the jar not
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only shows the amazing difference in quantity be-

tween ordinary and voltaic electricity, but it becomes,

as it were, a kind of neutral ground upon which the

two electricities are able to meet and display their

common properties.

With this amazing difference in quantity, then,

we need be at no loss to account for any apparent
differences in the phenomena of ordinary and voltaic

electricity which have not yet been accounted for.

We can understand, for instance, how so little water

should be decomposed by ordinary electricity, as

compared with voltaic electricity, if it requires

800,000 times the quantity which is produced by

thirty turns of a large machine to decompose a single

grain ; and if the deflection of the magnetic needle

bears any proportion to the quantity of electricity

acting upon it, it follows that it must be infi-

nitely more difficult to cause any deflection by

ordinary than by voltaic electricity. These diffi-

culties, in fact, cease to be difficulties, and this will

appear more distinctly in the sequel ; but we may
leave them now, for sufficient has been said to allow

us to infer the identity of voltaic and ordinary elec-

tricity.

The other kinds of electricity are found to possess
no characteristic features, and they agree with voltaic

and ordinary electricity in every essential identity of

particular. All this is proved by a simi-

lar train of arguments to that which has

just been used ; and as the proof is not at

c 2

I
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all questioned, we will therefore assume that all

kinds of electricity are really identical, and proceed
once more to ask what is electricity?

Before proceeding to put this question, however,
it may be well to arrive at some clear conception as

to the meaning of some terms in common use, such

as conduction and insulation, charge and discharge,

current and tension ; for this, we shall find, will ma-

terially facilitate our future inquiries.

Electrically, bodies are divided into two classes

conductors, and non-conductors or insulators; and

this division may be illustrated by the
The analogies J i-.ii-
of the states working of the common electrical machine.
called cow- __ ... n
auction and The metallic parts are conductors; the
insulation, -, 1,1 T
charge mA glass parts and the surrounding air are

cwr?an<i non-conductors. On turning the handle,
tension.

electricity is developed in the plate or

cylinder by friction against the rubber, and this

electricity is communicated to, or " induced
"

in, the

conductor. There the electricity is conducted into

every part of the "conductor," for, as its name

implies, this part of the machine belongs to the class

of conductors. The "conductor," however, rests

upon a glass foot, and is surrounded by air ; and as

glass and air belong to the class of non-conductors,

the electricity is not conducted beyond the limits of

the " conductor." The " conductor
"

is insulated by
the non-conducting glass and air ;

and because it is

insulated, the electricity cannot be conducted away ;

and, not being conducted away, the conductor is said

to be charged. If there was no insulation, the elec-
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tricity would be conducted from the " conductor
"

as fast as it was communicated to it, and there could

be no charge. It is the same also with the charging
of the Leyden jar ; only here we are able to seize

another link in the process. On connecting the

interior of the jar with the " conductor
"

of the

machine, the electricity is conducted by the chain to

the metallic lining of the jar, because "
conductor,"

chain, and lining are all conductors and all con-

tinuous. In this way the jar is charged. It is

charged because the lining is insulated by the glass

walls of the jar, just as the " conductor
"

is insulated

by its glass foot and the surrounding air. But the

electricity is not confined within the jar. On the

contrary, it has got into the coating of the jar, and

there is as much in the coating as in the lining. It

has got from the lining into the coating through the

glass, but not by conduction, for glass is a non-con-

ductor. The process by which it has got through
is called, not conduction, but induction. Nor is this

all. The jar, we find, could not be charged if it

were insulated. On the contrary, it must be in

connexion with the earth ; and so also must be the

rubber, from which the electricity is evolved by the

revolving plate or cylinder. In other words, there

must be no insulating media between the outside of

the jar and the rubber. In order to the charging of

the jar, indeed, the electricity must be able to act in

a circle, or from the rubber to the revolving plate

or cylinder, from this to the prime
"

conductor,"

from this along the chain to the lining of the jar,

thence through the glass to the coating, and so

c 3
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back again along the earth to the point from which

we started the rubber. On further inquiry we

find, also, that the action which is exercised by the

lining of the jar upon the coating is exercised by
the " conductor

"
upon bodies at a distance, as upon

the walls of the room in which the machine is

worked, and that in this case the intervening air

performs the same insulating office as the glass. In

short, induction is the term which is used to express

the passage of electricity across non-conductors, and

conduction is the term for expressing the same

passage through conductors. In other words, con-

duction is an action between contiguous particles ;

induction^ an action at a distance.

If now we continue to work the machine, we find

that there is a limit beyond which the Leyden jar

cannot be charged. Beyond this limit we get dis-

charge ; that is to say, the electricity in the lining

of the jar combines with the electricity in the coating

of the jar, and both disappear with the production of

light, heat, magnetism, and certain chemical pheno-
mena. Or the same discharge may be produced by

connecting the lining and coating of the jar by some

conductor, when the discharge takes place princi-

pally by conduction. In either case, the electricity

is said to travel round the circle, and this travelling

is spoken of as a current. Before discharge there

is no current, and what the actual state is it is not

easy to understand. It is generally spoken of, how-

ever, as a state of tension. It is apparently the

electro-tonic state of Dr. Faraday.
In galvanism the electricity is generated, not by
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the revolution of a plate or cylinder against a

rubber, but by the chemical reactions which take

place between the metals of the cells and the liquids

with which these cells are charged. When the two

extremities of the battery are in connexion, the elec-

tricity is conducted from the zinc of the first cell

through the fluid to the copper of the same cell,

from the copper along the intervening metallic

bridge to the zinc of the second cell, then to the

copper, and so on from zinc to copper, cell after

cell, to the copper of the last cell, and thence back

again through the connecting wires to the zinc of

the first cell. The electricity is conducted from

beginning to end. There is a free current. But if

the wires connecting the two extremities of the

battery are separated, other phenomena are super-

added. If the ends of the wires are kept in close

proximity, the current continues to pass, and a vivid

spark appears between them. The current, in fact,

is formed partly by conduction and partly by dis-

charge. But if the ends are separated a little more,

the spark ceases, and with it the current ; the in-

tervening air has become an insulator, and the elec-

tricity passes from the state of current to that of

tension.

What, then, is conduction ? What is insulation ?

What is charge and discharge ? What are the states

of current and tension ? It is still Dr. Faraday who

supplies the answer; and this answer is, that there

is no real and substantial difference between the

states of which these terms are the names.

It seems strange that the insulating action of the

o 4
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glass of the Leyden jar and the conducting powers of

the discharging rod should be in any way connected ;

but so it is. This is seen in many ways. Water,
for example, is a conductor ; ice is an insulator. If

a plate of ice be coated on both sides with tinfoil,

and one coating be connected with an electrical

machine and the other with the earth, it may be

charged like the Leyden jar, and the charge remains

so long as the ice continues to insulate the two

coatings ; but as the ice melts away the insulation

fails, and as it fails the electricities in the two

coatings unite, not by discharge, but by conduction,

for the water into which the ice melts is a con-

ductor. As the ice melts away, the distinctions

between conduction, discharge, and insulation seem

to melt away also. The non-conducting properties

of ice and the conducting properties of water are

also paralleled in other substances. Solid sulphuret

of silver is an insulator ; fused sulphuret of silver is

a conductor. Solid fluoride of lead is an insulator ;

fused fluoride of lead is a conductor. And so also

with several other substances. Insulation, more-

over, is never absolutely perfect ; and for this reason

a charged Leyden jar speedily becomes uncharged
when left to itself. How is this ? Is it that insu-

lation is only slow conduction ? Again, conduction,

even in the best conductors, is not instantaneous :

time is required. Is, therefore, the difference be-

tween conduction and insulation a mere difference of

time ? That conduction is not instantaneous is seen

in a beautiful experiment of Mr. Wheatstone's, in

which a Leyden battery is discharged through a
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copper wire half a mile in length and divided in

the middle, and the time is noted when the spark

appears at the ends of the wire and at the division.

In this experiment the wire is bent in such a way
that all the sparks are placed in the same field of

vision. And what is the result ? The result is, that

the spark at the middle is sensibly behind the sparks

at the ends of the wire (which are simultaneous) ;

and, being behind, it is evident that the electricity

has not been conducted from the ends to the middle

of the wire without a sensible loss of time. The

conduction has not been instantaneous.
" If now," as Dr. Faraday reasons,

e { we leave the

arrangement at the middle and two ends of the

long copper wire unaltered, and, removing the two

intervening portions, replace them by wires of iron or

platina, there will be a much longer interval between

the appearance of the middle spark and the terminal

sparks. If, removing the iron, we were to substitute

for it only 5 or 6 feet of water of the same diameter

as the metal, we should have still greater retard-

ation. If from water we passed to spermaceti,

either directly or by gradual steps through other

bodies (even though we might vastly enlarge the

bulk, for the purpose of avoiding the occurrence of a

spark elsewhere than at the three proper intervals),

we should have still greater retardation, until at

last we might arrive, by degrees so small as to be

inseparable from each other, at actual and permanent
insulation. What, then, is to separate the principle

of these two extremes, perfect insulation and perfect

conduction, from each other, since the moment we
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leave in the smallest degree perfection at either ex-

tremity, we involve the element of perfection at the

other end ? especially, too, as we have not in

nature the case of perfection, either at one extremity
or the other, either of insulation or conduction." *

Conduction, moreover, is intimately connected

with the spark, and not with this mode of discharge

only; but we will only now speak of the spark.

This luminous phenomenon, then, is not confined

to the air ; on the contrary, it may be obtained in

oil of turpentine, in olive oil, in resin, in glass. A
metal wire will also ignite when it is not large

enough to transmit the electric current; and what
is to separate this luminous condition from the ordi-

nary electric spark ? Is it not directly allied to the

spark by the luminous discharges which occur in

glass, in resin, in oil, and in turpentine? And if

so, where does the process of conduction end?

There is, indeed, no end ; and we may say indiffe-

rently that the luminosity of the wire is owing to

discharge between the several component molecules,

or that the ordinary spark is the consequence of

conduction between the aerial particles. Discharge
and conduction, indeed, go hand in hand in a beau-

tiful experiment by Sir T. Snow Harris. A fine

platinum wire is stretched across a glass globe con-

taining highly rarified air, and a current of electricity

is passed through the wire, when the wire and the

rarified air surrounding it both become luminous.

The wire is not sufficient to carry the current, and

part of the duty devolves upon the air; the one

*
Op. cit. p. 421.
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carrying it by conduction, the other by discharge.
More even appears to be carried by the air than by
the wire ; and we may speak, if we will, of the in-

sulating air as being a better conductor than the

conducting wire, under these circumstances.

In a word, conduction and insulation are but ex-

tremes of the same process. The idea of current is

involved in both, a quick current in the one case,

a slow current in the other. In ordinary conductors,

such as metal, the current travels instantaneously ;

but if these conductors be hemmed around by insu-

lating substances, such as glass or air, time is re-

quired for the completion of the journey, and this

time is the period of the charge. Charge is the cur-

rent thus hemmed in, and travelling very slowly;
and tension is only another name for the same thing.

Discharge and conduction are practically one and the

same. All differences, indeed, are differences of

word, and not of fact ; and thus we find identity in

some of the different modes of electrical action, as

well as identity in the different kinds of electricity ;

and finding this, we are now the better able to pro-
ceed with our inquiry, and ask what is electricity ?

What is electricity ? The first clue to the inter-

pretation of this mystery is found in the arguments
which show the identity of ordinary and

voltaic electricity; for the direct conse- ion

quence of this identification is to connect

electrical with chemical action. This
tlon*
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idea is naturally suggested by the phenomena of

the voltaic battery. It was first enunciated by Sir

Humphry Davy in a Bakerian Lecture in 1806,

and again in 1826, when he stated " that chemical

and electrical attraction were produced by the same

cause, acting in the one case on particles, in the

other on masses, of matter ; and that the same pro-

perty, under different modifications, was the cause

of all the phenomena exhibited by different voltaic

combinations." * In this, however, as in almost every
other question connected with electricity, it required

a Faraday to give us definite information.

There is no manner of doubt that the energy of

voltaic electricity is proportionate to the energy of the

chemical action in the cells of the battery. When
these cells are charged with brine, the action is

stronger than when they are charged with water;

and when they are charged with sulphuric acid, it

is stronger still : that is to say, the powers of de-

composition, the deflecting influence upon the mag-
netic needle, and the vividness of the spark, are all

directly related to the activity of the chemical

changes in the cells of the battery. All this is

allowed.

Now the changes in the cells of the battery, so

far as we can ascertain, are purely chemical. Under

ordinary circumstances, for example, the zinc plate

is oxidised at the expense of the water in the cell,

and the zinc and water are decomposed in equivalent

proportions. In one of Dr. Faraday's experiments,

8*45 grains of zinc were oxidised and dissolved, and

* "
Philosophical Transactions," 1826, p. 389.
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the quantity of hydrogen evolved from the decora-

posed water whose oxygen had gone to the zinc

(the temperature being 52, and the barometer 29-2

inches) amounted to 12*5 cubic inches. This quan-

tity, corrected for temperature, pressure, and mois-

ture, is equal to 12*15453 cubic inches of dry

hydrogen at the mean temperature and pressure.

This quantity, increased by one-half for the oxygen
which went to make up the water decomposed, and

which has entered into combination with the zinc,

gives 18 '232 cubic inches of hydrogen and oxygen;
and therefore the amount of water decomposed is

equal to 2*3535544 grains. Now this quantity of

water is to 8*45, the quantity of zinc oxidised, as 9

is to 32-31 ; so, taking 9 as the equivalent of water,

32*5 becomes the equivalent of zinc: in other

words, the decomposition is according to the num-
bers of chemical equivalents. It is the same, also,

with the decomposition of all other compounds ; but

this illustration must suffice.

There is, moreover, the same definite chemical

action at every point of the fluid parts of the circuit,

and the same degree of action ; and without the

action there is no current. If the platinum poles
or electrodes of the battery be immersed in a glass

containing; water, some water is decom-a
.

Theconnex-

posed ; and if the hydrogen and oxvanen on between
, . . - , . , , , chemical and

into which the water is decomposed be electrical ac-

collected, they are found to be in exact fluid parts of

chemical equivalents. The amount of
thecircuit -

decomposition, moreover, is exactly equal to that

which takes place in every cell of the battery, as
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may be readily seen by measuring the quantity of

hydrogen given off. The amount is less, however,

than when the electrodes are in simple metallic

contact. If now we add a second glass containing

water, and remove one of the electrodes out of the

first glass into it, connecting the two glasses by a

piece of platinum wire, water is decomposed in both

glasses, and in the acting cells ; and the same quan-

tity is decomposed in glasses and cells, but the

amount is less than when only one glass was used.

If we add a third glass containing water, and remove

the electrode into it, completing the connexion with

the next glass by another piece of platinum wire,

there is still decomposition in all the glasses, and in

all the cells ; and the amount is the same in glasses

and cells, but it is now very small. If a fourth

glass be added, and included in the circuit in the

same manner, there is now no decomposition in any

part of the circuit. If the action of the battery is

weak, the current may be stopped at the first glass ;

if it is stronger, it may be able to pass through other

glasses : but there is always a limit, and the action

fails progressively and equally in cell and glass, as

glass after glass is added, until the limit is attained.

Now this fact is of extreme importance in elucidating

the condition of the fluid parts of the circuit. It

shows, indeed, that there is the same definite chemical

action everywhere, for not only are the oxygen and

hydrogen given off in equivalent proportions and in

equal quantities everywhere, but they are always

given off in relation to the same electrode. It shows,

also, that the chemical character of the electrode has
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nothing to do with this result, for so far as the

oxygen is concerned (and the oxygen may illustrate

the general fact) the amount is absolutely the same

when it is given off in the cell of the battery, and

combines with the zinc of that cell, or whether it is

given off in the glass in which the platinum electrode

is plunged, and with which electrode it cannot com-

bine. The experiment shows, moreover, not only
that the electricity originates in the chemical changes
within the cells of the battery, but that the current

itself is attended by these changes whenever the

current has to pass through a fluid. It even seems

to hint that chemical changes may be as necessary to

the conduction as to the origination of the current.

But what of the other parts of the circuit ? What
is the condition of the metals which form part of the

circuit ? In what state is the air when the current

passes through it ? Are these the seat of any defi-

nite changes such as are found in the fluids ?

The condition of the metallic parts of the circuit

is one of great obscurity ; but, thanks to the present
illustrious Master of the Mint, the ob-

scurity is not altogether without light.

Now Prof. Graham holds " that the ulti-

mate atoms of a metallic mass are under
e

"

ai"ic

the

the influence of chemical affinities, being parts of the

circuit.

in a state of chemical combination one

with another, and not isolated and independent of

one another, like loose grains of sand." He believes

that metals are composed of molecules, or groups of

three atoms, either two of which three atoms may
combine to form an element whose properties, as com-
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pared with those of the unattached atom, which

forms the other element, are those of an alkali as com-

pared with an acid. He believes, also, that these

two opposite elements do actually combine, as an acid

with an alkali, to form a salt. According to this

theory, then, it is possible to suppose that a metal

may be the subject of continual decompositions

within itself during the passage of a current, and yet

to all outward appearances be never otherwise than

the same simple metal. Nor is this theory without

foundation ; on the contrary, it is firmly grounded
on a fact which cannot well be misconstrued, and

which will acquire additional significance hereafter.

This is the composition of that strange compound,
the magnetic oxide of iron. This is a mixed oxide,

consisting of one equivalent of protoxide and one

equivalent of peroxide; the first consisting of one

equivalent of iron and one equivalent of oxygen, the

second of two equivalents of iron and three equiva-

lents of oxygen. Neither the protoxide nor the

peroxide is magnetic, but this mixed oxide is mag-
netic. There is also a magnetic sulphuret of iron,

whose composition is analogous to this mixed oxide ;

and similar mixed oxides belong to the magnetic

metals, manganese and cobalt. Salts of this cha-

racter are peculiar to the magnetic metals ;
and such

being the case, it was quite natural for Prof. Graham
to consider this peculiar molecular condition as essen-

tially connected with magnetism, and that the con-

dition was essentially chemical in its character;

though it is not possible to understand the full

logical connexions of these ideas without at the
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same time understanding the extremely philosophical
views of this great chemist upon the constitution of

all salts. It was also natural for Dr. Graham to

conclude that chemical action was essential to the

presence of electricity in a metal, because electricity

and magnetism are inseparably united ; and being so,

the conclusion is, not that a metal may be the seat

of chemical changes during the presence of electricity

in it, but that it must be.

The cogency of this reasoning depends, of course,

upon the existence of these intimate relations be-

tween electricity and magnetism. The evidence is

only indirect, and it cannot be otherwise at present.

Still, enough has been said to allow us to assume,
with some show of reason, that the metallic parts of

the circuit, like the fluid parts, may be the seat of

chemical changes during the presence of the current.

When air enters into the circuit there is also

some reason for believing that it is the seat of de-

finite chemical changes during the pas-

sage of the current. We might argue as
*

much from the photographic powers of

the electric spark, though these powers
are only manifested collaterally, and out

of the immediate track of the current.

The fact, however, that the discharge is thus marked

by chemical functions is an argument that during
the discharge the air is the scene of active chemical

changes. Of itself, perhaps, the fact would be of

little moment, but coupled with what we know of

the condition of the fluid parts of the circuit, and

D
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with what we may suppose concerning the metallic

parts, it acquires both signification and weight.
We may also arrive at the same conclusion from

the formation of ozone and nitric acid in the aerial

track of the circuit, for these substances could not

be formed without marked chemical action.

In all parts of the circuit, then fluid, metallic,

and aerial there are more or less evident traces of

chemical action, and so far the connection between

electricity and chemical action is strengthened. But

many difficulties remain to be solved before we can

arrive at any conclusion on the subject, and one of

these is to be found in the theory of that state which

has been so repeatedly mentioned the current.

What, then, is the current ? It has long been the

fashion to ascribe the phenomena of electricity to

certain attractive and repellent movements in an im-

ponderable agent or agents, and the term current

has been used to describe these movements; but

the researches of Dr. Faraday and others have gone
far to explode these opinions by showing that there

are certain definite movements of matter during elec-

trical action movements resulting from a certain

state called polarity. It is not easy to define this

term, but it is one borrowed from the phenomena of

magnetism. The idea involved in it is that the

opposite sides of atoms acquire opposite properties

during electrical action, identical with those which

belong to the two ends of a magnet. These sides
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are in short poles, and hence the term polarity.

Like poles, these opposite sides attract and repel (?),

like sides repelling (?), and unlike sides attracting.

When this state of polarity is induced in
. ., . . , , . The current

any one atom, a similar state is induced in a chemical

the next, and so on indefinitely from atom

to atom. And the current is this state of continuous

action. Still the term current conveys no very
definite idea. During its continuance the polarity

is being continually lost and restored lost by the

combination of opposite polarities, restored by their

re-formation. It is not onward movement in the

ordinary sense of the word. It is, apparently, oscil-

lation. In the words of Dr. Faraday, it is "an
axis of power having contrary forces, exactly equal
in amount, in contrary directions." There is, how-

ever, good reason to agree with !Qr. Graham in be-

lieving that the current is a sufficiently simple fact,

and that it is nothing more than the transmission of

certain definite chemical changes in a given direc-

tion ; and this we now propose to show.

Let it be supposed that all parts of the circuit

metal, fluid, and air too, if air be included have

dual or polar molecules, and that the two elements

of which these molecules consist are endowed with

opposite properties, opposite in the same sense that

an acid and alkali are opposite. Using the terms in

a chemical sense, let us call one of these elements

the positive element, and the other the negative ele-

ment. Let it be supposed that these elements may
be composed of the same or of different substances.

Thus, the positive and negative elements of zinc,

D 2
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platinum, and copper, are both composed of zinc,

platinum, and copper, two atoms (perhaps) going
to form the positive element, and a single atom

(perhaps) going to form the negative element ; but

the elements of a molecule of hydrochloric acid are

of different substances, the positive element being

chlorine, the negative hydrogen. Let it also be

supposed that new molecules may be formed by the

combination of various positive and negative ele-

ments, and there appears to be no great difficulty in

reducing all the phenomena of the galvanic circuit

to the chemical hypothesis.

That this is the case we will endeavour to show

in the following series of diagrams. In this series

we will indicate the different parts of the galvanic
circuit by their respective chemical symbols the

zinc plate by zn, the platinum plate by P, the

copper connecting wire by C u, and the hydrochloric
acid with which the cell is charged by HC/. We
will suppose, moreover, that each of these parts

consists of two molecules, each consisting of its two

elements. The two elements of the zinc, platinum,
and copper molecules are composed of the same

substance, and we will therefore represent these

molecules by doubling the symbols, and placing
an accent over that which is to represent the

positive element. The two elements of the hydro-
chloric acid molecules are composed of different sub-

stances, the hydrogen, H, being the negative, and

the chlorine, C I'
', the positive. Thus :
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Fig. 2.

Here, then, we have eight molecules of different

kinds, whose changes we propose to follow. And
what are these changes ? The first change is, that a

molecule of chloride of zinc, c l
r
z n, is formed by the

decomposition of the molecules of hydrochloric acid

and zinc, which are contiguous to each other, and

by the union of the chlorine, c /', which is a positive

element, with the negative element, z n, of the zinc

molecule. (This molecule is formed because the

negative element of the zinc has a stronger affinity

for the chlorine than the affinity which previously

kept the chlorine in union with the hydrogen in the

molecule of hydrochloric acid.) By this change,
the negative element of the hydrochloric acid mole-

cule, namely, hydrogen, H, and the positive element

of the decomposed zinc molecule, zn', are set free;

and other changes are involved. Other changes
are involved, because these elements have affinities

which must be satisfied. Following these changes,

then, the liberated hydrogen re-acts upon the un-
D3
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decomposed molecule of hydrochloric acid, decom-

poses it, forms a new molecule of this acid by uniting

with the chlorine, and liberates another element of

hydrogen in its place. This second element of hy-

drogen, thus liberated, having no chlorine element

with which to unite, seeks to satisfy its affinities

upon the positive element of the platinum molecule,

which is next to it. (This conducts us from the

acid to the platinum part of the circuit.) These

affinities draw the hydrogen and platinum element

together, not close enough to produce union, but

close enough to liberate the positive element of the

platinum molecule from the negative element with

which it was formerly united, and then this negative

element is left free to act upon the molecules beyond.
Free to act in this way, it decomposes the next

platinum molecule, forms a new molecule by uniting

with the liberated positive element, and liberates

the negative element. This latter element having
no proper mate (for we are now brought to the

upper part of the circuit), endeavours to get one

from the adjacent copper molecule, and its attrac-

tions, though not sufficient to produce union, are

sufficient to liberate the positive element with which

it was formerly united. This liberates a negative

copper element, and this element immediately de-

composes the next copper molecule, giving rise to

a new molecule by uniting with the liberated posi-

tive element, and liberating the negative element.

This liberated negative element of the last copper
molecule acts upon the contiguous zinc molecule,

as the negative platinum element did upon the con-
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tiguous copper element ; and the result is, that the

zinc molecule is decomposed, the positive element

tending to unite with the copper negative element,
and the negative zinc element uniting to form a new
molecule with the zinc positive element of that mole-

cule which had been decomposed by the chlorine,

and whose negative element had gone to form the

molecule of chloride of zinc, with whose formation

we started in our course round the circuit. And
thus we have travelled round the circuit to the point
from which we started. This, however, is not the

whole case. We have spoken of decompositions and

recombinations starting from the molecule of chloride

of zinc, and travelling in one direction around the

circuit to the same point ; but this is not all. On
the contrary, these decompositions and recombinations

travel in both directions. We have spoken of the

changes induced by the hydrogen, but we might,
with equal propriety, have pursued a contrary

course, and traced the changes induced by the po-
sitive zinc element which was liberated when the

molecule of chloride of zinc was formed. We might
have traced the element as acting upon the conti-

guous zinc molecule, decomposing it, forming a new
zinc molecule, and liberating another zinc positive

element. We might have traced this element setting

up corresponding changes, molecule after molecule,

first in the copper, then in the platinum, and last in

the hydrochloric acid, until we have travelled through
the whole circuit, and returned to the point from

which we started. So that, in fact, we may suppose
each molecule, as it were, to be acted upon at both

D 4
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sides at once, and pulled asunder with a double

power. This is the true conception, and this con-

ception it is which enables us to understand the

readiness with which the decompositions of which

we have spoken are effected. The hydrogen which

is liberated from the first molecule of hydrochloric

acid when the molecule of chloride of zinc is formed,

must decompose the second molecule of hydrochloric

acid ; not because its affinity for the chlorine of this

molecule is stronger than that of the hydrogen pre-

viously combined with it, but because the hydrogen
is being pulled away from the chlorine in the con-

trary direction by the attraction of the platinum
element beyond. It is difficult to explain this idea

in words ; but it is sufficiently simple in reality, and

there is nothing in it which is not quite consistent

with the chemical hypothesis. It is difficult to

explain the idea in words, but there is less difficulty

with diagrams, and we think the two following

diagrams, with a little attention, will serve to express

the changes of which we have already spoken. The

diagram on the left hand, which is merely a repe-

tition of the one already given, represents the time

before the formation of the molecule of chloride of

zinc ; the diagram on the right hand represents the

changes which have taken place after the formation

of this molecule. It is not possible to represent
these changes in progress, but it is enough to re-

member that, originating in the formation of the

chloride molecule, they start simultaneously from

each side of the molecule and travel in opposite

directions around the circuit to its other side, and
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that they issue in the re-arrangement of all the inter-

vening elements into new molecules.

Fig. 3. Fig. 4.

In order to understand the next change we must

have recourse to another diagram. The change is

this. The negative element hydrogen tends, we
have said, to unite with the positive element of the

platinum molecule next to it, but it only tends. The

affinities between the metal and gas are not strong

enough to secure union, and the primary result is,

that the hydrogen escapes as gas, a fact which we
indicate in the following diagrams by placing its

symbol above the line, with an arrow to indicate this

upward tendency. Escaping in this way, the hy-

drogen liberates the positive platinum element, with

which it had tended to unite, and this element acting

upon the contiguous molecule, initiates a series of

decompositions and re-combinations which traverses

the rest of the circuit, and ends in the restoration of

all the molecules to the condition in which they were
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before the formation of the molecule of chloride of

zinc, with this only difference, that the positive

element of the zinc molecule, whose negative ele-

ment went to form the molecule of chloride of zinc,

is left by itself. The molecule of chloride of zinc

takes no part in these changes. Like the hydrogen
element of which we have spoken, it escapes out of

the circuit, only falling as a precipitate instead of

rising as a gas, a fact which we indicate by placing

the symbols below the line, with an arrow to indicate

the downward tendency. (The molecule of chloride

of zinc may be supposed to take no part in the

changes of the rest of the circuit, because the

affinities of the component elements are too strong to

allow the requisite decompositions and recombina-

tions.) These changes may be thus represented

the first diagram being a repetition of the last.

ClZn

I

Fig. 5. Fig. 6.

These changes being completed, they begin again
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by the formation of a second molecule of chloride of

zinc. This is formed, as before, by the union of

the positive element (chlorine) of the remaining

hydrochloric acid molecule with the negative element

of the remaining zinc molecule, and consequently,
the hydrochloric acid and zinc molecule are both

decomposed. The negative element of the hydro-
chloric acid (hydrogen) is thus set at liberty, and so

is the positive element of the zinc molecule, and the

result is a double train of decompositions and recom-

binations, such as that we have already described.

Thus :

Fig. 8.

The next change is also a repetition of that which

has been already described. This change begins by
the escape of the hydrogen which for a moment
tended to unite with the positive element of the

contiguous platinum molecule, and by the precipi-

tation of the molecule of chloride of zinc ; and it
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ends by restoring the original molecular arrangement
of the platinum and copper, and by isolating the

positive elements of the two zinc molecules whose

negative elements have gone to the formation of

the chloride of zinc molecules. The causes of these

changes are the same as those which operated pre-

viously. Thus :

Fig. 9. Fig. 10.

All change is now at an end, because the mole-

cules of hydrochloric acid and zinc are both decom-

posed. If more of these molecules had been present,

these changes would have been repeated, a zinc

positive element being left behind for every hydro-

gen element which escapes as gas, and for every
chloride of zinc molecule which is precipitated.

These changes are simply repeated, and it would

only confuse matters by following them further.

Nor are the changes really different when other

exciting fluids are substituted for hydrochloric acid,
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though the expression of them may be rendered a

little more complicated by the introduction of

secondary changes. In short, there is nothing in

the theory of the galvanic circuit which may not be

reduced to the chemical hypothesis.

But, it may be asked, are not the forces concerned

in the galvanic circuit of far higher intensity than

ordinary chemical forces ? Are they not proved to

be of far higher intensity by the fact that

a plate of amalgamated zinc and another The forces

of platinum may be immersed in hydro-
chloric acid without any sign of chemical

action, so long as the plates are kept

apart; but that active decompositions
forces -

begin the moment they are brought into

contact ? There is no doubt that this is the case ;

but there is no reason, as Dr. Graham has shown,
for calling in other than chemical forces to explain
the phenomena. Suppose this case. Let a plate

of amalgamated zinc and a plate of platinum be

immersed in hydrochloric acid, and arranged in such

a way that the two metals do not touch each other

directly. Under these circumstances, the chlorine,

cZ', of the hydrochloric acid, ncZ', and the negative
zinc element, zn, of the zinc molecule, znzn', have

very strong mutual tendencies to combine and

form a molecule of chloride of zinc, cZ' zn; but

these tendencies are not strong enough to rupture
the ties which bind the chlorine to the hydrogen in

hydrochloric acid, and the negative zinc element to
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the positive zinc element in the zinc molecule. But

all is changed when the circuit is completed by bring-

ing the zinc and platinum plates into metallic con-

tact, for then the molecular changes of which we
have just been speaking are transmitted simulta-

neously in both directions along the circuit ; and the

result is that, at one and the same time, the chlorine

is more or less liberated from the hydrogen with

which it was previously united, and the negative

zinc element is more or less liberated from the posi-

tive zinc element with which it was previously
united ; and being thus liberated, the chlorine and

the negative zinc element are more at liberty to obey
those mutual tendencies which would cause them to

unite in a molecule of chloride of zinc. All this

will appear more intelligible with the help of the

two following diagrams :

Fig. 11. Fig. 12.

The first of these diagrams represents the circuit

open ; the second represents the circuit closed. The
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case is not at all complex ; and a very little conside-

ration will serve to show that the chlorine C Z', and

the negative zinc element, zn, must have more

marked tendencies to unite with each other when

the circuit is closed than when it is open. When
the negative zinc element, zn, tends to unite with

the chlorine, cZ', it equally tends to leave the

positive zinc element, zn' 9 with which it was pre-

viously united; and this positive element is thus

left to exercise its peculiar affinities upon the con-

tiguous molecules. When, on the other hand, the

chlorine cZ', tends to unite with the negative zinc

element, zn, it equally tends to leave the hydrogen
with which it was previously united ; and this hydro-

gen is, therefore, at liberty to exercise its peculiar

affinities upon the contiguous molecules. And what

is the result ? The result is a series of decomposi-
tions and recombinations which travel simultaneously
in opposite directions around the circuit. Passing
to the right, the positive zinc element, zn', which

yields the negative zinc element, zn, with which it

was united, to the stronger affinities of the chlorine,

cZ', tends to unite with the negative element, cu,
of the contiguous copper molecule, liberating the

positive element, C u' ; this positive element tends to

unite with the negative element, Pt, of the con-

tiguous platinum molecule, liberating the positive

element, P^. This positive element tends to unite

with the contiguous hydrogen element, H, of

the hydrochloric acid; and thus the chlorine, cZ',

which was previously united with the hydrogen, is

left at liberty to unite with the negative zinc ele-
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ment, and form the molecule of chloride of zinc,

C I z n. Passing to the left, the hydrogen which is

abandoned by the chlorine for the stronger attraction

of the zinc, is found to initiate a similar series of

changes. Abandoned in this manner, the H tends

to unite with Ptf

, liberating p#; Ft tends to unite

with c ?/, liberating c u ; cu tends to unite with

z n's and thus z n is left at liberty to unite with c I'

and form a molecule of cZ' zn. When the cir-

cuit is closed, therefore, we have to do, not only
with certain affinities, by which the cZ' and zn
incline to leave the elements with which they were

previously in combination, and to unite with each

other, but we have also a double transmission of

molecular changes around the circuit, by which the

cZ' and zn are left more at liberty to obey their

natural affinities by the withdrawal of the elements

which had previously occupied these affinities. But
when the circuit is left open the transmission of these

changes is impossible, and the cZ' and zn are there-

fore prevented from fully yielding to their natural

affinities, because these affinities are already occupied

by other objects. The case, in fact, is plain enough,
and the decompositions and recombinations must be

more energetic when the circuit is closed than when
the circuit is open; but in neither case is there any

necessity to invoke to the explanation the help of

other than simple chemical powers.

Nor is there any reason to believe that the laws

of chemical affinity are ever suspended in the gal-
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The laws of

chemical affi-

nity are

never sus-

pended in the

current.

vanic circuit, and other laws introduced in

their stead. There is, indeed, a well-

known experiment in which an alkali, in

apparent violation of these laws, appears

to traverse an acid without combining
with it, but where, in reality, the alkali traverses the

acid by combining with it on the way. In this ex-

periment three cups, placed side by side, are put in

connexion by pieces of lamp cotton soaked in solu-

tion of sulphate of potass.

Fig. 13.

The cups A and c are filled with a solution of sul-

phate of potass; the cup B with dilute sulphuric
acid ; the positive electrode of a galvanic battery, p,

is then dipped in A, the negative electrode, N, into

C, and the preliminary arrangements are complete.
In ordinary language, a positive current now enters

at P and escapes at N, traversing the three cups on

its way ; and the result is, that the sulphate of soda

in the two end cups, A and c, is decomposed, and

that free alkali is found in c, and free acid in A;
while the sulphuric acid in the central cup does not

appear to be affected in the least. In other words,
some of the liberated alkali would seem to have left

the cup A, and gone through the acid in the central
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cup into the cup c, without combining with the acid.

But this is not the explanation, and that it is not

we may see by modifying the experiment. The three

cups are still placed side by side, and connected by
similar pieces of lamp-cotton; only now these pieces

are soaked in solution of chloride of barium instead

of sulphate of potass. The central cup is still filled

with sulphuric acid ; but the cups A and C are filled

with the same solution as that with which the con-

necting pieces are soaked chloride of barium. On

passing the current in the same direction through the

cups connected and charged in this manner, the

solution in the cups A and c is decomposed, and the

alkaline earth, baryta, endeavours to find its way
through the central cup into the cup c, as did the

alkali in the last experiment. It endeavours to do

this, but it does not get beyond the central cup. It

does not get beyond the central cup, because the

alkaline earth, baryta, forms an insoluble precipitate

with the sulphuric acid contained in this cup. Instead

of there being no apparent change, as in the other

experiment, the sulphuric acid in the central cup
becomes milky with this precipitate as the current

passes. This fact, then, shows very clearly that

there was no suspension of chemical affinities in the

former experiment; and it affords the strongest

possible presumption that the soda passed through
the acid in the central cup, not in violation of chemi-

cal laws, but in obedience to these laws; that is,

by first combining with, and then leaving the acid,

in direct obedience to the overruling chemical affini-

ties of the current itself.
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It would also seem that the peculiar transfer of
matter which is exhibited in this experiment and in

many others, may be accounted for by ordinary
chemical laws, and by these laws only. This transfer

may be well illustrated by the last experiment; but

it will be perhaps better to have recourse to a beau-

tiful experiment by Dr. Faraday, in

which a battery is made to terminate by J^" 8

^
silver electrodes in fused chloride of silver. the current

to be referred

In this case, as the current passes, there to ordinary

is apparently no change in the fused chlo- changes.

ride of silver, but the positive electrode

is found to grow and the negative electrode is found

to waste, and this growth and waste are proportionate
to each other. How, then, is this ? The explanation

is simple if the chemical theory be adopted, but

otherwise it is altogether inexplicable. According
to this view, the silver molecule in leaving the nega-
tive electrode takes the chlorine from the contiguous
molecule of chloride of silver, and sets the silver of

this molecule free. This silver acts upon the next

molecule in the same manner, appropriating the chlo-

rine, forming a new molecule of chloride of silver,

and setting the silver free. This silver acts upon the

next molecule of chloride of silver, and setting silver

free, the liberated silver acts upon the next molecule

in the same manner ; and so on from molecule to

molecule, through the chloride of silver, until the

silver of the last molecule, having no chlorine to

unite with, is precipitated upon the positive silver

electrode. Thus, for every molecule which wastes

away from the negative electrode, every intermediate

E 2
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molecule of chloride of silver must be changed, and

pari passu with this wasting and change must be the

growth of the positive electrode. Nor is the appa-
rent absence of any change in the fused chloride of

silver between the electrodes any objection to this

view, for there was the same absence of apparent

change when soda was made to pass through acid in

the last experiment, and yet the existence of this

change was demonstrated when it was attempted to

pass baryta. The latter experiment, indeed, not only
demonstrates the existence of hidden change, but it

shews that this change is chemical in its character;

and hence it is scarcely possible to doubt that there

are similar hidden changes in the fused chloride of

silver, and that the silver is carried from one electrode

to the other by these changes. Certainly this expla-

nation is sufficient ; and, as certainly, none other has

been offered.

It is more difficult to account for the transfer of

matter by the current through aeriform media, but

still no new explanation appears to be necessary.

This transfer is exhibited in various ways. It is

seen in the colour of the spark when metallic elec-

trodes are used, for this colour is the same as that of

the flame of the same metal in common combustion.

Thus, iron gives a sparkling red flame, silver a green,
and zinc a blue. Here, then, we have evidence both

of transfer of matter and of the means of transfer,

for combustion is a known chemical process. But

there are other kinds of transfer which are not so,

easily understood. When a voltaic current is dis-

charged between charcoal electrodes, the charcoal is
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carried over bodily, one electrode being hollowed out

as the other is elongated, just as was the case with

the silver electrodes in fused chloride of silver.

How, then, is the charcoal carried over? Is it by
progressive combinations with the intervening mole-

cules ? The premises certainly warrant this conclu-

sion, and there is no other explanation to be offered.

When a voltaic current is discharged from zinc

electrodes, across an exhausted receiver, or a receiver

full of nitrogen, the discharge is luminous, and the

zinc is deposited as a fine black powder of metallic

zinc upon the sides of the receiver. The light of this

discharge appears to be that of common combustion ;

but this it cannot be, for there is no oxygen to enkindle

it. The black powder, moreover, burns in the open air

when it is touched by a lighted match, and by this

means is converted into white oxide of zinc a plain

proof that it could nothave burnt previously incommon
combustion. Again, when the current is discharged
between iron electrodes under the same circumstances

as the last, the results are similar. Metallic iron

distils, and may be detected as Prussian blue upon
the sides of the receiver by washing them with a so-

lution of ferrocyanide of potassium, and therefore

the luminosity of the discharge in this case could

not have been owing to common combustion. What,
then, is the nature of the electric flame in the ex-

hausted receiver and in nitrogen ? What is it in the

exhausted receiver? Is it the result of chemical

changes among the molecules of the metal itself, such

as those into which Dr. Graham has initiated us?

What is it in nitrogen ? Is it the sign of chemical
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changes between the metal and gas, of which we
have yet to learn the nature ? These are questions
for future inquiry ; but we need not wait until they
are solved, for permission to infer that the transfer

of matter in the electric current is nothing more than

the natural consequence of chemical action. All the

facts up to the present point are in favour of this

conclusion.

Up to this point, then, everything tends to show

the identity of electrical and chemical action, and the

mysterious current appears to have nothing about it

which may not be accounted for on this hypothesis.
The current, indeed, appears to be nothing more than

chemical action beginning at a certain point and

propagated from this point around a circle in both

directions at the same time. The current appears to

be nothing more than chemical action ;

The reason fout because this action is propagated in a
whychemical . ..,,,.
forces are in- circle from one point in both directions at
tensified in - .. A , .

J

the current. the same time to the same point again,

each molecule in the circuit is acted upon
from both sides at once, and, being thus acted upon,

decompositions and combinations are effected, which

would not be possible if there was no circular action,

as under ordinary circumstances. In a word, the

current appears to be nothing more than chemical

action, but it is chemical action greatly intensified.

Nor does it follow from this view of the current,

that there should be an actual transfer of matter

throughout its length. The hydrogen of the decom-

posing hydrochloric acid in the galvanic circuit, for
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instance, does not move along the current beyond a

certain point, but it presently escapes as gas. Its affi-

nities for the platinum, and those of the platinum for

it, are not sufficient to cause it to traverse the metal,

And so also, in the experiments where the discharge
is made across an exhausted receiver, or a receiver

full of nitrogen, and where the metallic particles

collect upon the inner surface ofthe glass,the affinities

between these particles and those of the glass are not

sufficiently marked to cause the former to traverse

the latter. These metallic particles escape out of

the circuit for the same reason and almost in the

same way as did the hydrogen. There are interrup-

tions, then, to the continuous propagation of chemi-

cal action around the circuit, and what the effects of

these interruptions must be, it is not easy to say. They
must certainly diminish the amount of action, but

on the other hand they may be necessary to give
rise to the phenomenon called tension.

Without this retardation of the current, o/th^ph^o-

indeed, the motion might be so rapid as to menon called
& -ill tension.

escape our notice. We might only be

conscious of chemical changes effected instantly

and as by magic, and we might have been alto-

gether ignorant of the process which we call elec-

tricity.

There are, however, many facts which remain to

be considered before we can hope to be able to answer

the question, proposed at the outset of the inquiry

what is electricity ? We have spoken of certain

molecular movements, but we have not yet attended

E 4
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to those marked movements of attraction, quasi-

repulsion, and rotation, which are so very charac-

teristic of electricity. We have not yet spoken of

the light and heat associated with electricity. And

yet all these phenomena must be considered, before

we can furnish the answer to the question, what is

electricity ?

The attractions and apparent repulsions of elec-

tricity are very mysterious phenomena, and it is not

easy to decide upon the best mode of

investigating them; but it is perhaps
tn6 ^est to ^em w^tn those which are

to chemical exhibited when electrical currents are

passed in the same or in different direc-

tions through wires which are parallel to each other,

and moveable.

Now, when currents are passed through wires

arranged in this manner, we find that the wires

approach each other when the currents pass in the

same direction, and recede from each other when the

currents pass in opposite directions. The wires

attract each other in the first instance; the wires

seem to repel each other in the second instance

seem to repel, for we shall find hereafter that it is not

quite so certain that the wires repel as that they
recede from each other. How, then, is this ?

The reason why the wires attract each other would

seem to be found in the fact that the current is not

confined to the wire. Now that this is so, is evident.

In the ordinary coil-galvanometer the passage of a
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current through one coil gives rise to a current in

the companion coil. If the conductor be coiled into

a tubular helix, as in an experiment we shall have to

dwell upon presently, and a bar of iron or steel

introduced into the core, the magnetic properties of

the helix, when a current is passed through it, are

found to be reproduced in the bar by the induction

of corresponding currents around it. The magnetic

needle, moreover, detects the presence of currents in

the neighbourhood of a conductor similar to those

which are passing through the conductor at the time.

Hence it is a fair inference that the current which

passes through the wire is not confined to the wire,

but that it overflows to a greater or less distance

from the wire. When two wires are placed parallel

to each other, and a current is passed through each

in the same direction, the results then are similar.

In neither case is the current confined to its proper
wire ; and in reality each current must be supposed
to pass through the other wire and its immediate

neighbourhood as well as through its own wire and

the immediate neighbourhood ; and thus, mutually

overflowing, the result must be that each current will

co-operate with and intensify the other. This must
be the result, for it is an ascertained fact that cur-

rents will intensify each other when passing in the

same direction, and neutralise each other when passing
in contrary directions. And if all this be so, it fol-

lows from the premises that the wires will attract

each other when the currents pass in the same

direction. What are these currents? They are

composed of molecules, which molecules have common
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chemical virtues. The molecules may be composed
of very different substances, but they all agree in

that their corresponding elements are turned in the

same direction. In this, which is the essential point,

they are all similar) and being similar, what will be

their natural tendencies? This is the question.

Will they attract each other or will they not ? There

is no doubt that similar molecules under other cir-

cumstances will attract each other. When, for

example, two different kinds of salts are mixed

together in solution, we know that they will crys-

tallise separately, the similar molecules attracting

each other. There is no doubt of this ; and hence the

presumption that the similar molecules in the two

wires, and in the parts surrounding them, ought to

exercise reciprocal attraction ; for the whole burden of

the previous evidence has gone to show that there is

an intimate if not inseparable connexion between

chemical and electrical action.

It is more difficult to explain why the wires should

recede from each other when their currents are in

contrary directions ; but the explanation will in all

probability be found in a similar process of reasoning.
When two different kinds of salts are mixed together
in solution, like crystallizes with like. Similar

molecules attract each other. But is this all ? Do
dissimilar molecules repel each other at the same

time that similar molecules attract each other ? If

they do, then it may be argued that the dissimilar

molecules of the the two wires and the surrounding

media, when currents are passed through the wires

in contrary directions, will repel each other, and this
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for the same reason that the molecules of dissimilar

salts repel each other.

But it is doubtful whether a real repellent influence

is at work in either case, and certainly such influence

is not necessary to explain the phenomena. The exjgt

Simple attraction will explain the pheno- ence of true

n . . .111 electrical re-

mena of crystallization, and it will also puisionques-

explain why the wires recede from each

other when their currents are contrary. What are

the simple facts in the latter case ? The facts are,

that each wire conveys a current which overflows as

far as the other wire, and the parts surrounding.
The results are also simple ; for, overflowing in this

manner and meeting, each current must exercise a

certain amount of neutralizing influence upon the

other. It follows, also, that this neutralization will

take place principally in the space between the wires,

and that there will be little or no such neutralization

beyond the wires. There will be little or none

beyond the wires, because the currents overflowing
from either wire in this direction cannot be interfered

with by the current overflowing from the other wire

cannot be interfered with, because the currents

overflowing from each wire into the intervening

space had neutralized each other, and left a space over

which no current could pass. And being so, it is

doubtful whether a real repellent influence is con-

cerned in causing the divergence of the wires, for

this divergence maybe accounted for, with equal readi-

ness, by the attractive forces which must be at work.
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On the sides of the wires which are opposed to each

other, the currents spreading from each wire clash

and are neutralized, and there will be in consequence
an absence of all action, attractive or otherwise,

across the space intervening between the wires ; but

on the sides of the wires which are not opposed to

each other, that is on their outsides, there will be

a mutual attraction between the molecules of the

current in the wires and the molecules of the currents

which are overflowing beyond the wire, and the

effect of this mutual attraction will be to cause the

wires to recede from the intervening space in which

there is an absence of all action. This will be the

effect, we say ; for after what has been said we may
safely assume that the molecules of the current in

each wire will attract and be attracted by the mole-

cules of the currents which proceed in the same

direction on the outside of the wire ; for it is a law

without exception that all currents passing in the

same direction attract each other.

In this explanation we assume that the mutual

relations of the molecules are different from the

mutual relations of the elements of these molecules.

In the latter case unlikes approach each other, and

likes recede from each other; in the former case

likes approach each other, and unlikes recede from

each other. But all this is quite in accordance with

the teachings of chemistry. Thus, when soda and

sulphuric acid are mixed together, the dissimilar ele-

ments of acid and alkali attract each other and unite
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to form the molecule of sulphate of soda, and then

the similar molecules of sulphate of soda seek each

other and unite to form the crystals of this salt. We
also assume that molecules of very different sub-

stances may be similar electrically. Thus, the

molecules in different parts of a galvanic circuit are

of very different substances, but they are all similar

electrically, in that they have all the same binary

constitution, with their corresponding elements all

turned in the same direction.

It would seem, therefore, that we may find the

physical explanation of the movements of which we
have been speaking in common chemical phenomena,
or rather in that common law to which the pheno-
mena of chemistry and electricity are, in all proba-

bility, alike subject. And this is an important

point ; for in the simple fact that currents passing in

the same direction attract each other, and that cur-

rents passing in opposite directions recede from each

other, we find the clue to the interpretation of those

phenomena of electrical and magnetical motion

which have now to be considered.

In pursuing our inquiry, it is desirable to realize

in some degree the nature of that intimate con-

nexion which has been shown to exist
, . . . .. The connex-

between electricity and magnetism ; and ion between
, ,1

'

i ,! electricity
in order to this, we may ponder with and magnet-

advantage upon the phenomena which are

exhibited in a moveable spiral conductor during the
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passage of a current. The experiment is simple
and familiar. The instrument by which it is made

Fig. 14.

consists of two parts the moveable spiral conductor,

and an appropriate wooden stand. The moveable

conductor is a coil of insulated copper-wire, with

the ends arranged as in the figure. The stand is

furnished with two concentric troughs (each of

which is in connexion with a binding screw) and a

central pivot. When in position the moveable

spiral conductor is balanced horizontally upon the

pivot, with the free ends hanging down, one into

one trough, and the other into the other. In pre-

paring for action the troughs are filled with mer-

cury, and the electrodes of a battery are connected

with the binding screws ; and when this is done, the

moveable conductor becomes part of the circuit, the

current entering and leaving it by the ends which

dip into the mercury contained in the troughs.
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When this is done, the moveable conductor becomes

part of the circuit; and what is the consequence?
The consequence is twofold. In the first place, the

conductor oscillates backwards and forwards until

at last it rests in the magnetic meridian; in the

second place, the two ends exhibit the properties of

magnetic poles the end which points to the north

pole of the earth being attracted, that is to say, by
the marked pole of a magnet, and quasi-repelled by
the other pole ; and, conversely, the end which

points to the south pole of the earth being attracted

by the unmarked pole, and ^wasz-repelled by the

other pole. It is found also that the polar relations

of the ends of the helix change places if the direc-

tion of the current is changed, and that the helix

itself moves in an opposite direction to gain the

magnetic meridian. And, last of all, it is found that

a bar of iron or steel is rendered magnetic by being

placed within the core of the helix. In a word, it is

found that all the phenomena of magnetism may be

exhibited in a moveable spiral conductor during the

passage of a current.

Now this fact which cannot be without impor-

tant bearings upon the theory of magnetism has

naturally given rise to the idea that electrical currents

circulate around every magnet in a direction which is

transverse to the line connecting the two poles. It

has naturally given rise to this idea, because the ends

of the moveable helix are certainly endowed with

the powers of magnetic poles, and because, as cer-

tainly, these powers are the consequence of the
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current which circulates in a direction which is

transverse to the line connecting the two ends of

the helix. It has naturally given rise to this idea,

also, because it is possible to account for the posses-

sion of these powers by the simple and known reac-

tion of electrical currents, if it be assumed that a

similar current passes in the same direction around

every magnet. When the marked pole of the

magnet is held to the end of the helix which points

to the south, the direction of the current around the

end of the helix and around the pole of the magnet,

according to the hypothesis, is similar; and hence

attraction. When, on the other hand, the unmarked

pole of the magnet is held to the end of the helix

which points to the south, the currents in the two

are in contrary directions, and for this reason they

ought to recede from each other. And so also

with the other poles. The meridional movement of

the helix is also to be accounted for on the same

principle, as we shall see presently; but, without

proving this, we have seen enough to be able to

assume, with some degree of probability, that a

magnet is surrounded by electrical currents which

pass in the direction which is transverse to the line

connecting the two poles. And this is all we want

to assume before proceeding to speak of the move-

ment which has now to be considered namely,
rotation.

By a most ingenious course of reasoning, Dr. Fa-

raday was led to expect that a magnet would revolve
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around an electrical conductor under certain circum-

stances ; and he at length succeeded, not only in

realizing his expectations, but in showing that the

conductor would revolve around the magnet if the

magnet were fixed and the conductor moveable.

Many instruments are well calculated to show the

revolution of a magnet around an electrical conductor,
but none is more simple than one which

.,. -,. . /i ,1 The rotation
is a slight modification of the instrument of a magnet

originally contrived by Dr. Faraday. In

this instrument we have the conductor
conductor -

Fig. 15.

around which the magnet rotates, c, a small bar

magnet, M, and a glass containing mercury. These

F
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are arranged as in the diagram. The lower end

of the conductor is made to dip lightly into the

surface of the mercury ; the upper end is fixed

to a metal arm projecting from the summit of a

metal pillar whose base is in connexion with the

binding screw on the right. The magnet is made to

float vertically in the mercury contained in the glass

by a piece of thread which passes from its lower end

to a piece of wire which projects from the bottom of

the glass, the piece of thread being of sufficient

length to allow the upper end of the magnet to rise to

some distance above the surface of the mercury. The

wire to which the thread is attached is carried through
the foot of the glass to the binding screw on the

left. The instrument is connected with a galvanic

battery by means of the binding screws, and, when

the connexion is made, the current ascends the pillar,

traverses the arm, descends through the conductor

into the mercury, passes out of the mercury by the

wire which pierces the foot of the glass, and so out

by the binding screw to the battery again. The

current pursues this course or a reverse course, as

the case may be ; and as it does so, the free end of

the magnet is found to revolve around the lower end

of the conductor, to the right or to the left, accord-

ing to the direction of the current.

Many instruments are also well calculated to show

the revolution of an electrical conductor
The rotation - . .

of an eiectri- around a magnet, but none is better cal-

culated for the purpose than one which is

magnet.
very like the last in form, and which is
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essentially like that which was originally contrived

by Dr. Faraday. Here we have the same general

arrangement as in the last instrument, with this dif-

Fig. 16.

ference, that the conductor, c, is moveable and the

magnet, M, fixed. The conductor hangs from the

end of the supporting arm by means of a small piece

of wire. The magnet is fixed by putting its lower

extremity into a small socket-prolongation of the

wire which passes through the foot of the glass from

the binding screw on the left. The connexion with

the battery is made as before, and when it is made,
the conductor, c, is found to revolve around the

vertical magnet, to the right or to the left, according
to the direction of the current.

How, then, are we to explain these extraordinary
F 2
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movements ? M. Ampere, we answer, has furnished

the clue to the explanation, and we now know that

the movements must result from the reactions which

necessarily take place between the current surround-

ing the magnet and the current which streams from

the conductor to the magnet.
In explaining the movement of a magnet around

a conductor, it is necessary to bear several things in

mind. It must be borne in mind that the currents

of the magnet and conductor are not confined to

these bodies ; but that they extend to an indefinite

distance beyond them, in, as it were, an atmosphere
of currents. (See p. 56.) It must be borne in mind

that these overflowing currents are more disposed

to pass towards the nearest point of neighbouring
bodies than to the space between these bodies a

fact which is well exemplified in the working of the

common electrical machine. It must be borne in

mind that a current may overflow indifferently from

the conductor to the magnet, or from the magnet to

the conductor, but not in both directions simulta-

neously, for it is not possible that contrary currents

can co-exist in the same place without mutual neu-

tralization, or without the weaker giving place to the

stronger. In explaining the movements of a magnet
around a conductor we assume, then, that the cur-

rents of the magnet are not confined to that body,
but that they extend indefinitely beyond it, in, as it

were, an atmosphere of currents. We also assume

that currents overflow, not from the magnet to the

conductor, but from the conductor to the magnet,
and that they converge upon the nearest point of the
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surface of this body. We assume this, because the

currents from the conductor are the stronger, in that

they represent the whole force of the galvanic bat-

tery with which the conductor is connected, and be-

cause they are capable of acting upon all bodies in-

differently ; whereas the currents of the magnet

originate within the mere compass of that body, and

are only capable of acting upon iron and a very few

bodies besides. We assume these things, and the

movements of the magnet follow as a matter of course.

Suppose c and M to be transverse sections of the

conductor and magnet respectively ; suppose the

arrows a b, a' V
',

a" b" to be different parts of the

current overflowing from the conductor and con-

verging to the nearest part of the magnet ; suppose
the arrows c d, c' d'9 c" d" to be different parts of

the current surrounding the magnet, and what will

be the result ?

fig. 17.

i- :?
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The result will be certain dissimilar lateral re-

actions between the currents, by which reactions the

magnet is carried transversely towards the left.

There will be no reaction in the median line itself,

that is in the line of the arrow a b, because this line

is the plane of inaction between the opposite reac-

tions of the two sides. There will be attraction to

the left of the median line, because the reacting cur-

rents on this side, as is indicated by the arrows a' V
and c'd'i are passing in the same direction, in that they
are passing towards the same angular point. There

will be repulsion (it is said) to the left of the median

line, because the reacting currents on this side, as is

indicated by the arrows a!' b" and c" d", are passing in

opposite directions, in that one is moving towards

the point from which the other is passing. Accord-

ing to this explanation, therefore, the magnet is

simultaneously drawn and pushed in diverging direc-

tions towards the same side, that is, towards the left.

It is drawn down to a point (say e jn Fig. 18.) which is

somewhere in the space between the attracting cur-

rents a' I)' and cf

d'\ it is thrust to a point (say/) in

a line which is directed away from the space which

is between the repelling currents a" b" and c" d" ;

and not being able to obey either impulse exclusively,

it yields a joint obedience, and moves to g. It

moves, that is to say, to a point in a line which is

perpendicular to the line connecting the magnet and

conductor, for it is assumed that the attractive and

repellent forces are exactly equal, and that they are

directed at similar angles on each side of this line.

Thus :
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Fig. IS.

The magnet, however, is not strictly at liberty to

yield to this impulse. On the contrary, it is so con-

fined by the form of the apparatus as to be only

capable of moving in a circle around the conductor,

and therefore the impulse of which we have just

spoken is expended in initiating this compound mo-

tion. This, then, is what takes place in the first

instant, and this is what is repeated without change
in succeeding instants so long as the reactions of the

currents continue. It is repeated because the mag-
net carries its own currents along with it, and because

the converging currents from the conductor do not

cease to follow.

But it is very questionable whether this explana-
tion holds good in all its details, and whether the

direction in which the magnet tends to move is that

which has been described. It is very questionable,
F 4
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because we are constrained to agree with those who
discard the idea of a repellent force in electrical

phenomena, and ascribe apparent repulsion to out-

wardly acting attraction. And certainly it is not

Fig. 19.

difficult to show that a repellent power is not neces-

sary to explain the phenomena under consideration.

Once more, then, let M and c be transverse sections
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of the magnet and conductor. Let the concentric

circles surrounding the magnet be the extraneous

currents of which we have spoken, and let the arrows

indicate their direction. In like manner let the lines

and arrows proceeding from the conductor to the

magnet indicate the currents which are passing in

this direction. Let it be supposed, then, that the

reactions between the currents to the right, instead

of producing repulsion, produce a greater or less

amount of neutralization in both currents, but espe-

cially in the weaker currents, that is, in the currents

surrounding the magnet ; and let this neutralization

diminish progressively as we pass away from the

point where the currents from the conductor im-

pinge. Let, moreover, the extent of this neutraliza-

tion be indicated by the curved line a a a, and by
the dotted lines and arrows to the outside of this line.

On the other hand, let it be supposed that the effect

of the reactions to the left of the converging currents

is to intensify the attractive powers of the currents

surrounding the magnet and in the magnet by the

addition of the whole amount of the attracting power
of the currents proceeding from the conductor ; and

let this intensification (which must diminish pro-

gressively as we pass away from the point where the

currents from the conductor impinge) be indicated by
the curve bbb. Let these things be supposed, and it

is evident that the disturbed balance of attraction can

only be restored (the magnet being alone moveable)

by the motion of the magnet in the direction in which
the attraction is now strongest.O
What, then, we may now ask, is the direction in
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which the magnet will move under these circum-

stances, for move it must in order to gain the equi-
librium of attraction ? Under these circumstances,

we answer, it will move somewhere towards the left.

This is evident, and will appear to be so by glancing
for an instant at the diagram. But what, we ask

again, will be the precise direction of the motion?

Will it be in a line which is at right angles to the

line which connects the magnet and the conductor,

to the line, that is to say, which is the radius vector

while the magnet continues to move around the con-

ductor ; or will it be in a line which is directed at

an angle which is more or less than a right angle ?

The answer is not at all doubtful. The motion

cannot be directed in a line which is inclined away
from the conductor at an angle of more than a right

angle ; it cannot be directed at the right angle ; but

it must be directed in a line inclining towards the

conductor at an angle of less than a right angle.

This must needs be, if the intensification and neu-

tralization of attraction resulting from the reaction of

the current belonging to the conductor and magnet
are equal ; and that this is so will appear in the

diagram, for the line of preponderating attraction, as

is shown by the curves a a a, b b b, is a line which

inclines towards the conductor at an angle which is

less than a right angle. Or, if we consider the

motion of the magnet in relation to a circle passing

through the magnet and carried around the con-

ductor as a centre, the motion must be, not in the

tangent to the circle, but in the chord. Instead of

being tangential, or in the line a b, the motion must
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be, if we may use the word, subtensial ; that is, in the

line a c.

Fig. 20.

And this must always be the direction of motion.

The amount of motion must vary in proportion to

the degree in which the attraction acting upon the

magnet is intensified on the one hand and neutral-

ized on the other hand, the amount being always

directly proportionate to the degree ; but the direc-

tion of motion must always be subtensial, when it is

considered in relation to the imaginary circle which

passes through the magnet and around the conductor

as a centre.

Now it is not altogether a matter of indifference

whether the direction of motion in this case is tan-

gential or subtensial. If it is at right angles to the

line connecting the magnet and conductor, the magnet
could not move in a circle, except it were bound
down by something which should discharge the office
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of a centripetal force, and thus rotation would be

nothing more than an accident connected with the

form of the apparatus. But if the magnet is set in

motion in a resisting medium, by an impulse which

is subtensial in its character, it follows that it must

move eventually in a circular orbit around the con-

ductor, or rather in a polygonal orbit which cannot

be distinguished from a circle. In the first instance,

the magnet may be carried by the impulse beyond
the circle which would pass through its first position,

but if it is so at first it is not so always. It is not

eo always, because the impulse fails as the distance

from the conductor increases, until at last the impulse
and resistance are so counterbalanced, that the

magnet is carried into the circle which passes through
the point from which the impulse last originated.

And when this happens, the magnet must enter upon
a circular, or quasi circular path, for the impulse can

undergo no change so long as the distance from the

conductor remains the same ; and the distance must

remain the same if the magnet is continually moved
to different points in the same circle. The same re-

sult must also follow, if, on the other hand, the impulse
is not sufficient to overcome the resistance so as to

maintain a movement in a circular orbit; for in this case

the magnet must continually approach the conductor

by stopping at points within the circle, until the in-

crease of impulse which is derived from the decrease

of distance is sufficient to overcome the resistance

and carry the magnet to the same distance from the

conductor as it was when the impulse originated,

and then, for the reasons already given, the movement
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in a circle must commence. A longer or shorter in-

terval of time may elapse before this adjustment is

effected, according as the impulse is powerful or feeble,

but it must be effected in the end, and when it is,

then the magnet must describe a circle around the

conductor, the movement being to the right or left

as the direction of its currents may determine.

In explaining the motion of a magnet around a con-

ductor it is possible then to dispense with the idea of a

repellent force, and explain all by the force of simple
attraction. It is possible, indeed, to understand that a

magnet might really circulate around a conductor, and

not merely be driven along a circular path to which it

was confined by the form of the apparatus ; and thus,

while it is possible to explain what was not before

explained, the law itself is greatly simplified.

Nor is it different when the magnet is fixed and

the conductor moveable ; for the reactions of which

we have spoken must operate upon the conductor

as well as upon the magnet, and not only must the

conductor move if it be moveable and the magnet
fixed, but conductor and magnet must move around

each other if both were free to move.

It is practically as well as theoretically certain that

electrical currents will produce these move-
ments of rotation when passing at right

angles to each other, and this, therefore,
is an argument that electrical currents do electrical

conductor.

surround the magnet in the direction

which has been supposed, and that the explanation
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of rotation which has been founded upon their sup-

posed presence is tenable. That electrical currents

will cause rotation when passing at right angles to

each other has been abundantly demonstrated by
Ampere, and one of the instruments by which this

has been done is represented in the following

diagram.

iiii 1

-
:

; f

Fig. 21.

This instrument consists of two parts which are

essentially distinct from each other. The first part

comprises a copper ring-trough, a copper central pil-

lar, and a copper hoop. The trough and pillar are

fixed upon a flat stand, with the pillar in the centre.

The hoop, which is furnished with a cross-wire and

a pivot directed downwards, is detached. Belonging
also to this part are two binding-screws, the one

being connected with the trough, and the other with

the central pillar. In preparing for action, the elec-

trodes of a battery are connected with the binding-

screws, the trough is filled with dilute sulphuric acid,

and the hoop is placed with its pivot upon the central

pillar and its lower edge in light contact with the
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sulphuric acid contained in the trough ; and when all

this is done the current may either pass to the trough,

thence through the acid to the hoop, and so back to

the other side of the battery, by way of the central

pillar, or else it may pass in a contrary direction.

This is one part of the instrument, and this is the

direction which the current pursues in it. The other

part of the instrument is a simple insulated copper-

wire, coiled several times around the outside of the

trough, and connected by its ends with the two

binding-screws to the right. These binding screws

are intended to receive the electrodes of a second

battery. The instrument is therefore arranged so

as to be open to two currents, and the current which

passes through the coil is made to cross at right

angles the current which traverses the hoop and

trough. This is the arrangement, and the result of the

arrangement is that the hoop is stationary when
either current is passed separately, and that it re-

'volves upon its pivot, to the right or to the left ac-

cording to the direction of the current, when both

currents are passed simultaneously.
The curious phenomena of rotation of which we

have been speaking would therefore appear to be

due to the reaction of cross currents of electricity ;

and hence we may adduce a strong additional argu-
ment in favour of the idea that a magnet is sur-

rounded by electrical currents whose direction is

transverse to the line connecting the two poles. But
this is not all. On the contrary, there arise out of

the same premises many ulterior considerations which

are of vital importance in our present argument;
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and first of all, with reference to the phenomena of

magnetism.

Influenced by many weighty arguments, of which

some have been stated, M. Ampere arrived at the

conclusion that magnetical phenomena are due to the

circulation of electrical currents around the magnet ;

and by thus discarding the idea of any special mag-
netical agent, he greatly simplified the theory of

magnetism. As left by him, however, the theory is

still complex, and perhaps incomprehensible ; for it

assumes the continual presence in every conductor

of a double series of currents, arranged cross-wise

with respect to each other. But this is certainly

not the final simplification of which the subject is

capable.

In the experiment of the moveable spiral con-

ductor, it was shown that the powers of the mag-
netic poles could be explained by the common
reaction of electrical currents. The spiral conductor

(which was in every respect a true magnet for the

time being) gave evidence of one current passing

along the wire which formed the coil; but of one

only. Where, then, is the evidence in favour of

the double series of currents ? Now, the facts which

remain to be considered, and which furnish the

answer to this question, are the meridional move-

ment of the magnetic needle, and the cross move-

ment of the same needle when placed in relation to

an electrical conductor; and these facts we now

propose to examine.
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When a magnetic needle is placed in the imme-
diate neighbourhood of an electrical conductor, it

arranges itself across that conductor.

This is a familiar fact, and one not at

all difficult to understand, if it be assumed

that the needle is surrounded by trans-

verse currents of electricity.

A magnetic
needle must
arrange itself

across an
electrical

conductor.

Fig. 22.

Let MM' be a magnetic needle lying upon an

electrical conductor c c', and moving upon a central

pivot the position of which is indicated by the dot.

Let the currents in the conductor and the currents

in the magnet travel in the direction which is indi-

cated by the arrows placed upon each, and it is

evident, according to the premises, that the currents

will react upon each other until they are placed in

the same direction ; and that they cannot be placed

Fig. 23.

G
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in the same direction
"

until the needle has moved

upon its pivot through a quarter of a revolution.

It is evident, also, that these reactions must cease,

and the needle come to a stand-still, when it has

moved to this extent, because its currents are then

in the same direction as those which pass along the

conductor.

The cross movements of the needle under these

circumstances, then, appear to be the natural conse-

quence of the reaction of the currents which pass

around the magnet and along the conductor ; but it

gives no support to the idea of a double series of

currents, either in the magnet or in the conductor.

But what of the meridional movement of the

magnetical needle? How is this to be accounted

for? Is it to be accounted for by sup-Themag- .
J

netic needle posing that electrical currents surround

tTthe
P
po?es the earth in the plane of the ecliptic,

and that the transverse currents of the

needle react with these currents as they did with

the currents of the conductor in the last experiment ?

This solution is certainly suggested by this last ex-

periment ; and if it be allowed, it certainly follows

that the needle must be faithful to the pole. Let
MM' be the needle, and E the earth, and let the

currents around each be indicated by the arrows,

and it is obvious, according to the premises, that the

needle will point to the poles ; for it is only in this

position that there will be no reaction between the

currents of the magnet and the currents of the

earth.
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Fig. 24.

In fact, we know of no shadow of evidence in

favour of the belief either in special magnetical
currents or in special electrical currents,

as concerned in the phenomena of mag-
netism; and, so far as we can see, all

these phenomena may be traced to intel-

ligible reactions between simple currents of electri-

city. So far as we can see, indeed,
, .

, Magnetism

magnetism ceases to have any existence as a mere mode

a special force, and becomes a mere mode action .

"c

of electrical action.

Now this is no unimportant conclusion,

we are enabled to clear up two residual

difficulties. We have been obliged to

infer the existence of chemical changes
in metallic conductors during the passage
of the electric current, from the peculiar
constitution of the loadstone and of other

magnetic salts. The argument was one

of mere analogy. But if "magnetism"
be a mere mode of electrical action, then

these facts become so many direct proofs
G 2

for by it

The bearing
of these con-

siderations

upon the

theory of

electricity.

And, first, as

showing the

presence of

chemical

changes in a

metallic con-
ductor dur-

ing the pas-

sage of the

current.
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that there are these chemical changes in metallic

conductors during the current; for they show that

such changes are necessary to magnetism,, which is

another name for electricity.

Again, if "
magnetism" be electricity, we see a

way of solving that greatest of all magnetical riddles

permanency. In order to this, indeed, all that is

necessary is to apply the theory of the

stone and" Leyden jar. In this jar the charge is

retain"their preserved by the mechanical interposition
magnetic of the glass between the excited coatings.
power.

It is preserved because the glass presents

a barrier to the reunion of those polar elements in

the metallic coatings and elsewhere, which have

been separated by the current, and whose separation

and reunion is the current. In the loadstone and

in steel the oxygen and carbon act (we may suppose)
the part of the glass in the Leyden jar; and the
"
magnetism

"
is rendered permanent simply because

these substances present a mechanical barrier to the

reunion of the polar molecules of the iron. Iron

very readily enters into the electric state, and as

readily passes out of it. The elements of its mole-

cules are peculiarly mobile. But if carbon be

combined with iron, as in steel, the affinities of the

molecules are occupied, and their ready decomposi-
tion and recombination is interfered with. Hence

steel is an infinitely worse "conductor" than iron.

But if the electric current be sufficiently strong to

produce the necessary decompositions in the steel,

the carbon still interferes with the recombinations.

Like the glass of the Leyden jar, it mechanically
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prevents these recombinations. Under these circum-

stances there is not a current in the steel ; but there

is, as it were, a current dammed up, a current

"frozen into permanence." Again, the common
oxides of iron, and other oxides, are not electrical

"conductors" for the same reason that steel is a

worse conductor than iron. The affinities of the

iron elements are preoccupied by the oxygen ; and

the elements cannot yield themselves readily to the

play of those chemical decompositions and recombi-

nations which constitute the current. But if it

happens that these molecules are decomposed after

the fashion which obtains in the current, and the

separated elements combined with oxygen, the

separated elements are still able to react in some

degree even after this combination ; and the oxygen
serves to perpetuate this condition by presenting a

mechanical barrier to the reunion which would put
an end to the reaction. And so also with the

magnetic sulphuret of iron; for in this ease the

sulphur plays the part of the oxygen in the magnetic

oxide, of the carbon in the magnetic needle, and of

the glass in the Leyden jar. Upon this theory,

indeed, all that is necessary to fix the phenomena
of magnetism is to have some mechanical medium

interposed between the polar elements of the mole-

cules, a medium sufficient to prevent the reunion

of these elements, but not sufficient to prevent their

mutual reaction. It is still the chemical hypothesis
to which we have recourse for the explanation ; and

thus the loadstone becomes the real key to the

mystery of electrical action. It is this stone which
G 3
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points the eye of the philosopher, no less than the

eye of the mariner, to the star by which he can

direct his course. It is of a truth the Philosopher's
stone a stone, not turning everything it touches

into gold, but effecting a far higher transmutation

than this that of ignorance into knowledge.

But we are not yet at the end of the inquiry
which can furnish an answer to the question what

is electricity, though we have approached suffi-

ciently near to this end to be able to conjecture
what the nature of this answer must be. We have,

indeed, still to consider the phenomena of electrical

light and heat ; and first with regard to the light.

The various arguments which connect the several

forms of luminous "discharge" and "conduction"

with ordinary "conduction" prepare us to expect
that electrical light must be referred to chemical

Electrical
action. The arguments are so complete

light must be that others are scarcely necessary; but
referred to , . ,, - , .

chemical ac- there is one of great beauty which has not

been mentioned, and which ought not to

be overlooked. This is to be found in the following

experiment: A wheel, with a written inscription

upon one of its spokes, is placed upon an axle in the

focus of a photographic camera, and arrangements
are made for illuminating it when necessary with an

electric spark. Having darkened the room, the wheel

is then set in motion, and when the motion has at-
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tained its highest pitch of velocity, the slide of the

camera is raised, and the spark passed. The whole

is the work of an instant ; but there has been suf-

ficient time to copy, not only the wheel, but also the

inscription on the spoke. Now this copying must

have been instantaneous, for if it had not been so

the image would have been blurred by the motion of

the wheel. The copying, also, must have been in-

stantaneous, because the illumination was only in-

stantaneous. There can, indeed, be no more beautiful

illustration of the companionship between electrical

light and chemical action than this; while at the

same time the fact is well calculated to spiritualise,

as it were, our conceptions of chemical action, and,

by displaying its amazing subtleness and swiftness,

to show its fitness for electrical purposes. Now the

nerve of sight is endowed with the power of per-

ceiving light, and this perception is the only notion

it can form of any kind of action. In the operation
for cataract, for example, the patient suffers pain as

the knife divides the outer coat of the eye, but the

sensation of pain is exchanged for that of light as

soon as the instrument has penetrated to the retina

or true visual surface. In this case the same action

is attested by pain in one part of the frame, and by
light in another part; and if so, why should Jit be

otherwise in the case of electricity ? What reason

is there that the same action which produces the

shock in the nerves of common sensation and in the

muscles should not produce the sensation of light in

the eye ? There is no such reason to be met with,

and, as there is not, the natural presumption is that

G 4
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electrical light is nothing more than electrical action,

otherwise chemical action, attested by the eye.

And this, moreover, is the idea which we should

derive from the consideration of the light which is

derived from ordinary combustion, and from various

other sources, for in all these cases the light is

more or less obviously connected with chemical

changes.
Now these changes, it must be remembered, are

present, according to the premises, not only at the

origin of the ray, but at every point of its course

until it dies out in darkness. Actual waves of

chemical change, and not mere ideal undulations in

a hypothetical ether, spread abroad on all hands from

the luminous focus, and there is no illumination be-

yond the waves. According to the premises, indeed,

we must regard the illuminated object, whatever or

wherever it be, as being for the time the seat of

continual chemical changes, either between the

molecular elements of different substances, or be-

tween (see p. 32) the molecular elements of the

same substance.

The phenomenon of electrical heat may be partly

disposed of in the same manner as the light, but not

entirely. The sensation of heat, in all probability,

is nothing more than electrical action attested by a

particular class of nerves ; but this attesta-
Electrical

. . .

heat must be tion is not sufficient to account for that
referred to .. .. i i i

chemical ac- seemingly repulsive power which is cha-

racteristic of heat, and which causes a
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solid to become a fluid, and a fluid a gas. This

power is mysterious, but not unintelligible, and no

new principle of interpretation is required for the

explanation.

In investigating the phenomenon of electrical heat,

we are struck, first of all, with one circumstance, and

this is that the degree of heat is appa-

rently proportionate to the inadequacy of

the conductor through which the current

is passing. With an ordinary current *

^jj
1*" hy"

scarcely any heat is given out when a

thick wire is used as a conductor, but if this wire be

divided, and the ends connected by a piece of fine

wire, the latter wire is immediately heated, or even

fused. It is the same also when a strong current is

passed through a chain consisting of alternate links

of thick copper wire and thin platinum wire ; for in

this case the platinum links become red hot, while

the copper links are not appreciably affected except

by contact with the other links. That the evolution

of heat is in some degree connected with inadequate
conduction is also shown in an experiment which is

a modification of one which was originally used by
Mr. Grove in the illustration of another subject.

The instrument is an ordinary glass test-tube/across

which are carried two wires of different sizes, one

thick and the other thin. In using it, the tube is

filled with water, and the ends of each wire are

placed successively in connection with an appropriate

battery. A current is thus passed, first through one

wire, and then through the other, and the result is

that a great amount of heat is given out when the
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current is passed through the thin wire, and scarcely

any or none at all when it is passed through the

thick wire, And this difference is very marked, for

on passing the current through the thin wire the

water in the tube may be made to boil with much

activity.

But it may be asked how do these facts bear

upon the seemingly repulsive power of heat ? They
bear, we think, very closely, for we can see nothing
in this power which is not a natural consequence of

electrical action under certain intelligible circum-

stances. "What, we ask, is the electrical current ?

According to the premises, it is a definite series of

chemical changes involving a distinct transfer of

matter in space. It is not possible to conceive of

ordinary chemical changes without certain changes
of place in the elements combining or separating ;

and for the same reason it is not possible to conceive

of the current without similar changes. The transfer

of matter from one electrode to another, or across the

fluid with which the battery is charged, are illustra-

tions of this fact. What we have first to do, then,

is to realise this idea of material transfer as neces-

sarily connected with the current. According to

the premises, moreover, it is not possible to regard
the current as confined to the conductor. On the

contrary, it is necessary to regard it as overflowing

from the conductor to surrounding parts. Pass it

must by one way or another, and, as it will pass

most readily through the most open channel, it fol-

lows that the amount to which it will overflow will

be in direct relation to the inadequacy of the con-
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ductor. Now what must be the consequence of this

overflowing ? Have the outward-bound currents the

same characters as the main current ? Do they, in

like manner, involve the idea of onward transfer of

matter? If they do and most certainly the pre-

mises allow no other conclusion then it follows that

the substance of the conductor must tend to pass in

an outward direction during the passage of a current,

and that this tendency will be most marked when
the conductor is inadequate, as in the experiment
with the thin wire, for in this case the outward-

bound currents will be more powerful. In other

words, the effect of these outward-bound currents

will, according to their force, be the same as those

which are ascribed to the so-called repulsive power of

heat namely, expansion, fluidification, aerification.

And thus it is possible to agree with Berzelius in

regarding electrical heat and chemical heat as mere

modes of the same action, while, at the same time,

it is not impossible to dispense with a special re-

pellent power in explaining the so-called repulsive

effects of heat.

Nor is there anything contradictory to this view

in the history of the heat which is derived from

common combustion and other artificial sources, for

in every instance the heat is more or less obviously
referable to chemical action.

With reference to artificial heat, also, the same

remarks have to be made as those which were pre-

viously made with reference to light, and chemical

changes, according to the premises, are no less neces-

sary for the transmission than for the origination of
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this action. According to the premises, indeed, heat

could not radiate through the atmosphere, or pene-
trate anywhere, without the mediation of chemi-

cal changes of one kind or another. Indeed, we
Can form no conception of heat apart from these

changes.

In this way, step by step, we have arrived at a

point from which we catch a glimpse of a central

law. As we come along, the phenomena of electricity

are seen to submit themselves to the law of chemical

action, and magnetism and light and heat are found

to become mere modes of electricity, whileThe whole
. . .

history of at the same time the idea of chemical

action has become so comprehensive and

general as to lose all proper speciality. In

a word> electricity, magnetism, light, heat,
the law of the an(J chemical action, have all merged into
laboratory. .

characters of a common action an action of duality,

out of which arise under peculiar circum-

stances certain marked movements an action which

depends not upon incomprehensible imponderables,
but upon certain definite and comprehensible pro-

perties of matter. All things have indeed combined

to point to a law which is at once simple in its nature

and manifold in its operations, and this is the answer

we get to the question proposed at the beginning
What is electricity ?

What then ? Is this law the law which dominates

in nature ? This is the question which we have now
to ask, and which we propose to answer as best we
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can. Now there are several signs which Has the law

seem to show that this law may be a
"ory awS"

cosmical law. Light, heat, and chemical sc Pe?

power attend upon the force of gravity in the solar

ray and render it difficult to regard this force as an

isolated and independent power, and it is not easy to

suppose that magnetism and electricity do not enter

into the perfect idea of that law by which the earth

is ruled. There are, indeed, many signs from which

we should infer that the law of which we have been

speaking has a wider scope than was at first apparent,

and which encourage us to search whether it be so or

not. Let us then brace our minds to the task of

searching the evidence, and, trusting in a higher
illumination than our own, let us begin by consider-

ing the movements of the heavenly bodies.
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CHAP. II.

SEARCH AFTER A CENTRAL LAW IN SOME OF
THE PHENOMENA OF NATURAL MOTION.

THE philosophical interpretation of the movements

The laws of of the heavenly bodies began unquestion-
Kepier. a^y when Kepler made the three great
discoveries which are known as Kepler's laws.

The first of these discoveries is that the radius

vector (or line which connects the planet or comet

with the sun, and the satellite with its primary,) is

carried over equal areas in equal times. It might be

expected that this radius would have been carried over

unequal areas in equal times, for the orbital velo-

city of the heavenly bodies is subject to considerable

variation ; but Kepler found that the radius increases

in length as the velocity diminishes, and vice versa,

and that this counterbalancing between distance and

velocity is such that the radius is always carried over

the same area in the same time. The second of

these discoveries is, that the planets and comets

move in ellipses with the sun in one of the foci, and

that the satellites describe a similar movement
around their primaries. The third discovery, which

is often spoken of as the harmonic law, is that the

squares of the periodic times of the revolution
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around the sun are proportional to the cubes of

the distance from the sun.

These discoveries were the fruit of most laborious

enquiry. They were sifted out of myriads of other

facts by a man of extraordinary patience and pene-

tration. They are themselves facts of very high

practical value, for by them astronomical predictions

became possible ; but they were mere isolated and

empirical facts until Newton undertook to interpret

them.

Interpreted by Newton, the true significance of

Kepler's discoveries became apparent. The equa-
ble description of areas in equal times became a

proof that the centre of these areas is the centre of

the force or forces acting upon the planet or planet-

oid body. The fact became significant

of law, but it did not declare the nature

of the law. The elliptical form of the of the laws of

. . -IP Kepler, and
orbit with the sun or primary in the focus Newton's

became a proof that the central force or the

forces acts or act with an energy which

is inversely proportional to the square of the dis-

tance, increasing as the distance diminishes, and

decreasing as the distance increases. And, lastly,

the fact that the squares of the periodic times are

inversely proportional to the cubes of the distance,

became the proof that all the planets and satellites

are retained in their orbits by the same force or

forces, modified only by distance.

But Newton did not content himself with this

interpretation. On the contrary, he laid down three

laws or axioms, the three laws of motion, as they
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are called, and went on to explain by them the

whole scheme of celestial motion. The laws are

these.

The first is, that a moving body will move with

uniform velocity in a straight line, and continue its

motion for ever, unless it is acted upon by some

external force. This is the necessary consequence
of the inertia of this body. Without inherent capacity
of action, indeed, this body remains for ever at rest

if at rest, and moves for ever in a straight line if in

motion and perfectly free to move. In itself the

body is purely passive.

The second law is, that the change of motion which

is caused when a moving body is acted upon by any
force is the same as that which would have been

produced if the same force had acted upon the same

body during the state of rest.

The third law is, that action and reaction are equal ;

or, in other words, that the mutual action of two
bodies upon each other is equal in degree and con-

trary in direction.

In applying these laws to the explanation of the

movements of the heavenly bodies, it is assumed that

space is free from everything which can offer resist-

ance to the movements of these bodies, and that each

body was originally launched into its orbit with a

given velocity a velocity varying for each body

by a force which ceased to operate as force from that

moment.

Moving in free space, and set in motion in this

manner, a planet, for example, tends to move for ever

in a straight line ; but instead of obeying this
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tendency it moves in an orbit around the sun, and

by so doing shows that it has been deflected from the

straight line in which it would move naturally, by a

force which continually tended towards the sun.

This centripetal force, moreover, is attractive in its

character, because it tends to bring the planet towards

the sun ; its power is inversely proportional to the

square of the distance, because the planet moves in

an ellipse with the sun in one of the foci ; and the

same force attracts all the other planets and their

satellites, because in all the square of the periods is

inversely proportional to the cubes of the distance.

The particular form of the orbit is determined alto-

gether by the velocity with which the planet was ori-

ginally launched into space. If the velocity were pre-

cisely balanced by the attractive force, the orbit would

be a perfect circle, for at every point the planet would

be bent down from the tangent of the orbit the

straight line in which it tends to move in accordance

to the first law of motion into the circumference

of the circle. If the velocity was not precisely

balanced by the attractive force, the orbit would be

more or less eccentric.

If, for example, the original projection be such as

to overbalance the centripetal force, the planet will

at first tend to escape from that purely circular orbit

in which it would have moved if the projection and

the attractive force were exactly counterbalanced.

At every successive moment, however, the planet
must move with diminished velocity away from the

sun, for the centripetal force will continually drag

upon it and tend to bring it back towards the sun ;

H
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and thus the curve of orbital motion will be more and

more bent until at last projection and attraction

begin to operate in the same direction. Up to this

time the orbital motion had been continually retarded

by the centripetal force; now the case is altered,

and the motion is progressively accelerated by the

increase of centripetal force which arises from the

diminished distance from the sun, until the superadded

velocity is sufficient to overcome the central attraction,

and carry the planet in the same direction and with

the same velocity as when it began to move. If, on

the other hand, the original projection be not suffi-

cient to counterbalance the centripetal force, and

maintain a purely circular orbit, the planet will at

once begin to fall towards the sun, and this it will

continue to do with continually increasing velocity

until the superadded motion, arising from the increas-

ing gravitation as the distance diminishes, is sufficient

to overbalance the centripetal attraction and carry it

in an outward direction. And then, as in the former

instance, the centripetal force will begin to drag upon
the planet, and retard its motion, until, regaining its

former mastery, the planet is compelled to travel in

the same direction and with the same velocity as when
it began to move. The degree of orbital eccentricity

must of course be proportionate to the disproportion
which may exist between the motion of projection and

the attractive force, and if this disproportion exceed

a certain bound there may be no proper orbit at all,

and, instead of moving in orbits of various eccentricity,

the planet might imitate some of the comets, and

describe hyperbolic or parabolic curves.
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What, then, is the attractive force which plays' so

important a part in the formation of these orbits ? Is

it that force of gravity which causes a stone to fall

to the earth ? This question is a natural question,

for the force is universal. It is this force which

draws the bucket to the bottom of the well, which

caps the mountain with clouds, and which steadies

the car of the aeronaut as it floats high above the

earth. Now this is a question which has been

answered by comparing the space through which a

stone falls to the earth in a given time, with the space

through which the heavenly bodies fall in the same

time from the tangents of their orbits. At the surface

of the earth, then, the stone is found to fall through
193 inches in the first second ; and what is this when

compared with the distance through which the moon

falls from the tangent of her orbit in the same time ?

On making the necessary calculations it is found

that the moon does not fall more than the '0536th

part of a single inch in this time, and therefore the

attraction of the earth for the moon, as compared with

the attraction of the earth for the stone, is in the

ratio of 1930000 to 536, or 3600 to 1. In other

words, the attraction of the earth, thus measured, is

3600 times less at the the moon than upon its surface.

But this is as we might expect, if the attraction is

inversely proportional to the square of the distance,

for the distance of the moon from the centre of the

earth is 60 times the radius of the earth ; and thus,

if we divide 193 inches, or the space through which

the stone fell in the first second, by the square of 60,

namely 3600, we get the 0'0536th of an inch, which
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is the space through which the moon ought to fall,

and does fall, in the same time. This, then, is a

strong argument that the same force of gravity acts

upon the moon and upon the stone.

On inquiry further, it is found that the earth is

deflected from the tangent of her orbit 0*1 19 of an

inch in the second, and hence it follows that the

attraction of the sun for the earth must be no less

than 354,936 times greater than the attraction which

operates at the surface of the earth, if this attraction

increases after the same ratio as the distance dimi-

nishes. At the surface of the earth a stone gravitates

through 193 inches in the first second; at the sur-

face of the sun it would gravitate through 5514

inches. This disproportion is indeed great, but it is

not greater than may be supposed to exist if the

sun's powers of attraction are in any degree propor-
tionate to his volume a volume so vast, that (to

use Sir John Herschel's illustration) the surface of

the sun would extend as much beyond the orbit of

the moon as that orbit is beyond the surface of the

earth if the centre of the sun was where the centre

of the earth is at present. If, indeed, the solar

powers of attraction were directly proportionate to

the solar volume, they would be four times greater
than they are ; but, as they are, comparing volume

with volume, they are four times less than the

powers of terrestrial gravity.

The attraction which acts upon the other planets
is inversely proportional to the square of the dis-

tance ; for on measuring the distance to which they
are deflected from the tangents of their orbits in a



second, this distance is found to agree very nearly

with what we should expect to find if the solar

attraction is sufficient to deflect the earth '119 of an

inch in the same time. Thus, in parts of an inch,

Mercury is deflected -792, Venus -227, Earth -119,

Mars -051, Jupiter -0044, Saturn -0013, Uranus

000323, and Neptune -000132.

It is so likewise with the satellites of Jupiter,

Saturn, and Uranus ; for on taking any one of these,

and weighing the attractive powers of the primary

by the fall from the tangent of the orbit, and on

considering the diminution or augmentation of power
which must happen if these powers are inversely

proportional to the square of the distance, the spaces

through which the companion satellites are found to

fall in the same time are in exact accordance with

the requirements of the law.

And not only does the sun attract the planet, and

the planet its satellite, according to the same law,

but the planets attract the sun and the satellites

their primaries in the very same manner. It ap-

pears, indeed, that every part of the solar system is

attracted by every other part with a force which is

inversely proportional to the square of the distance.

It would be easy to give many illustrations of this

great system, but the latest is the most conclusive

and triumphant, and we will content ourselves with

it, for if the law can be shown to hold good in such

a point, it may be assumed to be true in all points.
The illustration is this. The orbit of Uranus pre-
sented certain peculiarities, which could not be ac-

counted for by the gravity of the sun and the planets
U 3
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then known. These irregularities were considerable,

but they were not allowed to cast any doubt upon
the theory of universal gravitation; for it was re-

membered that the apparent irregularities which had

once existed in the orbit of Saturn had been reduced

to rule by the discovery of Uranus. Expecting a

similar solution, then, astronomers for the most part

were content to wait until the telescope should re-

veal a new planet ; but all were not so content. On
the contrary, M. Leverier and Mr. Adams addressed

themselves to the herculean task of searching through
the outskirts ofspace with no other guide than figures;

and month after month, and year after year, each sup-

posing himself to be alone, they plodded along their

weary way in silence, until at last M. Galle received

a letter from M. Leverier, in which he was re-

quested to look for a planet in the same plane as the

ecliptic, or nearly so, and whose heliocentric longi-

tude at that time was 326, or thereabouts. This

letter arrived at the Royal Observatory at Berlin

on the 23rd of September, 1846, and on the night
of that very day M. Galle and M. Encke saw an

unknown star of the eighth magnitude in 326 52'

of this longitude. On the next night this star was

found to have moved from its place. It was Nep-
tune. On bringing Mr. Adams' calculations up to

the same date, the position assigned to the planet

was in the plane of the ecliptic and in 329 19' of

heliocentric longitude a difference of only 3 19'

from the position assigned to it by M. Leverier.

The planet was discovered, as we have said, in

326 52' of this longitude; and thus the actual
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position differed only 52' from the position as-

signed by M. Leverier, and only 2 27' from that

determined by Mr. Adams, and only 47' from the

mean of the two calculations. Now those calcula-

tions were made upon the assumption that the law

of gravitation was universal, and the prophetic result

is therefore thought to be a convincing proof of this

universality.

The sun, moreover, is considered to be the subject

of the same law, for his centre is found to move in an

orbit in which the original projection is modified by
the united influence of the several bodies which circu-

late around him. So are the comets, whether these

be permanent members or occasional visitants of

our system ; and so, apparently, are the stars them-

selves. But at each successive step outwards the

difficulties of the demonstration accumulate, from

the want of data, from the number of perturbing

causes, from the inconceivable vastness of the dis-

tance, and so on ; but as far as we can go with cer-

tainty, so far the evidence is not wanting.

This, then, is the conclusion up to this point

that all bodies and all parts of bodies attract each

other with a force which is inversely proportional to

the square of the distance. But this is not all. We
have already seen that the attractive power of the

sun is greater than that of the earth, and this is only
one instance out of many of similar differences in

this respect. Measured in feet, indeed, a body falls

through 16-08 feet in the first second at the Earth,

through 8-04 feet at Mercury, through 14*63 feet at

Venus, through 8-04 feet at Mars, through 39-40 feet

H 4
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at Jupiter, through 18*00 feet at Saturn, through
12-05 feet at Uranus, through 13 '5 6 feet at Nep-
tune, through 2 '72 feet at the Moon, and through
459*47 feet at the Sun. These differences are ac-

counted for by saying that the gravity is directly

proportional to the mass of the gravitating bodies,

and not to their volume. Some of these bodies are

supposed to contain much less gravitating matter

than others, and for this reason they are lighter than

others. Indeed, if mass be compared with volume,

all the planets, except Mercury, as well as the Sun

and Moon, are lighter than the Earth, and some of

them much lighter. Taking the Earth as 1, Mer-

cury is 3*45, Venus 0-92, Mars 0-95, Jupiter 0*94,

Saturn 0*12, Uranus and Neptune 0*17, the Sun

0*26, and the Moon 0'62. The differences in gravi-

tating power, then, are accounted for by saying that

the power is directly proportional to the mass of the

gravitating bodies. If the mass were doubled the

weight would be doubled; if halved it would be

halved ; and so on. In the first case a body would

fall towards the Earth through twice 16*03 feet in

the first second, in the other case it would only fall

through 8*01 feet. All this has been determined

by experiments, as by those of Cavendish and

others.

What, then, is the final conclusion of this magni-
ficent theory ? The conclusion is, that every particle

in the universe attracts every other particle with a

force which is directly proportionate to the mass of

the attracting particles, and inversely proportionate
to the square of their distance ; and that this attrac-
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tive principle is the sole force which is concerned in

maintaining the movements of the heavenly bodies.

Now there is no manner of doubt that the hea-

venly bodies will continue to describe their several

orbits if they were originally projected with a given

velocity in a tangent to their orbits, and then left to

the action of the force of gravity, if they encounter

no resistance in moving. But is it certain

that they do not encounter such resist- Cuies 4hich

ance? Now, that it is not certain, we

may perhaps argue, partly from the re-

tarded movements of Encke's comet, and

partly from the previous considerations

respecting law. It does not appear possible to

account for the retarded movements of
-n , , .., jt Theprobabi-
Jiincke s comet, without assuming the pre- uty that

sence of some resisting medium in the theTncopo-

track along which this body travels a "h?Ch1s

d
ne.

medium of exceeding rarity, it is true, *saryto

. , n allow the un-

and one which might only tell in a short impeded con-

time upon bodies like comets, but which the motion

must tell somewhat upon the movements
from^rfginai

of the densest bodies. We know so little Pr J ection -

about comets, however, that any argument which is

derived from their movements alone can be of little

weight ; and, on the other hand, it may be said that

if space be sufficiently empty to allow a comet to

move along with comparative freedom, it is to all

intents and purposes a vacuum. The other objection,
which arises out of the views which have been ex-

plained in the foregoing pages views which discard
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imponderable agencies, and connect light, heat, and

motion with certain material changes is not so

readily set aside. According to these views, the

solar light and heat could not travel to the earth

without a material track. According to these views,

even motion may be said to require a resisting

medium for its manifestation. Now this difficulty,

as we have said, is not so easily set aside ; for though
it is not yet proved that the light and heat and

motion of the heavenly bodies are analogous to the

light and heat and motion of which we have

spoken, yet are we obliged by the recognized rules

of philosophising to assume the analogy until we
know the contrary. In making this assumption,

moreover, we are proceeding from the known to the

unknown; for nothing whatever is known of the

causes of the light and heat and motion of the hea-

venly bodies.

How, then, is this difficulty to be set aside, for

assuredly it is a great difficulty to suppose that space
is filled with a substance which is sufficiently real

and sufficiently ethereal for our purpose sufficiently

real to allow the performance of those definite mole-

cular changes which in one of their aspects we name

chemical, and sufficiently ethereal to oppose no re-

sistance to the free continuance of the motion of pro-

jection? Are we to suppose that the invisible con-

tents of space have a motion in the same direction,

and with the same velocity, as the heavenly bodies

themselves ; or are we to suppose that the heavenly
bodies are moved along, not merely by an initial

tangential impulse, but by that ever-acting force
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which causes the magnet to revolve around the elec-

trical conductor ? After what has been said before,

these suppositions occur naturally as a means of sur-

mounting the difficulty in question; but they have

nothing to do with the Newtonian scheme of motion.

They have nothing to do with this scheme, and yet

they seem to offer the only means by which the

difficulty is to be surmounted.

Now these very suppositions, which have nothing
to do with the Newtonian scheme, but which appear
to be necessary to explain the actual movement of

the heavenly bodies, if space be not that incor-

poreal void which it is assumed to be, are the

very suppositions which may be entertained if the

law of which we have already had a glimpse be the

true law of nature; and for this additional reason,

therefore, we will presume to apply this law to the

explanation of what appears to be still unexplained
in the movement of the heavenly bodies.*

* Since the manuscript of this book was in the hands of the pub-

lisher, the attention of the author has been directed to a work by
Dr. George Friedrick Pohl, Professor of Physics in the University

of Breslau (" Der Electromagnetismus und die Bewegung der Him-

melskorper in ihre gegenseitigen Beziehung dargelegt," Breslau,

1846), in which an attempt is made to explain the movements of

the heavenly bodies upon the same principles as those which account

for the rotation of the magnet around a conductor. Dr. Pohl adopts
the ordinarily received views by which this rotation is referred to the

joint operation of a repellent and attractive force, and he neglects

to take into consideration several circumstances which are essential

to the interpretation of the movement, so that he cannot be said to

succeed in his demonstration
; but he is unquestionably a man of a

most accomplished and philosophical mind, and he deserves all the

praise which belongs to him who takes a first step in the right

direction.
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In the first place, then, let us endeavour to follow the

movements of the earth, and in order to
Application , . , , . , . ,

of the law of this let us assume two things which are

n t very problematical. Let us assume

ofSe
n
mo-

n tnat currents of electricity (we use the

laTth

fthe term electricity in that wider sense which

has been explained before) surround the

earth in a direction which is parallel to the plane of

the ecliptic ; let us assume that similar currents pro-
ceed from the sun to the earth and converge upon
the part which is nearest to the sun; and we may
soon see that the earth must move around the sun,

and that she must rotate upon her axis as well as

move onwards in her orbit. Nor are these assump-
tions at all unwarrantable. The first is not unwar-

rantable, because the manner in which the magnetic
needle is found to lie across the plane of the ecliptic

may be taken as an almost certain proof that elec-

trical currents travel in this plane. Nor is the second

assumption unwarrantable, for we may appeal to the

solar ray, which presents all the signs of the current,

as evidence, not only that a current flows from the

sun, but that it converges to the parts more imme-

diately under the sun. For may not the greater

power of the solar rays at noontide be in part at least

the consequence of such convergence ?

Let E and s be transverse sections of the Earth

and Sun in the plane of the ecliptic, and let the ar-

rows represent the currents of which we have just

spoken, and it follows from what has been explained

already (p. 72), that the mutual reaction of the two

sets of currents will give E that movement which we
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have called subtensial, and that the continual repeti-

tion of this movement will carry E around s in a cir-

cular orbit, or rather in a polygonal orbit which

cannot be distinguished from a circle. The explana-
tion is precisely the same as that which was employed
when speaking of the rotation of the magnet around

Fig. 26.

Fig. 25.

the conductor, and we have only to change the letters,

and place E for M and s for c, and the former diagrams
will serve to illustrate the present object.
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We may assume, then, without further preamble
for it is not necessary to repeat the explanation

already given that the reactions between the solar

and terrestrial currents will cause the earth to move
in a circular orbit around the sun, if she

the
e

iabora- nas to encounter the requisite amount of

resistance - ^ s^e nas to encounter the

medium in requisite amount of resistance, we sav ;

space. /.

'

for it the ever-acting impulse was not

counteracted in this manner, the earth must go on

moving with continually increasing velocity away
from the skirts of any orbit. In a word, that resist-

ing medium is requisite which is demanded by the

previous considerations respecting law, and which

appears to be revealed by the retarded movements

of Encke's comet. Now what the amount of the

impulse may be, and what the amount of resistance,

we have not yet the means of knowing ; but, whether

great or small, it is plain that each must be adjusted
to the other so as to allow the amount of motion

which is required. Comparing by time, for example,
the impulse which has acted upon the earth during
a single second must be entirely exhausted by the

resistance when the earth has travelled through

101,066 feet, so that no spare velocity remains to be

carried over into the next second. We may argue,

however, that the resistance is very slight and the

impulse comparatively feeble, for comets which must

be denser than the medium in which they move are

of such exceeding rarity that the smallest star may
be seen through their very nucleus without any
obscuration of its lustre, and because they have
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failed to produce any perceptible disturbance in the

movements of the satellites of Jupiter when (what
has happened more than once) they have fallen foul

of them.

But the actual orbit in which the earth moves is

an ellipse of slight eccentricity with the

sun in one of the foci : and how then are

we to account for this ? Does the rate of

motion vary in different parts of the orbit

in consequence of variation in the reactions of the

solar and terrestrial currents ? This is the question

which naturally arises under the circumstances, and

the only question which can arise ; for it is not pos-

sible to conceive of any departure from a circular

orbit if the reactions in which the orbital movements

originate remain constant.

Now, on considering the surface of the earth, it is

not easy to suppose that these reactions are the same

in every part of the orbit. If we do this, we at once

perceive the very irregular distribution of land and

water, for the land is almost entirely confined to the

northern hemisphere. Now we know very well how
much the actual temperature of a place is dependent

upon the neighbouring quantity of land, and how,
for this reason, the centre of a continent is hotter

than its shores, and the shores than an island in

mid-ocean. We know, for example, that it is owing
to the comparative absence of land in the southern

hemisphere that the circle of ice extends so much
further from the southern than from the northern

pole. But heat, according to the premises, is a sign

of the operation of that law which rules the move-
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ments of the heavenly bodies, and the simple ques-
tion now is, whether we are at liberty to use it as

such a sign. If we are at liberty and, after what

has been said, reason must be shown why we are

not, and not why we are then the conclusion is,

that the reciprocal action between the terrestrial and

solar currents is greater when the northern hemi-

sphere is exposed to the light, than when the southern

hemisphere is so exposed; and, being greater, it

follows that the subtensial impulses will issue in a

greater amount of motion, and carry the earth further

from the sun when the northern hemisphere is more

directly acted upon by the sun ; which is really the

case. The arrangements of land and water are, indeed,

precisely what they ought to be, according to the

theory. The lands of the northern hemisphere are

more and more exposed to the sun as the sun rises

above the vernal equinoxial point, and they are most

exposed at the aphelion. The lands of the northern

hemisphere are less and less exposed to the sun as

he sinks to the autumnal equinoxial point ; and at this

point, where the sun holds the same relation to the

northern hemisphere as it did at the vernal equinoxial

point, the distance of the earth from the sun is the

same. As the sun sinks towards the winter solstice,

he is more and more removed from the lands of the

north, and he is most removed at the solstice itself

when the earth is at the perihelion ; and again, the

lands of the north are more and more exposed to

the sun as the earth recedes from her perihelion to

the point from which we began to trace her move-

ments the vernal equinox. The positions of the
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Earth in her orbit, in short, are precisely what they
should be if there are these differences in the reacting

powers of land and water which are here supposed ;

and hence we may assume that the ellipticity of the

earth's orbit may depend upon those variations of

sol-terrestrial action which are consequent upon the

alternate exposure of land and water to the Sun.

And certainly there is no reason for supposing that

these differences of action are insufficient, for they
are far from inconsiderable, and, considerable or

inconsiderable, they cannot be inoperative.

And hence it appears that the peculiar orbital

movements of the Earth may, without any undue

stretch of fancy, be accounted for on the same

principles as those which explain the rotation of a

magnet around a conductor.

It appears, moreover, that the very Theiawof

same reactions which produce the orbital
17 ^Suw..

movements will also necessitate rotation count for the

rotation of

upon the polar axis, for the direct result of the Earth

.1 ,. i upon her
these reactions is to cause preponderating ax i s .

attraction on one side of this axis.

On proceeding to consider the movements of the

other planets, we are at once struck with a fact

which appears to militate very strongly Difficultyof

against the correctness of the previous ex-
. . .

these princi-

planation ;
and this is the numerical re- pies to the

lationship of these movements. If these oTthT
6"

movements are to be explained in the
plar

same manner as the movements of the Earth, it is to

be expected that a certain common ratio will be de-

li
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tected in them. It is to be expected that the orbital

movement will diminish rapidly as the distance of

the planet from the Sun increases, and that the

rate of this diminution will, in all probability, be

inversely proportional to the square of this distance.

Now the planets do move with diminished rapidity

as their distance from the Sun increases, but not

after the required ratio. Thus, Mercury travels

162,400 feet in a second; Venus 118,800 feet; Mars

81,860 feet; Jupiter 44,297 feet; ^Saturn 32,715

feet; Uranus 23,070 feet; Neptune 18,435 feet.

The mot"on diminishes as the distance increases, and

the dimi .ution is considerable, but it is not at all

accordir
,

to the required law, for if the motive

force i uderwent no change except that which

obliges it to be inversely proportional to the square

of the stance, then taking the motion of Mer-

cury as a standard of comparison Venus ought to

travel 47,072 feet in a second; the Earth 24,421

feet; Mars 10,518 feet; Jupiter 843 feet; Saturn

267 feet; Uranus 66 feet; and Neptune 26 feet.

Where, then, is the error? Are we not to explain
the movements of the Earth upon the principles

which have been laid down, or is there some error

in the mode of applying these principles to the

movements of the other planets ? We can find no

HOW the dif-
error> except it be an error to assume

that the same amount of resistance is
mentioned is

to be over- opposed to the movements of all the

planets. This is, indeed, a question ; for

it is quite possible that the resistance may vary in

different parts of space, and that it may become less
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and less as the distance from the Sun increases.

Nay, analogy is in favour of this possibility ; for it

is not unnatural to assume that the arrangement
of the atmosphere of the earth may be that of the

atmosphere of atmospheres which fills the abyss.

And if this be the case, then we see a means of

escaping from the difficulty with which we are at

present concerned ; for if the resistance which the

planets have to encounter in their movements is

inversely proportionate to their distance from the

Sun, it follows that the actual motion of any planet
in its orbit cannot be taken as the measuVe of the

force which is concerned in producing thr^ motion.

Where the resistance is only slight, a smai-
f amount

of force may serve to produce an amount c/
J
motion

which would require a considerable exper^iture of

force if the resistance were greater; and . us the

impulse which would only serve to send Neptune

through 26 feet in a second, if he had to overcome

the resistance which Mercury has to encounter, may
serve to send him through no less than 18,435 feet

in a second through the rare medium in which his

path is actually appointed.
And thus, if we assume that space is filled with a

medium whose powers of resistance are inversely

proportionate to the distance from the Sun, the rate

at which the planets move is no objection to the idea

that these movements may be explained upon the

principles which have been employed in explaining
the movements of the Earth.

Nor is there any reason why the or- HOW the par.

bital eccentricity of all the planets should

I 2
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tricities of not be accounted for in the same manner
the planets , , . , . . n ,

,
,

are to be ac. as the orbital eccentricity of the Earth.
for ' At any rate there is no reason why the

needful differences of surface may not be assumed to

exist in all the planets, and there is some reason

to the contrary. Mercury is too much hid in the

light of the Sun to allow anything to be known
about the nature of his surface; and of Venus

nothing is really known except that she is invested

with a very dense atmosphere. In Mars the telescope

reveals unequivocally well-defined marks upon the

surface, which, from their constancy, can only be

accounted for by supposing them to be continents

and seas: it also reveals fainter and fleeting marks

which sometimes obscure the outline of the other

marks, and which are properly regarded as clouds.

The polar regions of the planet are also seen to be

covered with well-defined circular spots of dazzling

whiteness, which decrease in size as the summer

advances, and which, on that account, are most

probably the snows which have accumulated during
the long winter. Nothing is known about the

surfaces of the planetoids, and little, if anything,
about the surfaces of the large planets beyond the

planetoids. The belts of Jupiter are very remarkable

and familiar objects, but they are nothing more than

markings which indicate the presence of currents in

the atmosphere of the planet analogous to the trade-

winds of the Earth. They are nothing more than

this, because they exhibit changes of form which are

inconsistent with the idea that they have any more

fixed foundation than heavy clouds. The same may
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also be said of the markings which are seen upon
the body of Saturn ; for these are not constant

enough to belong to the solid surface of the planet.

We see, indeed, the clouds which cover the surface

of Jupiter and Saturn, and from these clouds we

may infer the presence of water underneath, and

that is all. In a word, we may, without any great

improbability, assume that the differences which are

met with upon the surface of the Earth are not

peculiar to this planet; and we may infer the

presence of similar or analogous differences upon the

other planets, which differences are so arranged as

to give rise to those departures from the purely
circular orbits in which the planets would move if

there were no such differences. We may infer,

for example, that the land, or what is analogous to

land, is chiefly confined to one hemisphere, if the

eccentricity of the orbit is considerable, as is the

case with the orbit of Mercury ; and that it is

scattered over both hemispheres in corresponding

proportions, if the eccentricity is inconsiderable, as

is the case with the orbit of Venus. We may, in

fact, infer the distribution of the lands and waters,

though this be altogether hidden from view, from the

eccentricity of the orbit. All this may be assumed ;

and, to say the least, it is not more difficult to do

this, than to assume that the orbital eccentricities of

the different planets are due to the different and

particular velocity with which the planet was

originally projected at a tangent to the orbit.

Nor is there any reason for supposing that the

orbital eccentricities of the planets are at all due
I 3
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to differences on the surface of the Sun which are

analogous to the differences met with on the sur-

face of the Earth. On the contrary, there is some
reason for believing that these differences are

not met with upon the Sun; and this reason is

in the fact that the perihelia and aphelia of the

different planets and comets are related almost

indiscriminately to different regions of the Sun,
and not to particular regions, as would certainly

be the case if the surface of the Sun did present
these differences. Indeed, this almost indiscri-

minate relation of the perihelia and aphelia of

the planets and comets to all parts of the Sun, is,

according to the premises, a certain proof that

the orbital eccentricities of the planets are not due

to differences in the surface of the Sun; and,

being so, we are compelled to seek for the cause of

the orbital eccentricity of each planet in some pecu-

liarity of the planet itself.

And if the orbital movements of the planets

are to be explained upon these principles, it follows,

as a matter of course, that their rota-

pianetsmust tory movements must be explained upon
the same principles.

Nor is there any reason why the same principles

should not apply to the motion of all other heavenly

bodies, comets, satellites, and the Sun himself.

There are two particular difficulties in the move-

ments of comets, but these are not insuperable. The

The law of
^rst

'

l8 *ke extreme eccentricity of the

the labora-
orbit, the second is the retrograde move-
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ment of some of the number. It is
torywiHac.

difficult to account for the extreme count for the
movements

eccentricity of the cometary orbits upon of comets,

. : .
i i i 7 J and explain

the principles which have been laid their pecuii-

down. It is difficult to imagine the exis-

tence of differences upon the surface of these airy

bodies, which, in their reactions with the Sun, can

produce such extremely differing amounts of

motion ; nor is it necessary. Now in accounting
for the particular movements of comets, we must

take into consideration, first of all, the effects of that

resistance which these bodies must necessarily en-

counter in space, and after this we must weigh the

consequences of those remarkable changes of form

which they undergo in approaching to and receding
from the Sun. It is easy enough to account for the

rapid approach to the Sun. The airy comet must en-

counter greater resistance in its movements than the

ponderous planet (for the resistance must increase in

proportion as the density of the moving body ap-

proaches to that of the medium in which the body

moves), and hence it may be assumed that the sub-

tensial impulse which originates in the reactions of the

solar and cometary currents may not suffice to send

the comet to the distance which is necessary to secure

a purely circular orbit. In other words, the excess of

resistance to each impulse obliges the comet to stop

at a point nearer to the Sun. It may be assumed also

that the resistance will act in this way in each suc-

ceeding moment, and bring the comet nearer and

nearer to the Sun, until the superadded impulse which

results from the diminishing distance between the

I 4
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comet and Sun is sufficient to counterbalance the

resistance, and carry the comet to the same distance at

each succeeding moment, when a movement in a pure

circle, or in a polygon of immeasurably small sides

which cannot be distinguished from a circle, must

commence. It may be assumed also that the increas-

ing resistance which the comet may meet with in its

passage towards the Sun, may have the effect of

neutralising for some time the increment of impulse

arising from the diminishing distance between the

comet and the Sun, and that the increased resistance

may cause the comet to approach nearer to the Sun

than it would otherwise have done before it begins
to enter upon a uniform and circular path. All this

is simple enough, but not so the rest. It is easy to

bring the comet nearer and nearer to the Sun, until

it finds the circle in which the impulse and the resist-

ance are balanced ; but it is not easy to carry the

comet out of this circle and away from the Sun.

How, then, is this ? Now the answer to this ques-

tion appears to be found in the changes in form which

the comet has undergone in its passage towards the

Sun. In this passage the comet undergoes a remark-

able diminution in size. Irregularities in form may
accompany this diminution, or they may not, but the

diminution is constant. Now there is reason to

believe (as we shall have occasion to show more

particularly hereafter) that this diminution is owing
to the comet having given up, in apparent obedience

to the vaporising action of the Sun, one or more of

the external layers by which it is invested. In other

words, the effect of the change is to expose an inner
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vaporous coat. What then, we may ask, are the

properties of this coat? This is the question. Is it

capable of reacting more vigorously with the Sun
than the coat which has been vaporised ? Does it

hold the same relation to this outer coat that land

does to water ? The assumption is neither impossible
nor improbable, for it may be assumed that this inner

coat is less rare than the outer coat because it is

nearer the centre of the comet, and because it is less

rare (inasmuch as the power of reacting is in some

sense directly proportional to density) greater react-

ing powers may be ascribed to it. And if so, then

we may understand how the comet may begin to

move outwardly from its perihelion, and that thismove-

ment may continue for some time with great and

scarcely diminishing velocity ; for if the increasing

resistance in space, as the comet approached the Sun,

was sufficient for some time to neutralise the incre-

ment of force arising from the diminishing distance

between the Sun and comet, the diminishing resistance

in space as the comet moves away from the sun may
for a long time conceal the loss of force arising from

the increasing distance between the Sun and comet,

the smaller amount of force serving to propel the

comet to the same distance under the diminished

resistance. We may, indeed, without any difficulty,

imagine all this to go on until the comet is restored

to its original position in the orbit and to its original

condition, for as it leaves the Sun it resumes the coat-

ing which had been vaporised by the heat of the solar

rays. And thus, the great eccentricity in the orbits

of comets, instead of being a matter of difficulty,
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is a matter of necessity. The retrograde movements

of some comets, which was mentioned as the second

difficulty, may also be disposed of, and with far

greater facility. Indeed, all that is necessary is to

suppose that the currents surrounding these comets

are retrograde, that is, turned in the opposite direc-

tion to the ordinary course ; and it must of necessity

follow that the reactions between them and the

currents impinging upon them from the Sun must

issue in retrograde motion.

It is with the satellites, also, as with the pla-

nets and comets; and these bodies must needs

move onwards in their orbits, and ro-

thiTiabora- ^te upon their axes, if it be assumed,

confer
a

the
as mav well be done upon the premises,

movement of that they are surrounded by currents, and
satellites.

J J

that converging currents stream from

their primaries upon them. It is clear, also, that

those among them which pursue a retrograde course

will be made to do this if the currents surrounding
them are retrograde as regards the common course.

And if the planets and comets must move in their

orbits and rotate upon their axes in consequence of the

reactions which take place between the
e

iabora.

f
Sun and them, it follows that the Sun him-

counrJor^he
self must circulate and rotate. The Sun

movements himself must do this, because the attractingof the Sun.

powers of the currents which proceed from

him to the planets and comets are intensified on the

side on which the direction of these currents coincides
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with the direction of the currents surrounding the

planets and comets, and diminished on the side on

which the direction of the currents is not coincident.

Nor is this all. On the contrary, it is necessary
to suppose that every body in the universe acts and

re-acts upon every other body in the same manner ;

and that the result is, not simple attraction in the

straight lines which connect these bodies, but attrac-

tion so directed as to determine orbital and rotatory

movements, such as would result if the re-acting

bodies had been set in motion by an independent

projection in free space, and then left to the action of

the force of gravity.

But what of the force of gravity ? It has been

said that this force cannot be analogous to the at-

traction of currents of which we have Theattrac.

been speaking, because it operates be- ^"f^J^
tween all bodies indifferently ; whereas real force of

the attraction ofcurrents is only manifested

under peculiar circumstances, and between few bo-

dies. But it is very possible that all bodies may
naturally be subject to these currents, and that the

only peculiarity of iron, and of the few bodies which

are akin to iron in this respect, is in the readiness

with which these natural currents are given up for

artificial currents, or with which the natural currents

are rendered evident. And certain it is, that the

whole earth is subject to these currents ; for there is

no place where the magnetic needle does not betray
the presence, not only of currents, but of cur-

rents which pass in the same direction, and which
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must therefore cause attraction between the several

parts and particles which are subject to them. These

several parts and particles, indeed, must needs attract

each other if they enter into the course of currents

which pass in the same way ; and as they do so, and

as the law of the attraction is the same as that of

gravity, why may not this attraction be the attraction

of gravity ? And if there is no reason to believe in

the existence of any special force of gravity upon the

earth, there is assuredly none to be found elsewhere.

In this way, then, it is possible to trace in the

regions beyond the Earth the workings of the law

which is revealed in manifold operations

upon the Earth; and the movements of

en?y indies
^ heavenly bodies would seem to be

are due, one obedient to the actions which determine
and all, to the

law of the the experimental movements of which we
have spoken in a former page. Much, no

doubt, remains to be done before these hints can be

constructed into a perfect theory, but in the mean-

time it must be remembered that the explanation

which has been offered is based upon the firm ground
of experiment and analogy, and that it initiates as

well as maintains the rotatory and translatory move-

ments of the heavenly bodies, and this without requir-

ing that space should be that incorporeal void which

the imagination is now so sorely taxed to conceive.

But we must proceed to the consideration of other

phenomena, for it is only when we get a view of the

whole subject that we can judge of the full value of

the evidence in this or any other particular point.
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CHAP. III.

SEARCH AFTER A CENTRAL LAW IN SOME OF THE
PHENOMENA OF NATURAL HEAT.

IT is not easy to overrate the importance of heat in

the economy of inorganic nature. Without heat the

skies would be without water, and without
. , -.

The import-
water the glorious drapery of clouds would ance of heat

vanish, and the brightness and lustre of nomyofna-

the morning would change into gloom
and darkness. Without heat the rivers would

become motionless glaciers, and the solid sea would

no longer palpitate in sympathy with the heavens.

Nay, the very air must freeze into adamantine

hardness under cold so terrible, and the solid earth

must shrink into smaller compass. Nor is this all.

On the contrary, there are many smaller but still

very important effects of heat which have yet to be

traced, and which will enable us to see that heat is

something more than an element of second-rate

importance in the law of nature.

The amount of heat which the earth is continually

receiving from the sun is very great. According to

M. Pouillet, the annual amount is sufficient to melt

as much ice as would cover the whole surface of the
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earth to the depth of 185 feet. Of this amount, it

is calculated that the sun supplies as much as would
melt 100 feet, and the stars the rest. What, then,

may we ask, will be the effect of this amazing
amount of heat upon the earth ? That it must melt

ice and convert water into vapour is

obvious, but is this the sole effect ? Is

there no action upon the land ? In con-

?robabieef- sidering this question we may leave out
fects of this

altogether the effects of sidereal heat, not

because these effects are inconsiderable in

themselves, but because they do not present those

appreciable alternations of action which of necessity

belong to the solar heat. In the case of the heat

proceeding from the sun, it is evident that all parts

of the earth cannot be acted upon at once, and that

the differences of action cannot be inconsiderable if

the amount of heat be as great as there is reason to

believe it to be. In other words, the hemisphere of

the earth which is exposed to the light will be

affected very differently to that which is in the

shadow. But there can be none of these differences

in the action of the sidereal heat, because this heat

streams equally and constantly upon all sides of the

earth at once, and not upon a single hemisphere, as

is the case with the solar heat.

In estimating the action of solar heat upon the

earth, it is evident that the action upon land will

differ from the action upon water. In a hot day, as

every bather knows, the land is very much hotter

that the water. Nor is this to be wondered at, for

the water is converted into vapour almost as fast
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as the heat is communicated, and in this way a

comparatively small amount of heat can penetrate to

the great body of water below. The land, on the

contrary, absorbs the heat with great readiness, and

sometimes to a very great extent. Sir John Herschel

tells us that he has observed the temperature of the

surface- soil in South Africa as high as 159 Fahren-

heit, and he gives a quotation from Captain Sturt's

exploration in the interior of Australia, which shows

the same fact in a still more striking point of view.
t( The ground," says Captain Sturt,

" was almost a

molten surface, and if a match accidentally fell down
it immediately ignited."

And if the land absorbs the heat in this manner,
what must be the consequence ? May we not argue
that expansion will be one consequence? Such,

undoubtedly, is the inference which naturally arises

from several familiar facts, and chiefly from some

very valuable experiments which were made in

America by Colonel Totten, and reported by Lieut.

Bartlett, of the United States Engineers.* In

building Fort Adams, it was found impossible to

join the coping-stones of the walls in such a way
that the joints should be perfectly tight in all wea-

thers. If the stones fitted tightly together in warm

weather, they gaped in cold weather, so as to form

cracks through which the rain could readily pene-
trate to the wall below ; and with sandstone coping-
stones of five feet in length these cracks were wide

enough to admit the blade of an ordinary clasp-knife.

* Prof. Silliman's Journal for 1832, vol. xxii. p. 116.
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Attention having been thus called to the matter, it

was determined to inquire into the influence of heat

upon some of the principal stones in ordinary use

for building purposes, and with this view portions of

granite and marble and red sandstone were sub-

mitted to numerous and careful experiments. The

measurements were made by means of a white pine
rod with copper elbows at the tips, which elbows

were made to embrace the ends of the stone under

examination, and in every instance due allowance

was made for the expansion of the wood and metal ;

the expansion of the wood being at the rate of

0000306 of an inch in a foot for every degree of

Fahrenheit, and that of the metal -00011308 of an

inch in a foot for every degree of the same scale.

The particulars of these experiments are stated in

the paper, but it is enough for us to know that for

every degree of Fahrenheit a foot of granite expands
0000579 of an inch, a foot of marble -000068016 of

an inch, and a foot of red sandstone '000114384 of

an inch. These are the results of these experiments,
and these are the data upon which we may attempt
to form some conception of the degree to which the

earth may expand under the action of solar heat

to form some conception, we say, for these data are

too uncertain, and the problem is too complicated, to

allow us to do more than guess at what may be the

degree of expansion under these circumstances.

In order to form some conception of the degree to

which the earth may be affected by solar heat, we

may assume the case of an imaginary earth of solid

granite, and ask what would happen if it expanded
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after the rate which has been ^specified. If we ask

this question, the answer is that the radius must

expand 1209 feet for every degree of

Fahrenheit, an amount which is equal ^twm"
to no less than 2 '2 9 miles for ten degrees cause the

~ , i earth to ex-

of the same scale. Such must be the

rate of expansion in such an earth under

this trifling elevation of temperature ;

and, great though it be, it is not half so great as it

would be if the imaginary earth were formed of

sandstone instead of granite.

It does not follow, however, that the actual earth

ought to expand at this rate, or in any degree ap-

proximating to this rate. In the ideal case, the earth

is one unbroken mass of granite ; in the actual case,

there is much water, and the land is made up of

fragments and particles with innumerable interstices.

In the ideal case, that is to say, there is nothing to

mask the law of expansion, for it is not easy to sup-

pose that this law should be modified by the mere

size of the body expanding ; but in the actual case

there is much to mask the law of expansion. There

is much to mask this law, partly because the water

which covers so large a portion of the surface will

expand into a volatile vapour, and partly because a

great part of the expansion of the land must be

expended in the filling up of the interstices which

separate the fragments and particles of which the

land is composed. And thus it is possible to see in

these interstices, not so much waste space, but a

provision for balancing the expansibility of the

earth, a provision which is precisely similar to that

K
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which the engineer has to make in laying down the

individual pieces of a railway; and carrying out

this idea, it is possible to see a reason why the earth

should be principally water or sandy waste where

the sun 's rays fall the hottest.

Considered in this point of view, then, the wonder

is, not that the earth should be expanded by the

solar heat, but that it should be expanded to so tri-

fling an extent. How little or how much it is ex-

panded we shall have occasion to consider presently.

In the meantime, we must be content to understand

that the side of the earth which is exposed to the

sun must expand to a greater extent than the side

which is away from the sun. We must be content

to understand that one effect of the solar heat will

be to cause the earth to bulge out towards the sun.

But there is another effect of solar heat which is

not less probable or important than the one which has

just been considered, an effect which is consequent

upon the form of the earth ; and in order to under-

stand this we must also have recourse to an imagi-

nary case. Let us suppose, then, that the earth is

replaced by a ball of water of equal size and form,

and let us ask what will be the effect of the action

of solar heat upon it. The effect will be that on the

side exposed to the sun a large quantity of water

will be converted into vapour, and the probability
will be that some of the rays will pass through the

water, and, being refracted in their passage, will be

condensed into a focus at some little distance beyond
the surface on the side away from the sun. This
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ocean-orb would act, in fact, as a spherical The soiar

lens. A similar result would also follow

if this orb of water were replaced by an

orb of rock-salt, but with this difference,

that the focus in which the rays converged would

coincide with the surface of the sphere, or else fall

within that surface. This difference would be owing
to the greater refractive powers of the salt as compared
with the water, for the focus must be at the surface, or

just within the surface, in all diathermanous spheres
whose refractive indices are 2, water being 1

C336.

If now a substance of still higher refractive powers
were substituted for the rock-salt sphere, the focus

would be still deeper within the surface most re-

moved from the sun ; and if the powers were very

high the focus might even be withdrawn to the

centre. If, for example, an orb of chromate of lead

(whose refractive index is 3) were substituted for the

sphere of rock-salt, the focus would be very con-

siderably within the surface. Now the diatherma-

nous properties of various bodies vary very consider-

ably. Many bodies are altogether athermanous to

artificial heat, but all bodies, so far as we know, are

more or less diathermanous to solar heat. Trans-

parency is not at all necessary to diathermanency.

Rock-salt, which is the most diathermanous of all

known bodies, transmits the heat with equal readi-

ness when its surface is blackened with smoke, and

the opacity of obsidian opposes no bar to this trans-

mission. What then? Is the Earth herself per-
meated by some of the solar rays ? Is "

nothing hid

from the heat thereof?" If it be so and mere
K 2
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size can be no objection these rays must be brought
to a focus at a considerable distance within the sur-

face which is most removed from the sun, for the re-

fractive indices of various bodies increase with their

density, and the density of the earth is much greater

than the density of chromate of lead. Compared
with water as 1, the density of the earth indeed is 5*67.

But, it may perhaps be asked, is there not reason

to believe that the heat of the sun does not pene-

trate into the earth beyond that stratum of

The objec. invariable temperature where the fluctua-
tions to this *

view may be tions of atmospheric heat cease to be per-

ceptible ? Now it is certain that the fluc-

tuations of solar heat which are perceived on the

surface of the earth become imperceptible at a very

small depth below the surface ; but this does not prove

that the heat of the sun does not penetrate any
further. What are the facts? The facts are, that

the diurnal fluctuations do not extend to a greater

depth than 3 feet, and that the wider fluctuations

of winter and summer cannot be traced below 100

feet. It is established also that the extreme range
of fluctuation becomes less and less the deeper we

descend, until at last that is, at the stratum of inva-

riable temperature the mean temperature of the

surface is maintained without any apparent change.
At the depth of 25 feet the range of fluctuation is

not more than 2 of Fahrenheit; at 50 feet, 0-2;
at 60 feet, 0-02. It is established, also, that the

length of time which elapses before a part responds
to a particular temperature at the surface is directly

proportionate to the depth of this part below the sur-
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face. At the depth of 25 feet, for example, this in-

terval is full six months, and the result is that the

mean temperature of January is manifested in July,
and the temperature of July in January. These are

the facts, and what is their significancy ? Do they
show that the heat of the sun is not transmitted be-

yond a certain very limited depth below the surface

of the earth? Assuredly not. On the contrary,
the fact that the heat travels so slowly as to be six

months in reaching the depth of 25 feet is sufficient

to show that it may travel indefinitely further with-

out giving any sign of its presence by fluctuations in

its intensity. It is sufficient to show this, for after

the end of six months the earth changes its relations

to the sun, and the process of giving up heat from

the parts deeper than 25 feet must be changed for

that of receiving heat, and, vice versa, the process of

receiving must be changed for that of giving up.
There are also other and better reasons for sup-

posing that the heat of the sun may and actually

does penetrate below the stratum of invariable tem-

perature, and these are to be found in the previous

considerations respecting the nature of heat. What
is heat ? Heat, according to the premises, is a sign

of a current travelling under difficulties. If the

current be made to pass through a chain consisting

of alternate links of thick copper wire and fine pla-

tinum wire, the platinum links are alone heated,

because they are not fully adequate to the convey-
ance of the current (see p. 89). According to the

premises, indeed, the fact that the heat of the sun is

only perceptible at a certain depth below the surface

K 3
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of the earth is no evidence that the ray-currents of

the sun do not penetrate beyond this depth, but, on

the contrary, it only shows that up to this point

these rays encounter certain obstacles to their free

transmission. According to the premises, indeed,

the fluctuating heat of the superficial strata is only
the sign of certain overplus ray-currents which can-

not be transmitted in consequence of the deficient

conducting powers of the earth.

Nor does it follow from these facts that the heat is

transmitted slowly through the earth. On the con-

trary, the views which make heat the sign

heat may tra- of the current give heat the velocity of the

current, and this velocity is to be measured,

if measured at all> by the rapidity with

which the message flies along the tele-

graphic wire. Nay, it does not follow that the evi-

dences of heat are transmitted through the superficial

strata as slowly as is supposed, for it may be that

the more active ray-currents of summer are better

able to travel through these superficial strata than

the weaker ray-currents of winter, and that, for this

reason, there may be less opposition in the strata,

and consequently less " heat given out," in July,
when the currents are strongest, than in January,
when they are weakest. All this is possible, and if

so then the fall of the thermometer will simply show
that the ray-currents are transmitted more readily
than when the thermometer stood at a higher point ;

and vice versa.

* By thus regarding the phenomenon of heat, it is possible, in

some degree, to comprehend the causes of lenticular action. It is
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There is DO reason, therefore, why the rays of the

sun may not penetrate deep into the earth and be

to be supposed that the lines of ray-currents impinging upon the lens

are carried through the lens, and through the district beyond the

lens, by provoking a continuous line of molecular changes in the

glass, and in the atmosphere beyond the glass. It is to be supposed
that these ray-currents (in obedience to the law which causes cur-

rents passing in the same direction to attract each other) tend to

attract each other. It is supposed, also, that this attraction will be

of unequal strength in the parts of the current which are passing

through the lens, and that the thickness of the lens may be taken as

the measure of the strength of this attraction, because there must

needs be more active molecules in the line where the lens is thickest.

Let the diagram represent a convex lens, and the lines abode
so many currents. After entering the lens

these currents converge, and they do this,

we think, because the currents which pass
towards the centre exercise a stronger
attraction for the currents which pass to-

wards the edge, than is exercised by these

outer currents for them. Having a power
which is proportionate to its length, the

current c, that is to say, will cause the currents b and d, as well as

the currents a and e, to approximate towards it, while at the same
time the effect is increased by the movement of a and e towards b

and d, in consequence of the stronger attracting powers of the latter.

The direction of this attraction must also be such as to cause the

outer currents to approximate more and more towards the central

current, in proportion as they pass from the point at which they
enter the glass. It must do this because the currents are fixed in

their position, and not able to yield to their mutual attraction, at

the points where they enter the glass. This altered direction, more-

over, when once acquired, must continue, and thus the convergence
must increase more and more as we proceed from the point where it

commences, until it ends in a focus of heat and light, if the material

substance which corresponds to the focus is inadequate to convey all

the currents which are thus made to pass through it. Upon the

same principles it is also easy to understand that the position of this

focus must move nearer and nearer to the centre of the lens, in pro-
K 4
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brought into a focus beyond its centre
;
and there is

an equal want of reason why these rays may not

travel with extreme rapidity ; and if so, then we may
assume two things.

If the solar rays are brought to a focus deep within

the earth, we may assume, in the first place, that the

parts corresponding to the focus must be

fused ; for cornelian, agate, and rock crystal

soarray

h
s

e were readily fused in the focus of Parker's
win be to

great lens a lens whose diameter was 32^-cause a per-

manentbuig- inches, and whose focal length was 6 feet
ing out of the _. . , mi * j. I,

equatorial 8 inches. This fusion, moreover, must be
region or the

atten^e(j ^fa an equivalent degree of

expansion, and this expansion must neces-

sitate a bulging out in the overlying parts of the

earth. It follows, also, that the position of the

focus must continually change as the earth revolves

portion as the attracting powers of the currents which pass through
the centre preponderate over those of the currents which pass to-

wards the edge. It is easy to understand, indeed, that the approxi-
mation of the focus to the centre must be directly proportionate to

the convexity of the lens on the one hand, and, on the other hand,
to the attracting power of the individual currents, for in lenses of

different substances the relative power of the individual currents

may, or rather must, be different.

And if this be so, it follows that a contrary result must happen
when the currents have to pass through a con-

cave Jens. Let the diagram represent such a

lens, and let the currents abed and e be

the currents acted upon by it, and it is at once

evident that the event which happened in the

Fig. 28. last instance must be reversed, and the result

be divergence instead of convergence. This

must be evident after what has been said, and no further explanation
is therefore necessary.
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upon her axis, and, thus changing, the result must

be that the consequent fusion, and expansion, and

bulging out, will be carried from the original point

in an equatorial belt around the earth to the same

point again. And thus we may possibly account

for the peculiar form of the earth without the assump-
tion of original fluidity, and for the so-called ff central-

fire" without the aid of the fire-mist or chemical

hypothesis, while at the same time the form of the

earth is seen to be intended to answer other purposes
besides that of fitting it for easy translation through

space. We may assume, moreover, that this equa-
torial expansion will be constant in the main, for

there is no time for the molten mass to cool to any
extent before the solar rays are again collected on

the same spot. We may assume this, we say, for if

the molten mass takes so long to cool when it chances

to be ejected as lava from a volcano, how much longer
must it retain its heat when it is covered up deep
within the bowels of the earth !

But we cannot assume that this equatorial expan-
sion of the earth is absolutely constant.

On the contrary (and this is the second

point to whichwe wished to direct attention)
there must be certain fluctuations in this rftys win be

.
to cause a

expansion, by which the region imme- transitory

diately over the focus is made to bulge in'th" region

out more than any other part of the equa-
torial circle. The amount of this fluctua-

tion, moreover, must represent exactly the to the transi-

,. , , , .^ . n-,-, tory bulging
diurnal and annual variations of the solar out which is

heat, and thus the expansion which obtains region imme-

in the region over the focus must be
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equal, or nearly equal, to the expansion which is

caused in the region diametrically opposite to this,

by the direct action of the solar heat (see p. 130),

because the heat of the focus is simply the sum of

the heat communicated to the earth on the other

side.

According to these views, then, the solar heat

must produce a very marked and peculiar action

upon the earth. It must produce a constant bulging
out in the region of the equator, and it must produce
a double bulging of a transitory character, of which

one part is the exact counterpart of the other, a

bulging in the region immediately underneath the

sun, and a bulging in the region diametrically opposite

to this. Such is the conclusion to which we are led

by these considerations.

But, it may be asked, is this conclusion supported

by other than mere abstract considerations ? Has it

any foundation in sober fact ? We think it has, and

we think so because it seems to afford the clue to

the interpretation of certain great difficulties in the

history of the tides and comets, and in the past

history of the earth. And first of the tides.

Notwithstanding the immense labour which has

been expended upon the interpretation of the tides,

The tides
^he subject is still involved in much

support the
obscurity. The theory of Newton that

idea that the *
,

soiar heat the sun and moon combine to raise the
acts upon the , i i

earth in the ocean under them into a great tidal wave,
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and to cause a corresponding wave on the

opposite side of the earth by drawing the

land beneath the water at that part, and

that the moon plays a greater part in this

process than the sun, for reasons which factory.

will have to be alluded to presently has long been

allowed to be insufficient to account for all the phe-
nomena. Nor is the amendment of Laplace that

the discrepancy between the theory and the facts

is mainly owing to the friction of the tidal wave

upon the bed of the sea and against the coasts

sufficient to meet the exigencies of the case. Indeed,

the simple truth is, that the more we know of the

tides the more we are dissatisfied with either theory
or amendment.

If the tides be caused in this way, it may be

asked, how is it that they are strongest on the coasts

of great continents, and feeblest in mid-
Onegreat

ocean? The usual height of the tides objection to,

the present

around the great continents is from ten to theory of the

twelve feet; whereas at St. Helena it is

not more than three feet, and at the majority of the

islands in the centre of the Pacific the tides are

scarcely perceptible. Indeed, at a comparatively

small distance from land, if this land be a small

island, we cease to have any evidence of tides. But

this is the very reverse of what is required by

theory; for according to theory we should expect
the highest tides in mid-ocean, where there is more

water to raise and where there are fewer impediments
to the free motion of the tidal wave.

Again, if the tides are caused by a great wave
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and counter-wave which continually follow the sun

and moon, how is it that these waves do not break

with much greater force upon the eastern

shores of the sea than upon the western ?

prTse'nt'the-
^ W *S ** ^at ^e ^6 S6tS 6(lUa% UP n

oryofthe the coasts, and this equally in all direc-
tides*

tions ?

Nor is the difficulty diminished when we endea-

vour to realise the action of the sun and moon upon
the tides at an island in mid-ocean, where the local

impediments to the free flow of the tidal wave are

as few as possible. If we do this the result is most

startling. In the following diagrams we
A third great . P
objection to have represented the position ot the sun

and moon with respect to the tides of the

island of St. Helena, in the month of

February, 1853. In these diagrams E is the earth,

s the sun, and M the moon. The spot upon the sur-

face of E indicates the position of St. Helena ; and

the intersecting lines a b and a' b'} that of the two

daily tides. The position of St. Helena and of the

tides changes as the earth, E, revolves upon her

axis ; the position of the moon, M, also changes as

she moves in her orbit ; but the position of the sun,

S, is stationary. It is always noon at the part of the

earth which is immediately under the sun ; and hence

we may estimate the time of any particular tide by
the distance on either side from this point. As to

the rest, we must suppose that the earth, E, rotates

in the direction of the arrow placed upon it ; and

that the moon, M, revolves in the direction indicated

by the accompanying arrow. We give a diagram
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for every day of the month, but we do not repeat
the letters ; for, after the first, the meaning of each

diagram will be sufficiently obvious.

The first glance at these diagrams is sufficient to

show that the tides must be referred to lunar rather

than to solar influence, whatever that influence may
be. They travel around the earth as the moon travels,

and very nearly in the same relative position to that

luminary. Another glance is sufficient to show that

the influence of the moon can scarcely be attractive

in its character. We may, perhaps, suppose that

the tide behind the moon is caused by lunar attrac-

tion ; but not without difficulty. This tide, indeed,

is too far behind the moon to allow of this supposi-

tion, unless the attraction operates by drawing the

land under the water; for it is assuming a great
deal to suppose that the wave lags so much as to

be nearly twelve hours after the moment of attrac-

tion. But be this as it may, we cannot suppose
that the moon attracts the tidal wave which is before

the moon, for as the moon advances in her course

this wave continually recedes before her; and yet
this is the wave which is nearest to the moon, and

most exposed to her influence, whatever that may
be. Nor does the attraction of the sun offer any

loop-hole by which to escape from this difficulty ;

for what do the diagrams show as to this ? They
simply show that the tide behind the moon is a

little nearer to the moon, and the wave before the

moon a little further off, when the moon is upon the

same side of the earth as the sun ; and the contrary
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when the sun and moon are on opposite sides of the

earth. They show, indeed, that the influence of the

sun is similar to that of the moon, only far feebler

in degree. It is, indeed, very difficult to look at

these diagrams, and suppose that these tides are

caused by the attraction of the sun and moon. This

is obvious ; but it is not so obvious what Another

other conclusion is to be drawn from

them. After what has been said, how-

ever, the question naturally arises whe- bJ ections -

ther the moon may not act upon the earth J^^fJ
in the same manner as the sun, and cause mediately

. . -IT. under the

a bulging out in the region underlying
the moon, and in the region diametrically

opposed to this ; and whether the tides

are caused, not by a change of level in the rise out of
J & the water in

water, but by a change of level in the obedience to

11 mi j i A i l the ex?an-
land. This is the question which na- sive action of

turally arises under the circumstances. water ^ain-

Now it is obvious that such a theory
mgitsievei.

will not have to contend against the three difficulties

which have just been considered. In the first place,

it is quite intelligible that the tides should be high
on the coasts of great continents, and wanting, or

but very feeble, in mid-ocean; for if the land expands
in proportion to the extent of surface exposed to

the heat, then it may be supposed that the alter-

nate expansions and shrinkings of a continent will

be greater than those of an island, and that, conse-

quently, the tides will be greater around a continent

than around an island. In the second place, it is

equally intelligible that, instead of following the
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sun and moon, the tidal wave will, cceteris paribifs,

set equally towards every shore; for, according to

this view, the tide is nothing more than the agitation

of the edge of the ocean which is caused by the

alternate rising and sinking of the land, the level of

the ocean being always the same. In the third

place, the diagrams of the tides at St. Helena

become intelligible. It is quite natural, according
to this view, that the moon should be in relation to

the region between the tides. It is also natural that

she should be nearer to the tide before the moon than

to the tide behind the moon, and not exactly midway
between the two tides : for time must be required to

produce the necessary expansion of the land; and

time perhaps a longer time is also necessary to

allow this expansion to pass off. In a word, there

is an inertia of land as well as of water, which must

be taken into consideration. But the great difficulty

in the way of this theory is in supposing that the

moon is endowed with anything like heating powers.
Is she so endowed ?

It is an unquestionable fact that the most careful

observations have failed to detect any sensible sign

of heat in the lunar rays, unless, as Sir John

Herschel inclines to think, the general absence of

clouds at the time of the full moon may be con-

sidered an argument that the moon has a sun-like

power of heating the clouds, and so rendering them

invisible. But still we are not at liberty to suppose
that there is no heat in these rays. We are not at

liberty to do this, because the thermometer cannot

be allowed to be the sole standard of judgment in
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such a matter. What to repeat a former question
is heat ? Is it not the sign of that law which,

according to the premises, is impressed upon all

things, and which rules the action of the moon upon
the earth as it rules the action of the sun upon the

earth? And if it is, then the thermometer is too

coarse a test for the more delicate degrees of heat,

and for these we must rather have recourse to the

mile-long galvanometric coil of Du Bois-Beymond,
than to the tube of Fahrenheit. According to these

views, indeed, the lunar ray can be no more divested

of the idea of heat than the solar ray, and this is

one point gained, for if there is any heat in the ray
there is in all probability enough for our purpose.

In speaking upon the action of solar heat upon
the earth, we assumed the case of an imaginary
earth of solid granite, and found that the radius

would expand to no less than 1209 feet for every

degree of Fahrenheit. And if so, does it not follow

that a very small part of a degree may be sufficient

to expand the earth to that small extent to which

the earth is supposed to rise above the waters in the

case of the tides, a part so small, perhaps, as to

be as far beyond the detective capabilities of the

mile-long coil, as the capabilities of the coil are

beyond those of the common thermometer ? There

can be no doubt as to this ; and if there cannot, then

there is no difficulty in supposing that there is

enough power in the lunar ray to cause the tidal

expansion of the earth.

But how is it that the moon acts more energeti-

cally than the sun in producing the tidal expansion
L
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The moon of the earth ? This is a natural
difficulty,

but> with Newton's help, it is easily

disposed of. There is, no doubt, an
the sun, and amazing difference between the heat-
the tidal ex-

pansion ing powers of the sun and moon, and the

causes win be whole of this difference may be allowed.
"1

It ma7 be allowed that the heating powers
sun - of the sun are 200 or even 300 times

more powerful than those of the moon, and that the

earth would shrink to the dimensions of the moon if

the solar heat was withdrawn; and still the tidal

expansion dependent upon the moon will be greater

than that which is dependent upon the sun. This is

evident, for the tidal expansion is the measure, not of

the whole amount of the expansion, but of certain

fluctuations in this expansion, which fluctuations

must be far greater in the lunar than in the solar

expansion. All this may be shown in the same way
as that by which Newton has shown that the moon
must attract the tidal wave more than the sun.

According to the theory of universal gravitation, the

tides are caused, not by the whole amount of the

attraction of the sun and moon upon the waters,

but by the inequality of this attraction on different

sides of the earth. If the tides were due to the

entire amount of attraction, then the tide of the

sun would be much higher than that of the moon;
but as they are owing to certain differences of

attraction, the tide of the moon is the highest. And
this must be so. The attraction diminishes as the

distance increases, and therefore the attraction of the

sun and moon upon the earth must be greater upon
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the side which is nearest the sun and moon, than upon
the side which is opposite to this. The difference of

attraction may also be measured by the proportion
which the diameter of the earth bears to the entire

distance. Now the distance of the sun from the earth

is 12000 diameters of the earth, and consequently
the difference of attraction on the two sides of the

earth is the 12000th part of the entire amount of at-

traction; but the distance of the moon from the earth

is only 30 diameters of the earth, and consequently
the difference of lunar attraction on the two sides of

the earth is as great as the 30th part of the whole

amount of attraction. It is no wonder, then, that

the moon should raise a higher tidal wave than the

sun, and if this be the case with lunar attraction

there appears to be no reason why it may not be

assumed to be the case equally with lunar expansion.

The whole question, then, turns finally upon the

actual proportion which exists between the solar and

lunar powers of expansion; and it becomes necessary
to enquire what that proportion is. Is this propor-

tion so great that the 30th part of the lunar expan-
sion is greater than the 12000th part of the solar

expansion ? Now there is reason to believe that the

extreme range of solar heat may be 180 of Fah-

renheit (the range being from 60, which is the

lowest point to which the thermometer has fallen in

the polar regions, to + 130, which is the highest point

at which the mercury was noticed by MM. Lyon
and Ritchie, in the oasis of Mourzouk); and, there-

fore, if we assume that the lunar ray is as cold as

the coldest solar ray, we may suppose that the solar

L2
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ray is 180 times hotter than the lunar ray. Suppos-

ing, then, that the solar ray is 180 times hotter than

the lunar ray, the effect will be to raise by so much
the value of the part which the sun plays in causing
the tidal expansion of the earth ; and, therefore, the

value of the part which the sun plays in this matter

as compared with the value of the part played by
the moon will no longer be as 12 ^ 00 to -J^, but as

1 *%g , that is
-gig,

to -^. In other words, the pro-

portion between the lunar and solar tidal expansion
will be very nearly that which Newton calculated

as existing between the lunar and solar tidal waves.

It is no extravagant stretch of fancy, therefore, to

suppose that the moon may expand the earth in the

same manner as the sun, and cause the land to bulge
out on the side which faces the moon, and on the

side diametrically opposite to this, and that this

action, together with the corresponding action of the

sun, is the cause of the tides, the land contracting
and sinking down at high water, and expanding and

rising up at low water. And assuredly such a theory
is more in harmony with the facts of the case than

the theory which supposes the tide to be a wave

raised up by the attraction of the sun and moon.

Themeta. It appears, also, that the same expan-
siye process is exhibited in certain unex-

plained changes in the form of comets,
heat may act an(j this is the point we proposed to con-
in the man-

f
*

.

ner which sider after having discussed the question
has been

supposed. of the tides.
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In order to understand the nature of the extra-

ordinary and rapid changes in form which are so

very distinctive of comets, it is necessary to call to

remembrance the amazing size and rarity

of cometary bodies. Comets, then, are ^e *

d

by far the most voluminous as well as the

lightest of all bodies with which we have

any acquaintance. The head of the great comet, of

1811 was considerably more than a million miles in

diameter, and the greatest length of the tail was no

less than 130,000,000 miles. Usually, however, the

diameter of the head is about 100,000 miles, and the

length of tail is far less than that specified. But the

principal peculiarity of comets is less in their enor-

mous volume than in their astonishing rarity. They
are little more than shadows of substance, for stars

of the smallest magnitude remain distinctly visible

even when covered by their densest portions. The

light which would not pass through the most filmy

cloud passes through them without any sensible

obscuration. " The most unsubstantial clouds which

float in the highest regions of the atmosphere, and

seem at sunset to be drenched in light, and to glow

throughout their whole depth as if in actual ignition,

without any shadow or dark side, must be looked

upon as dense and massive bodies when compared
with the filmy and all but spiritual texture of a

comet."* A similar conclusion arises also out of

the infinitely small influence which cometary bodies

are found to exert upon the movements of the more

orderly denizens of the solar system. The comets

* Herschel's Outlines, p. 344.

L 3
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themselves are greatly affected by the attraction of

the planets, but the planets appear to be absolutely

indifferent to the attraction of the comets. More

than once a comet has yielded to the attraction of

Jupiter, and passed through the special domain of

that planet, without producing the smallest appre-

ciable disturbance in the movements of even the

smallest of his satellites. Now it is in this extreme

rarity of cometary bodies that we may see in part

the explanation of those rapid and extensive changes
of form which are so distinctive of comets ; for if an

ordinary cloud may undergo the great metamorphoses
which it does undergo in the comparatively dense

region of the atmosphere, a comet, which is infinitely

more shadowy than the cloud, may be expected to

undergo still more marvellous changes in that atmo-

sphere of atmospheres which extends into space.

The changes which pass over the forms of comets

are of a very complex nature. As the comet ap-

proaches the sun it diminishes in size, as it recedes

it enlarges. As it approaches the sun, also, it often

puts out a tail-like process from the side which is

most removed from the sun, and it is difficult to know
whether this tail is more remarkable for the rapidity

with which it is formed, or for the distance to which

it is carried. Thus, the tail of the great comet of

1680 (the comet observed by Newton), which was

60,000,000 miles in length, was emitted in two days ;

and the tail of the comet of 1843, which was long

enough to have extended from the sun to the orbits

of the planetoids, was formed in less than twenty

days. The disappearance of the tail is also as rapid
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and mysterious as the appearance. Sometimes there

is more than one tail, and sometimes the tails project

from different parts of the body ; but there is much

obscurity upon this and upon several other matters

in connection with the general history of comets ;

and it is better, therefore, to leave generalities, and

speak of the particular changes which were observed

in Halley's comet in 1835, for these may be said to

be the only particulars which are absolutely authen-

ticated.

Halley's comet, then, long eagerly anticipated,

became visible as a small round tail-less nebula with

a spot brighter than the rest placed eccentrically

within it. On the 2d of October, 1835, the tail be-

gan to project from the part most removed from the

sun; on the 20th of the same month the tail had

reached its greatest length ; on the 5th of November

it had nearly disappeared. Concurrently with these

changes there was an ejection of nebulous matter

from the part nearest to the sun, and this ejection

continued at intervals for several days. On the 8th

of November, according to M. Schwabe, a process

like a " second tail
"
pointed towards the

sun. At the same time the luminous

nucleus underwent changes of form which
J

et m

reflected in some manner the changes of

the entire comet, tail-like processes being given out

on one side or the other, or on both sides at once, or

two processes on one side, and generally in a direc-

tion more or less backwards from the sun. The

comet made its first appearance after perihelion on

the 24th of January, 1836. At this time it was
L 4
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visible to the naked eye as a star of the second mag-
nitude, and with the telescope it presented a well-

defined and nearly circular head, surrounded with an

exceedingly delicate halo or coma, but without a

trace of tail. The bright nucleus was like " a minia-

ture comet with a head and tail of its own," and with

the tail turned away from the sun. On the 25th and

26th the form continued circular, and the only per-

ceptible change was in the size. The size, indeed,

had become greatly increased, but not uniformly, for

the halo had gone on diminishing from the first.

On the 28th the halo had ceased to be visible. On
the 30th there was a great change both in size and

form, the size being greatly increased, and the form

no longer circular. On the contrary, the form

had now become decidedly parabolic, the outline

next the sun being distinct and rounded, and that

away from the sun confused and shaded off. From
this time up to the 23d of February the comet gained

rapidly in size without any material change in form.

The addition of new substance, however, was not

uniform, and day by day it was evident that the

comet gained most in the parts away from the sun,

precisely as if it was in the process of recovering its

lost tail. As these changes went on, the lustre be-

came obscured, and a few days after this time the

obscuration became so great that the position of the

comet could be no longer recognised. These are the

main facts in the history of Halley's comet in the

year 1835.

The comet, then, decreased in size as it approached
the sun, and increased in size as it receded from the
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sun ; and this is what we may understand, though at

first glance we should have been disposed, perhaps,
to expect the contrary. It is what we may under-

stand, because a large quantity of the substance of

the comet is dissipated in invisible vapour by the

increasing heat of the sun as the distance dimi-

nishes, and because this vapour is again condensed

into visible substance as the comet moves away
into colder regions.

Nor is it difficult to account for the ejection of

nebulous matter from the side facing the sun at the

time when the tail is in process of forma-r The solar

tion ; for it is to be expected that the part heat may
,-, .,, , , -. cause the

nearest to the sun will be most heated ejection of

j j 3 nebulous
ana expanded. matter from

It is more difficult to understand the

changes in the nucleus and the formation sun -

of the tail ; but this difficulty is not insuperable, and

the same explanation will apparently apply in both

cases.

What is this luminous nucleus ? It can scarcely

be a solid substance in the ordinary sense of the

word, for the smallest stars were seen

through it without any perceptible dimi- heat may he

nution of lustre. It can scarcely be

more solid than the most ethereal light.

What, then, is the luminous nucleus?

Is it the focus in which the rays of the sun luminous

i 1.1
nucleus.

are made to converge by the lens-like ac-

tion ofthe comet ? Is it the analogue of the " central

fire
" which is hid from sight within the bowels of the

earth the " central fire
"
seen through a transparent
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crust ? After what has been said already, this is a na-

tural view to take of the matter ; but there is one seri-

ous objection to it, and this is the fact that the density

of the comet is not sufficient to bring the solar rays
to a focus within the body of the comet. With a

body of such rarity, indeed, the position of this focus

must be far, very far, beyond the surface, for it re-

quires a density as high as that of rock-salt to make

the focus coincide with the surface. There is, how-

ever, one way of getting over this difficulty, and this

is by supposing the comet to be composed of several

concentric layers with wide intervening spaces ; for

in this case each layer, as well as the whole comet,

will act as a spherical lens, each with its own focus,

and the foci of the innermost layers may be within

the outermost layers. This may be seen by a dia-

gram in which the rays proceeding from the sun, s,

are refracted by a comet, c, consisting of four sepa-

FlG. 30.

rate layers, and brought to a focus at four different

points, a b c and d respectively, of which points a

is beyond the surface, b coincides with the surface,
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and c and d are within the surface. In this way,

then, it is possible to account for the existence of a

luminous eccentric focus within the comet, and also

for certain marked changes in the appearance of that

focus. If, for example, the focus d coincides with a

layer of the comet as it does in the dia-
* The focus

gram, we may very well suppose that the before men-

.n i , n i
tioned may

effect will be to convert the part oi the undergo the

layer upon which it impinges into a jet

of luminous vapour. We may suppose,

moreover, that this jet will pass off in the ders-

direction in which it meets with least resistance, and

that this direction will not be constant, for as the

comet revolves upon its axis new jets will be formed

and other paths opened for them. All this is allow-

able, but is it probable ? It is certainly not altoge-

ther conjectural, as we shall see presently.

In the same way it is possible to account for the

formation of the tail, for all that is necessary is to

suppose that the focal action of the sun'srr
> B

The conse-

rays within the comet is to produce ex- quenceofthe
. _ _. , focal concen-

pansion of the parts corresponding to the tration of the

focus, and that the overlying layer or

layers are forced outwards from the side

most removed from the sun, forced out- overlying
substance of

wards in this direction because the posi- the comet

, , . into the tail.

tion oi the locus must be nearer to this

side than to the side nearest to the sun ; and forced

outwards to an amazing extent, and with amazing

velocity, for the degree to which and the rate at

which a body of such extreme rarity as a comet may
expand under high degrees of heat, such as must be
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met with in the focus, is up to the very limits of

amazement.

Now it is an argument in favour of this explana-

tion, that the nucleus and tail are dependent upon the

same cause for their existence, and that this cause is

one which operates equally upon the earth. Indeed,

it is possible to fancy that the earth itself might be

furnished with a tail if the point at which the sun's

rays were made to converge was moved so near to

the surface as to act powerfully upon that surface

and upon the atmosphere above it. Nay, it is pos-
sible to fancy that the earth does actually present the

appearance of a small tail over the crater of a volcano

in active operation, for the molten lava must occasion

a tremendous upward expansion of the superjacent

atmosphere. We think, then, that the possibility

of accounting for the presence and changes of the

nucleus, and for the formation of the tail, by suppos-

ing that the comet is composed of distinct concentric

layers with wide intervening spaces, is an argument
of some force in favour of the actual existence of

these layers and spaces. But this is not the only

argument, as we shall see presently.

The diminution in size which the comet undergoes
as it approaches the sun, has been ac-

counted for by supposing that a part of

*ts substance has been vaporised by the

may be ac-
increasing heat, and this, no doubt, is the

counted for
> ' '

in the same proper explanation. And for the same
manner. . . _ ..

reason it is possible to understand that

the tail should also decrease as the comet approaches
the sun. There is no difficulty in this. But there
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is one point in the issue of this process of diminution

which demands our attention, and this is the trans-

formation of the comet from an irregular into a

regular form. Before the perihelion the comet is

furnished with a formidable tail ; after the perihelion,

it is a tail-less rounded body, surrounded with a

delicate halo. All the previous irregularity of form

is lost ; and how ? Is it not by the vaporisation of

an external layer or layers which had been raised

into irregular forms in the process of vaporisation,

and by the consequent exposure of another layer,

itself the outermost, perhaps, of several other layers?

Is not the very halo a sign either of a distinct con-

centric layer, or of the more delicate substance which

had intervened between the layer which we suppose

to have been dissipated, and the layer which now
constitutes the outer visible surface ? Again, is not

the dark stripe which divides the tail longitudinally

into two parts a revelation of the hollow space which

underlies the layer or layers which have been lifted

up to form the tail ? Assuredly, this dark stripe is

indicative of hollowness, and not of the shadow of

the comet, as was once supposed, for it exists when

the tail is turned so much aside as to be out of the

shadow of the body of the comet.

It is not upon mere conjecture, therefore, that we
rest the existence of that peculiar laminated struc-

ture which has been assumed to exist in accounting

for the peculiar changes of Halley's comet. On the

contrary, there is a foundation of fact which will

bear the theory, a foundation which will appear the

more stable the more we are convinced that the
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comet is ruled by the same law which rules the earth

and the companion planets, and that that which

appears to mark the irregularity of the comet will

appear to be one of the most marked signs of regu-

larity when that law is properly understood.

The changes in Halley's comet after the perihe-
lion are easily disposed of, for if the outermost layers
were dissipated into invisible vapour as the comet

passed from a colder to a hotter region in moving
towards the sun, it is to be expected that these layers
will be again deposited as visible substance as it

passes from a hotter to a colder region in moving

away from the sun. It is to be expected, also, that

this deposition of condensing matter should be

arranged in the parabolic form which has been de-

scribed, for that focal action of the sun's rays which

had raised the outermost layersfrom the outer side of

the comet as this body passed towards its perihelion,

will prevent these layers from being redeposited in

their proper place until the comet has moved suffi-

ciently far from the sun to allow the focus to be

brought as far inwardly as it was before the tail

began to be raised.

It is not difficult, then, to account in some measure

for the metamorphoses of Halley's comet in 1835 ;

and here we leave the subject, for, so far as we know,
what may be said of this comet may be said of all

comets.

Such, then, is the view which we are disposed to

take of the two subjects which have just been under

consideration; and, being so, the conclusion is that
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the so-called agency of heat is a very important

agent in the operations of nature. In other words,

we are able to deduce from the metamorphoses of

comets and from the history of the tides some very
conclusive evidence in favour of the belief that the

true law of nature is one and the same with that

law of which we have spoken so much, and of which

heat is one of the aspects.

But what of that permanent expansion of the

earth which was spoken of as resulting from the

lenticular action of the earth? Is there The pagt hig-

any evidence of such expansion? We
earthfur

e

think that there is, and that it is to be nishes other
and very re-

found in the past history of the earth, markabieii-

m, . ,
, , . lustrations of

think, moreover, that the examination the idea that

of this evidence will serve to clear away
much that is doubtful and hypothetical in

this history, and to show, at the same described-

time, the absolute truth and wisdom of all that is

revealed in Holy Scripture upon the subject.

What then, let us ask, was the pristine condition

of the earth, and what are the changes which have

passed over the earth since its creation ? Now there

are several answers to these questions, but there is

one which is at the same time most familiar and

most disregarded, and with this we will begin. It is

written :

" In the beginning God created the heaven and

the earth. And the earth was without form and
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void ;
and darkness was upon the face of the deep.

And the Spirit of God moved upon the face of the

waters. And God said, Let there be light; and

there was light. And God saw the light

that ^ was g od ; and G d divided the

cording?o

ac"

Kg*11 from the darkn ess. And God called

the scrip- the light day, and the darkness he called
lures, a

shoreless night. And the evening and the morning
ocean. ,, / , i

were the nrst day.
" And God said, Let there be a firmament in the

midst of the waters, and let it divide the waters

from the waters. And God made the firmament,

and divided the waters which were under the firma-

ment from the waters which were above the firma-

ment ; and it was so. And God called the firmament

Heaven ; and the evening and the morning were the

second day.
" And God said, Let the waters under the heaven

be gathered together into one place, and let the dry
land appear; and it was so. And God called the

dry land earth ; and the gathering together of the

waters called he seas ; and God saw that it was good.
* * * And the evening and the morning were the

third day.
" And God said, Let there be lights in the firma-

ment of heaven to divide the day from the night;
and let them be for signs and for seasons, and for

days and for years; and let them be for lights in

the firmament of heaven to give light upon the

earth : and it was so. And God made two great

lights; the greater light to rule the day, and the
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lesser light to rule the night; he made the stars

also. And God set them in the firmament of the

heaven to give light upon the earth, and to rule

over the day and over the night, and to divide the

light from the darkness ; and God saw that it was

good. And the evening and the morning were the

fourth day."

According to this sublime history, then, the earth

and heavenly bodies were covered with water at

their creation. " In the beginning God created the

heavens and the earth. And the earth was without

form and void, and darkness was upon the face of

the deep. And the Spirit of God moved upon the

face of the waters" * * * " And God said, Let there

be a firmament in the midst of the waters, and let it

divide the waters from the waters. And God made

the firmament, and divided the waters which were

under the firmament from the waters which were

above the firmament ; and it was so."
* * * " And

God called the firmament Heaven." Waters : where,

then, are these waters ? Now it is obvious that they
cannot all of them be found upon the earth. It

cannot be said that the firmament is the dry land

between the seas, for the dry land did not appear
until the third day ; and hence the waters spoken of

cannot be supposed to be separate seas. Nor is it

sufficient to say that the firmament is the atmo-

sphere, and that the waters above it are the clouds ;

for the firmament, which is called heaven, is after-

wards described as the place where the sun and

moon and stars are set for signs and for seasons and

for days and for years.
" And God said, Let there

M
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be lights in the firmament of heaven to divide the

day from the night ; and let them be for signs and

for seasons and for days and for years ; and let them

be for lights in the firmament of heaven, to give

light upon the earth: and it was so. And God
made two great lights ; the greater light to rule the

day, and the lesser light to rule the night ; he made
the stars also. And God set them in the firmament

of the heaven to give light upon the earth, and to

rule over the day and over the night, and to divide

the light from the darkness." The firmament, there-

fore, is evidently the realm of space, and hence the

conclusion appears to be that " the waters above the

firmament" are the sun and other heavenly bodies,

at that time covered with water as was the earth.

But be this as it may, there is no room for doubt

as to what was the condition of the earth at the

creation ; for up to the third day this was that of a

shoreless ocean. Morning twice dawned and night
twice fell upon an unbroken waste of waters. On
the third day "the waters under the heaven were

gathered together into one place, and the dry land

appeared." The land is represented as being raised

above the waters; and upon this statement we are

left to cogitate. Now there is little to guide us in

the story ; and as we choose we may suppose that

the land was raised by miraculous means or by
natural causes. If we suppose that the land was

raised by miraculous causes, we have nothing more to

do ; if we suppose it to have been raised by natural

The land causes, then we may follow in imagination
the solar and lunar rays as they penetrate
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out of the

waters, and
its founda-
tions fixed,

by the expan-
sive action of

the solar

heat.

through the earth during the first two

days, and see them converging into a

focus within the interior. We may fancy

the fusion and expansion consequent upon
this focal action as gradually upheaving
the overlying crust of the solid earth, until it

begins to raise it above the level of the waters. We
may trace this land as it expands into a broad

equatorial belt ; for as the earth revolves upon her

axis each part of the equator must pass in succession

over the focus. We may trace this ring as it expands
into continents and towers into mountains. All this

we may see as the natural consequence of the

operation of that agency which we call heat; and

because we can do this we are constrained to think

that the land was raised out of the waters at the

creation by natural rather than by miraculous causes.

A similar conclusion may also be drawn from the

manner in which the land reappeared after the

deluge, as we may see by pondering upon
the history of this catastrophe:

" In the 600th year of Noah's life, in

the 2nd month, the 17th day of the

month, the same day were all the foun-

tains of the great deep broken up, and

the windows of heaven were opened.
And the rain was upon the earth 40 days
and 40 nights. In the self-same day
entered Noah, and Shem and Ham and

Japhet, the sons of Noah, and Noah's wife, and

the wives of the three sons with them, into the

ark ; they, and every beast after his kind, and all the

The same

expansive
action of the

solar heat

would sub-

merge the

land and
raise it after-

wards in ano-

ther place, if

the position
of the earth

in sp a

changed suf-

ficiently.
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cattle after their kind, and every creeping thing that

creepeth upon the earth after his kind, and every

fowl after his kind ; every bird of every sort. And

they went in unto Noah into the ark, two and two

of all flesh wherein is the breath of life. And they

that went in, went in male and female of all flesh,

as God had commanded him: and the Lord shut

him in.

se And the flood was 40 days upon the earth ;

and the waters increased and bare up the ark, and

it was lift up above the earth. And the waters

prevailed, and were increased greatly upon the

earth ; and all the high hills that were under the

whole heavens were covered. Fifteen cubits up-
wards did the waters prevail, and the mountains

were covered. And all flesh died that moved upon
the earth, both of fowl, and of cattle, and of beast,

and of every creeping thing that creepeth upon the

earth, and every man : all in whose nostrils was the

breath of life, of all that was in the dry land, died.

And every living substance was destroyed which

was upon the face of the ground, both man, and

cattle, and creeping things, and the fowl of heaven ;

and they were destroyed from the earth ; and Noah

only remained alive, and they that were with him in

the ark. And the waters prevailed upon the earth

one hundred and fifty days.
f( And God remembered Noah, and every living

thing, and all the cattle that was with him in the

ark ; and God made a wind to pass over the earth,

and the waters assuaged. The fountains, also, of

the deep and the windows of heaven were stopped,
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and the rain from heaven was restrained ; and the

waters returned from off the earth continually ; and

after the end of one hundred and fifty days the

waters were abated. And the ark rested in the 7th

month, on the 17th day of the month, upon the

mountains of Ararat. And the waters decreased

continually until the 10th month; and in the 10th

month, on the first day of the month^were the tops
of the mountains seen.

"And it came to pass at the end of 40 days,

that Noah opened the windows of the ark which he

had made. And he sent forth a raven, which went

to and fro until the waters were dried up from off

the earth. Also, he sent forth a dove from him, to

see if the waters were abated from off the face of

the ground. But the dove found no rest for the

sole of her foot, and she returned unto him into the

ark ; for the waters were on the face of the whole

earth. And then he put forth his hand, and took

her, and pulled her in unto him into the ark. And
he stayed yet other seven days, and again he

sent forth the dove out of the ark; and the dove

came to him in the evening ; and, lo, in her mouth

was an olive-leaf plucked off; so Noah knew that

the waters were abated from off the earth. And
he stayed yet other seven days, and sent forth the

dove, which returned not again to him any more.
" And it came to pass in the 601st year, in the

first month, the first day of the month, the waters

were dried up from off the earth; and Noah re-

moved the covering of the ark, and looked ; and,

behold, the face of the ground was dry. And in

M 3
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the second month, in the seven and twentieth day of

the month, was the earth dried."

How strangely circumstantial is this account !

How very strange the catastrophe itself! It is not

sudden and appalling, as might be ex-
The details rr ' &
of the deluge pected if it had been throughout the

i

S

de
P
a
P
that the work of a miracle ; but it is slow and

this orderly, as if it had been carried into effect

by natural causes. The rains descend and

the floods ascend for forty days and forty nights

before the earth is submerged; 150 days pass away
before the waters attain the height of 15 cubits above

the topmost hills; and 150 days are added to these,

before the flood has retired and left the ground in an

habitable state. Nearly a whole year is consumed

in this awful process. The catastrophe, we repeat,

is slow and orderly, as if it had been carried out, not

by miraculous interference, but by natural causes

after such interference. It seems, indeed, as if the

submersion and the subsequent renovation of the

earth was the natural consequence of a miracle, and

not the direct effect of a miracle of a miracle such

as we may easily imagine to have been carried out.

Let us imagine a shifting of the axis of the earth by
which the action of the sun and moon was removed

from the ancient land to the ancient seas, and,

according to the premises, the events will follow

which are described in the sacred page. The removal

of the action of the sun and moon from the land is to

take away that expansive power by which the land

is kept above the waters. The removal of this action

to the sea is to alter the position of the equatorial
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bulging of the earth to the bed of the sea, and to

" break up the fountains of the great deep" by

bringing them to the surface as land. At the same

time, the encroachments of the waters upon the land,

which are consequent upon the sinking of the land

and the rising of the bed of the sea, must be greatly
accelerated by the tremendous rains arising from the

vaporising action of the sun upon the water of the

ocean. And thus " the fountains of the great deep"

may have been "broken up," and the "windows of

heaven" may have been "opened." The waters,

moreover, must have gone on continually encroaching

upon the land until the earth was reduced to its primal
state of a shoreless ocean. But the earth could not

continue in this state. On the contrary, the land

must continue to sink, and the bed of the sea to rise,

until the land had changed places with the bed of

the sea the bed of the sea becoming as much raised

above the water as the ancient land was formerly.

It must be so, for the expansive power which now

operates to restore the land is the same power which

operated to raise the land at the creation. All this

is intelligible, but is it probable ? It is probable,
we think, because these causes must have been in

operation, unless the law of nature had been sus-

pended during the eventful year of the deluge, and

because it is not possible to believe in miraculous

interference where natural causes will suffice. It is

not possible to entertain such an opinion without

supposing that Infinite Wisdom has decreed some-

thing superfluous.

Nor is it a sufficient objection to this view, that the
M4
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land was raised more quickly at the creation than

after the deluge. Forty days and forty nights passed
before the land was submerged, and 111 days and

nights were added to these before the flood was at

its height. The water, moreover, prevailed upon the

earth for 150 days. The ark grounded upon the top
of Ararat about the time when the waters ceased to

prevail, but the tops of the mountains were not seen

until upwards of two months after this time, and the

ark had been stationary for five months before the

waters were dried up from the earth. The land

appears, therefore, to have been raised with much

greater slowness after the deluge than at the creation ;

but this difference, after all, may not be so great as it

appears at first sight. At the deluge the new land

did not emerge at once, but in detached spots, where

the mountain-tops appeared as islands ; and five full

months had elapsed before the land was prepared for

Noah. And even this land may have been but a

small part of the present earth. It is not improbable,

therefore, that all the land did not appear on the

third day of the creation, and that months, or even

years, had to pass away before the mountain-chains

ofthe antediluvian world had towered to their greatest

height, and the abysses of the antediluvian seas had

sunk to their lowest depth. It is not impossible,

also, that a longer time may have been required to

bring up the land after the deluge than at the creation,

because it had to be brought up from the depth of the

sea, whereas at the creation the land may have had

to be brought up only from a few feet or even inches

below the surface of the waters.
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It is not impossible, then, to find some reason for

believing that the land was raised out of the water at

the creation, and after the deluge by the same action

which we now see at work in the tides of the sea and

in the metamorphoses of comets, and thus the majesty

of physical law becomes more clearly manifested in

the light which is reflected from the pages

of revelation. All this is not impossible*

but it may be objected that this view does

not make any provision for those numerous

revolutions whose histories are supposed t the ?re-

i
vious view

to be written upon the crust of the earth, for, once

T, *, MI i , ji i i i raised, there
It is quite possible that the land may have could be no

been raised in this manner, but once raised,

and it appears to be no longer possible that

there should be any marked changes in and sea

PIT i
outamira-

the relative position or land and water so cuious change

long as the axis of the earth retained the 2U portions

same relative position to the sun and moon, and earth.

It seems, indeed, as if nothing less than a

miraculous shifting of the axis could produce a

general or even important revolution in the earth,

and as if, without a miracle, stability, and not revolu-

tion, must be the result of law. How, then, are we
to surmount this difficulty ? Are we to suppose that

the earth was the seat of these revolutions in pre-
adamite periods, and that the Noachian deluge was

only one of many miraculous interferences with the

quiet course of the earth's history ?

This is a question which is left to the decision of

science, for undoubtedly the letter of Scripture may
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The idea of be interpreted so as to suit either the

vohationsta preadamite or the adamite cosmogony.

wodd
a

n
a

oT
ite

There is nothing in the Hebrew word
unscriptural.

bara> ^ J)r pugey has Well shown,*
which of necessity signifies creation out of nothing,
or creation out of something previously existing.
It is a stronger word than asah, made, in that

bara can only be used with reference to God,
whereas asah may be used with reference to man.

Indeed, bara, created, asak, made, and yatsar, formed,

are repeatedly used as equivalents by Isaiah and

Amos. There is nothing, then, in the word bara to

signify that at the time spoken of in the first chapter
of Genesis the earth was created out of nothing, or

out of something previously existing, and therefore

the antiquity of the earth must be determined by
other evidence than the etymology of the word bara.

The question, then, is, When was the time which is

spoken of as "in the beginning"? Is it a time

preceding the six days, or is it the beginning of the

first day ? Now Dr. Pusey considers, and considers

very wisely, that the form of the narrative is an

argument that the creative act of the first day begins
at the third verse, because we find here for the first

time the declaration,
"And God said," which ushers

in the creative acts of each of the succeeding days ;

and hence he would argue that the creation spoken
of in the first and second versee may have been

in some undefined period prior to the dawning of

the adamic epoch. He also shows that this opinion
* See note in Bridgewater Treatise on Geology, p. 22.
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was shared by more than one of the Fathers, and he

points out the fact that in some old editions of the

English Bible, which are not divided into verses,

there is a break at what is now the end of the second

verse, and that in the edition of Luther's Bible

which was published at Wittenburg in 1557, and

which is divided into verses, the figure 1 is placed

against what is now reckoned as the third verse of the

chapter. Now this, as Dr. Pusey says,
"

is the sort of

confirmation which one wished for, because, though
one would shrink from bending the language of God's

Book to any other than its obvious meaning, we
cannot help fearing lest we might be unconsciously
influenced by the floating opinions of our own day ;

and we therefore turn the more anxiously to those

who explained Holy Scripture before these theories

existed." The Scriptures are therefore silent, and

all we have to do is to ask what is the scientific

version of the history of the earth.

In asking, then, what is the scientific version of

this history, we find some differences of opinion as

to the earliest passages, and wonderful
XT Thepre-

unammity as to the rest. .N early all are adamue cos-

agreed in supposing that the earth was

created in times immeasurably antecedent to the first

day of the Mosaic record. Nearly all are agreed
that the bed of the sea has often changed places
with the land, and that these mighty revolutions

were caused by the casual penetration of water to

the inflamed or inflammable interior of the earth.

Many follow Laplace in saying that the heavenly
bodies were formed by the gradual cooling and con-
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densation of portions of a revolving
"
fire-mist,"

with which space was once filled, and that these

bodies are moving now because they retain the

original movement of that portion of the mist from

which they sprang. The earth, according to them,
retains even now so much of the heat of the parent
mist that it is at heart a fiery molten mass. On the

other hand, there are some who say that the earth

was created as a solid body, and that the internal heat

is caused by the oxidization resulting from the

admission of water to certain elementary substances

which are supposed to be hid in the interior.

Be the original condition of the earth what it may,
however, it is agreed that sooner or later there were

lands and rivers and seas as there are now, and that

the rivers began to rob the land and carry the spoils

to the sea as they do at present. There were lands

and rivers and seas as there are now, and the general
law by which they were governed was the same, but

the appearance of the earth in these primaeval times

was very different to what it is at present. In these

primaeval times, indeed, there was neither plant
nor animal, and the only spoils which were carried

to the sea were such as could be robbed from a

land which everywhere was bare and inhospitable

granite. In this state the earth is supposed to have

continued age after age, with no other change but

that which was caused by the slow wasting of the

land, and the slow deposition of sediment upon the

bottom of the sea ; and in this state it is supposed
to have remained until the time had arrived for the

land to change places with the sea. And then begins
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a new epoch, in which the old changes are repeated
in monotonous succession, and

" The meanings of the homeless sea,

The sound of waves that swift or slow

Draw down (Eonian hills, and sow

The dust of continents to be,"

are the only sounds until the air is again startled

by the roar of the earthquake which is destined to

submerge the land, and raise once more the bed of

the sea to the light of day. But the new land is no

longer the bare and inhospitable granite which it was

at first, though still bare and inhospitable, for it is

now another kind of rock, a rock which has been

formed out of the sediment which had accumulated

at the bottom of the ancient seas, and which has been

formed, in part by the heat and pressure which operated
at the time, of upheaval, and in part by the drying
action of the winds and sunbeams after this time.

At length, after repeated revolutions of this kind,

there is a great change, and the hitherto barren and

desolate landscape becomes covered with forests of

tropical luxuriance. There is a change, indeed, of

which the history is plainly and permanently written

upon the crust of the earth, for these forests, instead

of being destroyed by the waters which eventually

overwhelm them, are converted into coal by the

rock-making processes which are at work during
this period of baptism.

Contemporaneously, also, with the appearance of

forests, the air begins to pulsate with the breath of

animals, and polypes and shell-fish of various kinds

become busied in the construction of coral reefs and
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beds of shells ; and hence other changes in the crust

of the earth. Hence the presence of animal remains

in the sedimentary rocks, and hence the presence
of limestone, for the coral reefs and beds of shells

are converted into this substance by the same pro-
cesses which petrify the ordinary sediment of the

sea, and transform the vegetation of a former world

into coal. And hence each of these more recent

epochs ended, not merely in the formation of simple

sedimentary rocks, but in the formation of limestone,

and coal, and rocks containing fossil remains. It is

in this way that many epochs ended. It was in

this way that the epoch ended, after which man made
his appearance on the earth; and it is in this way
that the present epoch will end when the fulness of

time shall come.

Hence each seam of coal must have been a lofty

forest of trees upon the surface of the earth, and

each limestone stratum must mark the spot where

corals and shell-fish once lived and worked; and

thus each seam and stratum becomes a proof, not

only of past revolutions by which the dry land was

made to change places with the bed of the sea, but

it shows the extreme length of time which must

have been occupied in each revolution, for the length

of time must have been extreme if these seams and

strata are the remains of plants and animals which

have lived and died upon the spot.

In addition to these evidences of extreme anti-

quity, moreover, some have fancied that they could

find evidence of the same kind in the organic re-

mains which are entombed in the crust of the earth.
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They saw that these remains evinced a simpler type
of organisation the lower they descended in the

series of sedimentary rocks, and from this fact they

jumped to the conclusion that the higher animals

had sprung by progressive development from the

lower animals, a conclusion which implies the ex-

treme antiquity of the earth, for any time shorter

than eternity would barely suffice for the completion
of such changes. These views, however, have never

met with many advocates ;
and geologists, for the

most part, are content to rest their belief in the high

antiquity of the earth, and in the frequent revolu-

tions of preadamite times, upon the existence of the

coal and lime strata.

On the other hand, there is a writer of no mean

acquirements as a geologist, but whose writings are

little known, who revives the views which Dr Young's

were entertained by Woodward in 1695, SjJjS,
and who asserts that the sedimentary rocks cosmogony.

of the present earth were all formed at the time of

the Noachian deluge. This is the late Dr. Young, of

Whitby.*
What, then, can be the evidence which admits of

such different interpretations as this ?

In commenting upon these opinions, it is evident

that we need not go back to the e ' nebu-
1 he fire-

lous theory," or have recourse to existing mist " theory1-11 and the che
;

chemical changes within the earth, to micai theory

account for the so-called "central fire;"

for, as we have argued elsewhere, this phe- nl\

nomenon may be the natural consequence
*

Scriptural Geology, 1836.
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of the focal convergence within the earth of tuc

rays which impinge upon the earth. But if we had

no other explanation to offer, we must object both to

the nebulous and chemical theory. "We must object

to the nebulous theory because we cannot look

upon heat as a separable and independent agency

any more than we can look upon light as a separable

and independent agency; for, so far as we know,
both heat and light are signs of a definite action in a

definite machinery, such as suns and stars. We
must also object to this theory because we have no

evidence that the earth is gradually becoming cooler,

as it ought to do according to the theory. On the

contrary, we may argue from the fact that the date

and vine still continue to flourish in Palestine as

they did when the Jews took possession of the

country, that the earth has undergone no perceptible

change of temperature during the last 3000 yeHrs ;

for, as Arago has pointed out, the date will not

ripen its fruit if the mean temperature be lower

than 84, and the grape will not ripen at a higher

temperature than 84. Nor is there any good reason

for supposing that the earth has ever become cooler

by the giving up of inherent heat. The fossil re-

mains which are dug up in temperate latitudes be-

long, for the most part, to plants and animals which

could only have lived in a tropical climate; and

these remains have therefore been thought to show

that a tropical heat prevailed in these latitudes

during the life of these plants and animals. But

Sir Charles Lyell has shown that the necessary dif-

ference of temperature may be accounted for by
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supposing a different arrangement of land and sea

at these times. He has shown that a tropical heat

would prevail all over the earth if the land was
accumulated around the equator, and that the

general temperature would sink to a degree of polar

severity if all the land was accumulated around the

poles ; and he thinks that the land may have been

chiefly collected about the equator at the time when

tropical plants and animals flourished in what are

now temperate latitudes, an opinion which derives

some weight from the considerations which have

been used to show that the original tendency of the

focal action within the earth would be to raise the

land around the equator. But, be this as it may,
the "nebulous theory" must be objected to as a

means of accounting for the te central fire" of the

earth. We must also object to the idea that this

" central fire
"

is kindled by the oxidisation of cer-

tain unoxidised minerals within the earth, not be-

cause the theory is impossible, but because it is

unnecessary and without any very probable founda-

tion in fact.

If, then, we must speculate upon the original con-

dition of the earth, there is no reason for supposing
that this condition was different from that,.,., MI- in i n The original
which is described in the first chapter of condition of

Genesis ; but it is idle to speculate further ma/Se that

upon this matter until we have found the wribwi'in
8"

answer to several practical questions of
Genesls<

greater importance which yet wait for so- Tne earth

lution. What is the real age of the earth ? of any ex-

T , i ,ii p 1111 , 'A treme anti.

Is the earth oi incalculable antiquity, or quity.

N
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is it not ? Has it, or has it not, been the seat of

repeated revolutions ? These are questions which

cannot be put aside, and which ought not to be put
aside any longer. And surely there can be no un-

certainty in the answers to questions such as these.

The principal argument in favour of the great an-

tiquity and repeated metamorphoses of the earth is

found in the coal-strata. These strata are

strata? al" a regarded as the remains of forests which

ha^e Si haVG lived and died OI1 tne SP0t aild > tnUS
formed with- considered, it follows that each stratum
in a compa- in
rativeiyre- must have been at the surface of the
cent period, , f n i

because they earth for ages upon ages, for no shorter

homd?fftf, time would serve for the growth of such

fo

n
rts

n
tfgroT-

an amazing quantity of vegetable matter
;

Ipot?"

the
an(1 that > after Caving been at the surface

so long, it must have been submerged
under the waters, for without this the matter of the

sedimentary rock which lies above it could not have

been deposited. Each stratum is therefore the sign
of a revolution which occupied interminable ages in

its completion. All this appears to be perfectly plain.

If the coal-plants grew where they are found, there

can be no doubt as to the conclusion. But is it cer-

tain that the coal-plants grew where they are found ?

Surely there can be no difficulty about the answer,

and this for more reasons than one. If they grew on

the spot there must be relics of roots in the lower

parts of the stratum, and there must be relics of soil.

But as a rule there is neither soil nor root. In one

or two isolated instances as in the " dirt-bed
"
in the

Isle of Portland there is some trace of soil, but only
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a trace, for the supposed soil is stratified in confor-

mity with the strata above and below it. In this
" dirt-bed

"
there are also a few upright stumps of

trees in an upright position, but these are very few

indeed. But in the majority of coal-seams there is

not a trace of either soil or root. Again, if the coal-

seam be the product of a forest growing on the spot,
and compressed into its present form, it may be ex-

pected that the coal would split in the direction of

the fibres of the trees which formed the seam, and,
as the trees would lie in all directions, that the coal

would split without any regularity in all directions ;

but what is the fact? The fact is, that the coal

splits in the plane of the seam, just as any slate-seam

would do. Again, if the coal-seam be formed from

the remains of a forest growing on the spot, it ought
to be thicker in some places than in others, according
as the circumstances were more or less favourable to

growth ; but the fact is, that the thickness of the

seam is uniform, or nearly so, and that the upper and

under surfaces are strictly parallel to the surfaces of

the sedimentary strata above and below them. Nor
is it easy to find a reason for the extreme thickness

of some of the coal-seams on the supposition that

these seams are formed by plants growing on the

spot, for the soil is exhausted and rendered incapable
of furnishing the necessary materials for the growth
of plants, even after a comparatively short time. In

a word, it is more easy to account for the formation

of the coal-strata by supposing them to be fossilised

drifts of vegetable matter, which had been deposited
at the bottom of the ancient lakes and seas in the

N 2
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same way as that in which the matter of the sedi-

mentary rocks was deposited. It is more easy to do

this for more reasons than one. If the coal-seams

are the product of drifts, then it is easy to account

for the general absence of roots and soil at their

under surface, If they are the product of drifts,

then they will split in the plane of the seam, for the

very same reason as that for which the common sedi-

mentary rock will split in the plane. If the coal-

seams are formed from drifts, then it follows that

their arrangement will be in exact conformity to the

arrangement of the other strata, for their formation

is dependent upon the same causes. If they are

formed from drifts, it also follows that they may at-

tain a thickness which is altogether unintelligible on

the supposition that their material was furnished by
a forest growing on the spot. Nor does the occa-

sional presence of trees, or stumps of trees with the

roots downwards, at all militate against this view,

for there is no reason why these isolated specimens

may not have got into their position in the same way
that the te

snags" of the Mississippi have got into

theirs, that is, not by growing there, but by floating

and then sinking there. Indeed, this is the conclu-

sion which is to be drawn from the appearance of

the erect fossil trees which abound in some parts of

the coast of the Bay of Fundy, and which are being

continually brought to light in large crops upon the

face of the cliff as the stone wastes under the de-

structive action of the high tides of this neighbour-
hood. This is the conclusion which is to be drawn

from these trees, because many of them are without
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roots, and because some of them are found to ter-

minate, not in the coal-seams, but in clay or shale-

seams. Indeed, the whole appearance of these trees

is suggestive of the idea that they had been floated

into their present position, and that it was the

merest accident which determined the kind of de-

posit in which their lower extremities would have

to rest. Still it is quite possible, nay probable, that

some few of the coal-seams were formed from forests

which grew on the spot, for the history of many
peat-mosses supports such a conclusion; but as a

rule there appears to be no other alternative than

to suppose that these strata, like the sedimentary

rocks, are the product of drifts.

Nor is there any sufficient reason for supposing
that the limestone-strata are the work of zoophytes
or other calciferous creatures which lived

, i ,
. The lime-

On the spot, except in some very occa- St0ne-strata,

sional instances. "It requires," says Dr.

Young, the creative powers of fancy to

discover in these strata anything like
'

. . cent period,

groves or beds of coral, such as exist in because they

recent coral-reefs. The corals of the fmS^U
oolite are generally laid flat, like the ^toS

from

shells with which they are mixed, and "

p

v

^
gonthe

those which are found in an upright po-
sition might acquire that position in the same way
as the vertical plants and trees in the carboniferous

strata."* Moreover, some of these calcareous strata

are evidently formed from drifts.
" In the marl-

stone bands occurring in the lias of Yorkshire," conr

*
Op. cit. p. 16.

N 3
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tinues Dr. Young,
" there is a seam composed chiefly

of oyster- shells, about four or five inches thick, ex-

tending for many miles along the coast, being pre-

sent wherever the marlstone beds appear, and reach-

ing far into the interior, where it is seen in the

front of the Cleveland Hills. The shells in this

seam are chiefly single valves, and many of them are

water-worn, and all of them appear to have floated

into their present position, for the shells must have

drifted together to form this singular and extensive

stratum."* Indeed, it is infinitely more easy to ac-

count for the formation of the limestone-strata by

supposing them to be drifts of detached corals, shell-

fish, and various bony remains, than by supposing
them to be the workmanship of any animals which

lived on the spot ; for then the exact conformity in

the arrangement of these strata with regard to other

strata is accounted for, as well as the absence of the

irregularities and other peculiarities of coral-reefs

and oyster-beds. Nay, it is even easier to account

for the presence of the calcareous remains of the

higher animals which are found in alluvial deposits,

as in the cave at Kirkdale and elsewhere, by drifts

than by any other theory. In all these so-called

dens, the bones of many beasts of prey are found

together, in company with the bones of other ani-

mals. The bones of the hyaena preponderate at

Kirkdale, and those of the bear at Gailenreuth ; but

along with these are the bones of lions and tigers

and other carnivorous animals. How, then, without

a miracle, could the animals to which these bones

*
Op. cit. p. 15.
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belonged have lived together ? And surely it is more

probable that the caves in which the bones are found

are graves rather than dens, and that dead animals

had drifted there during an inundation.

Of the other strata it is not necessary
to speak, for they are universally allowed

to be drifts. There is no difference of

opinion upon this point.

So far, then, there is reason to believe that the

several strata agree in being sedimentary in their

character. They are all the product of

drifts, and their only difference is in the

material drifted. Hence there is no

necessity for alternate elevations and de-

pressions of the land to account for the

formation of the coal and limestone

strata; for stratum after stratum might
be deposited at the bottom of the same

sea, successively or alternately with other

strata, according as the current brought

sedimentary matter from the same or

from different regions; and the accumu-

lating rocks may never have been raised

above the waters until their whole series

was complete. This is evident. How is

it, then? Were there many alternate

elevations and depressions during the

process of stratification, or were there

not? And surely this is a question which may be

answered with certainty.

Now if one thing is evident, it is that the indi-

vidual strata must be distorted and broken if they

Other strati-

fied rocks, as

a rule, are

formed from

drifts.

These strata

may there-

fore have
been formed
in one epoch,
for if the coal

and lime-

stone seams
are the pro-
duct of

drifts, the

one may have
been depo-
sited orderly

upon the

other ic the

same basin,

and there is

no necessity
that each

coal stratum
or limestone-

stratum
should repre-
sent what
was once a

living grow-

ing surface of

the earth or

sea.
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Evidence
been subject to alternate elevations

that these an(j depressions during the process of
strata were

/ T -i

formed in stratification. It must be so; for it is

not possible that a stratum should have

been elevated for many feet, and perhaps for miles,

and then lowered to the same extent, and this re-

peatedly, and yet be in the same uninjured state as

it was in before the operation of the upheaving
force. On the other hand, it is equally evident

that there cannot have been many alternate eleva-

tions and depressions during the process of stratifica-

tion if the different strata are conformable to the

same plan. And this is what we do find; indeed,

the orderly parallelism and perfect conformity of

the strata is one of the most remarkable and obvious

phenomena which is exhibited in any section of the

earth. The whole series of strata is bent and frac-

tured in a thousand different ways, and the dis-

placements are often so great that it is difficult to

find the corresponding half of a fractured portion;

but there are no special bendings and fractures and

displacements in individual strata, and therefore we
should be disposed to argue, from the actual appear-

ances of the strata, not only that they were deposited

as drifts, but that the process of stratification was

not interrupted by the recurring earthquakes which

play so important a part in the preadamite cos-

mogony. In other words, we should be disposed to

argue that the process of stratification was completed
in one epoch, rather than in many.
And if the several strata were formed in one

epoch, and not in many, when did this epoch begin ?
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Was this beginning within historic times, The organic

or was it not ? We find the answer, as remains en-

. . i i tombed in

it seems, in the organic remains which the strata

, . i i -i -I n.i show that the

lie entombed within the strata; and the process of

answer is by no means equivocal. The

existence of any remains at all may in-

deed be taken as a certain proof that pilfer, if

*
. otherwise,

this entombment was accomplished with these remains

i {* v, e XT. must have

a certain degree of rapidity ; for it the been removed

entombment had been deferred, all traces

of them must have soon disappeared under the

destructive action of air and water, or under the

attacks of those creatures which are commissioned

to rid the earth of decomposing organic matters.

The very existence of organic remains, we repeat,

is an argument of the rapid entombment of these

remains. And if so, what must we say of the

more perfect of these remains ? What of those ferns

whose fronds are cast so accurately in the coal-

measures that every spore-case is copied ? What of

those insects whose wings retain every nervure, and

whose eyes have lost none of their many eyelets?
And what of the cuttle-fish, whose ink-bags have

furnished the ink with which the artist has copied
them ? All these must have been buried before the

finger of decay had time to touch them. Nay, some

of the animals whose remains are preserved appear
to have been buried in the very act of gorging their

prey as in the case of the fish in the Museum at

Naples which has another fish in its throat; and

others appear to have been overwhelmed rather than

buried, so broken and crushed are their remains.
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Nearly all the skeletons of the large reptiles are in

this case. Nor is it at all surprising that animals

should have been buried quick in ancient times ;
for

the same accident still befals the alligators and

other large animals which frequent the mouths of

great rivers, such as the Ganges. Indeed, the same

accident may even happen on our own quiet coast.

Thus, about fifty years ago a narwhal was buried

quick in the mud on the coast of Lincolnshire,

with only the head protruding. He was seen by a

fisherman in this state, and supposed to be dead;

but he began to bestir himself when an attempt

was made to pull out his horn. In a word, the

existence of organic remains at all, and particularly

the very perfect or crushed condition of some

of these remains, can only be accounted for, as it

seems, by assuming a certain degree of rapidity of

stratification of the rocks in which they are de-

posited ; and this is the only deduction which can

fairly be made. In the face of these remains,

indeed, it seems to be impossible to believe that the

stratum containing them was so many ages in

forming. Long intervals may have elapsed between

the deposition of the different strata ; but the indi-

vidual strata must have been formed with rapidity,

or the organic remains which are preserved in them

must have perished.

But if there were no organic remains it would not

be at all certain that the strata had not been deposited

with considerable rapidity. On the con-
Evidence, !-/ 1 J
apart from trary, we might, IT we would, argue in

at favour of a rapid deposition from the rate
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at which the Granges at present contributes the process
_ ,. , of strati fica-

to the formation of new sedimentary rocks, tion may

This rate was very carefully determined

by Mr. Everest in 1832,* and his con- lyrapid -

elusion was that the river carried down to the sea

annually no less than 6368077440 feet of dried sand

a mass equal in weight and bulk to 42 of the great

pyramids of Egypt, and not very far inferior to the

amount of lava which flowed from the volcanoes of

Iceland during the great eruption which happened
towards the end of the last century, and yet the

amount of this lava was so great, that all the nations

of the earth might toil for thousands of years before

they could quarry it away. So great, indeed, is the

quantity of sediment which is brought down by the

Ganges during the rainy season, that the sea is ren-

dered turbid by it for 60 miles from the shore. Nor
is it certain that the lime-strata were formed with

remarkable slowness, for to cite one illustration

out of many the rate of deposition from some cal-

careous springs is very rapid. Thus, the waters at the

baths of San Fillipe are found to deposit travertin

and crystals of sulphate of lime to the depth of a

foot in four months. Facts such as these (and many
might be cited) serve to show that the sedimentary
rocks might have been formed with considerable

rapidity, and, in doing this, they corroborate the im-

pression which is gathered from a sight of the fossils.

But the testimony of the fossils requires no corrobo-

ration, and this testimony is, that the strata in which

*
Lyell's Elements of Geology, p. 269.
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In Dr.

Young's
opinion, the

few months
of the deluge
would allow

sufficient

time for the

whole pro-
cess of strati-

fication.

the fossils are entombed must have been deposited
with considerable rapidity.

When, then, to repeat the question, did the epoch
of stratification begin ? Did it begin before the dawn

of historic times, or did it not ? Dr.

Young agrees with Woodward in sup-

posing that the sedimentary rocks were
formed at the Noachian deluge by the

matters washed down from the antedi-

luvian continents into the antediluvian

seas, and that we are now living upon the

bed of these ancient seas with this addi-

tional covering from the ancient lands ; and he uses

many of the preceding arguments to establish this

opinion. Hence every stratum is to him a sign of

the deluge. But this is going to the opposite extreme.

Eternal ages may not be necessary, but a few days can

scarcely be enough. Besides, the very orderly dispo-
sition of the earlier strata is an objection to this view,
for everything indicates a greater quiet than is con-

sistent with the turmoil of the commencing

deluge. But there is no need that we
should limit the process of stratification to

the short period of the deluge, and, on the

other hand, there is no reason why we
should not return to an older doctrine

than Woodward's, and agree with Hooke
in supposing that the sedimentary rocks

were deposited in the interval between the creation and
the deluge.

The opinion
of Woodward
that the pro-
cess of strati,

fication ex-

tended from
the creation

to the deluge
more proba-
ble than that

of Dr.Young.
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And thus we return to the point from which we
started. It was argued that the causes which deter-

mined the elevation of the land above the

waters were such as to ensure the stability

of the land when raised, and that it was

difficult to imagine the possibility of any

great revolution in the earth without

some miraculous interference with the law

of nature. It seemed to be literally true

that " the bounds of the sea had been

established by a perpetual decree, so that

they could not be passed;" and for the

same reason it ceased to be possible to

believe in those mighty revolutions which

form a part of the scheme of preadamite

geology, without believing in a miracle

for each revolution. This scheme required

continual revolutions, and, requiring these,

it opposed the admission of a law which

ensured stability. And what is the fact ?

The fact is, that geology does not require

these revolutions, and, not requiring them,

it ceases to be an objection to the admis-

sion of the law. Geology, indeed, be-

comes a witness to the stability of law.

In a word, there appears to be no reason

why we should believe that the earth was

created before the days of Adam, or

that it has been the scene of more re-

volutions than that mighty one which

is recorded in Scripture; while at the same

time the application of the law which is deduced

No evidence
that the pro-
cess of strati-

fication began
before the

Adamic

epoch.

Hence geolo-

gy appears
to speak of

no mighty
revolutions

except the

one which

destroyed th e

antediluvian

world.

Hence geolo-

gy affords no

objection to

the deduction

from theory
that the land

and sea must
remain in the

same relative

position so

long as the

earth retains

the same re-

lative posi-
tion in space.

Hence the

deductions of
science har-

monise with
and explain
the teachings
of Scripture,
and the de-

ductions and

teachings are

in perfect

keeping with
the facts of

geology.
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from the premises to the interpretation of the lette-*

of Scripture, elicits a meaning which is infinitely

deeper than anything which could have been derived

from the lore of Egypt.

And if heat may be considered an important ele-

ment in the idea of the law of nature, inasmuch as

it affords the explanation to several unex-

mf
U

be
l

re

eat
plame(l natural phenomena, what is the

ferred to the inference ? Is natural heat an accidental
law, named . / i i n
provisionally accompaniment or the law ol nature, or

laboratory. is it an essential part in the idea of this

law ? Does it hold the same relation to

this idea that artificial heat does to the law of the

laboratory? This, we may answer, is the natural

conclusion so far as the heat of the sun is concerned,

for here the heat is associated with light, chemical

action, and other kindred phenomena, just as it is in

the law of the laboratory. Nor is this conclusion

contradicted by the apparent absence of heat in the

lunar rays, for the considerations which have been

advanced on the subject of the tides are sufficient to

show that heat may not be absent from these rays,

but only hidden in them.

And there is one great advantage, apart from that

of simplification, which arises out of this conclusion,

The law of and which must also be allowed to be an

tory^fforcu important argument in favour of this con-
the only ex-

elusion, and this is the explanation which
planation of

natural heat, is afforded of the heat of the sun and
Natural heat other heavenly bodies ; for if the law of
may be taken \
as another the laboratory is none other than the law of
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nature, then, under certain circumstances, argument

heat becomes a necessary effect of law. Or the ilb

As we said before, it is law attested by a [atof nature.

particular class of nerves. Nay, it is A possible

even possible to find some reason why the

rays of the sun are attended with sensible

heat, and not the rays of the moon. We the sun > and
J none in the

have already said that the degree of rays of the

heat connected with electrical currents is

directly proportionate to the inadequacy of the con-

ductor. An ordinary current may be passed through
a thick wire without producing any evident sign of

heat, but, if it is passed from this wire into a thin

wire, the thin wire immediately becomes heated ; and,

on the contrary, the current which heated a thin wire

will lose all signs of heat when it is passed from this

wire into a thick wire. Is it possible, then, that these

facts should have any bearing upon the question under

consideration? Is it possible that the sun's rays
should feel hot because they proceed from a larger to

a smaller body ? Is it possible that the moon's rays
should fail to produce any impression of heat because

they proceed from a small to a larger body ?
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CHAP. IV.

SEARCH AFTER A CENTRAL LAW IN THE PHENO-

MENA OF NATURAL LIGHT.

THE light of the sun agrees with the light which

attests the operation of the law of the laboratory, in

that it is attended by the same companion
Natural light *txl.-lx-
may be re- phenomena oi heat, chemical action, ana
ferred to the

L
n ,

_ . , ,

law, named the rest ; and hence we may fairly take

Seiiw' oftlfe the light of the sun as another argument
laboratory. ^ ^ jftw Qf ^ laboratorv fo none

other than the law of nature. Nor is it an objec-

tion to this conclusion, that the light of the moon and

stars is not attended by all the companion phenomena
which attend upon the light of the sun. These com-

panion phenomena are not all present, it is true, but

their apparent absence may be accounted for in the

same way as that in which we account for the ap-

parent absence of heat in the lunar ray. And yet

they are not all absent, for a power of motion is mixed

up with the lunar and stellar light, and the stellar

rays are not devoid of heat.

There is also a great advantage in the conclusion

that natural light is another argument in favour of

the idea that the law of the laboratory is the law of
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The law of

the labora-

tory affords

the only ex-

planation of

natural light.

Natural light

may be taken

as another

argument
that the law
of nature is

the law of the

laboratory.

nature, and this is, that the law of the labo-

ratory affords an intelligible answer to the

question, What is light? It affords an

answer to this question, for, according to

this view, light is nothing more than law

attested by the eye. And this answer

is surely as intelligible as that which re-

fers light to undulations of inconceivable

rapidity, set up we know not how, in

an hypothetical ether, which is at once matter and

no matter, everywhere and nowhere.

It seems, moreover, that we may find in the pages
of Scripture a recognition of the dependence of light

upon the same cause as motion. At the

beginning it was as it is now. The light

was no diffused and independent agency,

for then, as now, the light was divided

from the darkness, and morning followed

evening in the same order. Then, as

now, the light was divided from the dark-

ness, and morning followed evening, be-

cause the earth revolved upon her axis before the

sun. Then, as now, day followed day, so that the

earth moved along her orbit as well as upon her

axis. In a word, light was associated with motion,

and hence, arguing backwards, we may suppose that

light was associated with the same cause as motion.

But there is another point in this account which

bears upon a question treated of in the last chapter,
and which seems to fix the time of the

creation at the beginning of the first day
of the Mosaic chronology. At the be-

o

The Scriptu-
ral account
of the crea-

tion appears
to show that

light and mo-
tion are

bound up in

a common
cause, as they
are in the

law of the

laboratory.

A collateral
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ginnmg tne eartn was without form and
dent to the void, and darkness was upon the face of
creation of A

Adam. the deep. There was no light before the

first day. And if there was no light, does it not

follow that there could have been no motion, no

heat, no chemical action? Such, indeed, is the

conclusion which must be drawn from the premises ;

and so strong is the conviction upon which it is

founded, that we cannot conceive it possible that the

heavenly bodies should have begun to move until

the fiat had been given, Let there be light.

But be this as it may, there is no question that

light is involved in the idea of natural law, and that

the fact of its presence may be regarded as another

argument that the law which rules in nature is the

law which is revealed to us in the experiments of

the laboratory.
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CHAP. V.

SEARCH AFTER A CENTRAL LAW IN NATURAL
CHEMICAL CHANGES.

AFTER what has been said in the pre-

vious chapter, little need be said in this

chapter and the next.

What of the chemical properties of the

solar rays? Must we not regard their

presence as another argument in favour

of unity of law ? And is not their pre-

sence accounted for by unity of law?

There is only one answer to this ques-

tion, and this, as it seems, is in the

affirmative.

Natural che-
mical actions

may be re-

ferred to the
law named

provisionally
the law of the

laboratory.

This law
affords the

only explana-
tion of these

actions.

These actions

may be taken
as another

argument
that the law
of the labora-

tory is the

law of nature.

o 2
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CHAP. VI.

SEAKCH AFTER A CENTRAL LAW IN NATURAL
"MAGNETISM" AND ELECTRICITY.

Natural

magnetism
and electri-

city may be
referred to

the law of the

laboratory

This law
affords the

only explana-
tion of these

phenomena.
These phe-
nomena may
be taken as

another ar-

gument that

this law is

the law of

nature.

WHAT of natural magnetism and elec-

tricity ? Must we not regard the

presence of these actions as another

argument in favour of unity of law ?

And may we not account for these

actions by unity of law ? There is

only one answer after what has been

said in the previous pages, and this is

still in the affirmative.
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CONCLUSION.

THE object of this work, then, has been to prove
that the world of inorganic nature is ruled by one

physical law, and not by several physical laws.

It has been shown, first of all, that the phenomena
of electricity, magnetism, light, heat, chemical action,

and motion, which are developed experimentally, are

not to be understood unless they be regarded as signs

of one and the same action in ordinary matter. In

doing this (among other consequences of the argu-

ment) it has been found that we may dispense with

the idea of a repellent force in explaining electro-

magnetic rotation, that we may find a physical ex-

planation for the so-called repulsive power of heat,

and for the retention of magnetism by the loadstone

and steel, and that we may discover additional

reasons for discarding imponderable agents from the

interpretation of physical phenomena.
Evidence was then adduced for believing that it

is not possible to understand the phenomena of elec-

tricity, magnetism, light, heat, chemical action, and

motion, which are naturally displayed in the world

around us, unless they be regarded as signs of the

action of the same central law. In this part of the

argument :
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It has been shown that the heavenly bodies will

move forwards or backwards in orbits of various

eccentricity, and rotate upon their axes, if they are

subject to this law, and that they will begin as well

as continue to move in this manner.

It has been shown that the tides and the meta-

morphoses of comets are not to be understood unless

we admit the operation of a law of which heat is one

of the signs, that the land may have been raised

out of the water, and established upon permanent

foundations, by the causes which produce the tides

and determine the metamorphoses of comets, and

that these considerations involve great changes in

the geological doctrines at present in vogue, which

changes are justified by the geological evidence itself.

It has been shown that the phenomena of natural

light, and chemical action, and electricity, and mag-
netism, are only intelligible when they are regarded
as signs of the same central law.

It has been shown, in short, that the inorganic
world is ruled by one single law, of whose operation

the phenomena of electricity, magnetism, light, heat,

chemical action, and motion, are only so many signs,

the law, that is to say, which was named provi-

sionally the law of the laboratory, and that no

secret in the world of inorganic nature can be fully

understood except upon this assumption.

AOEA MONn 0Efl.
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River in the Empire ; the Natural History
of the Salmon, all its known Habits de-
scribed, and the best way of artificially
Breeding it explained. With numerous
coloured Engravings of Salmon Flies and
Salmon Fry. By EPHEMERA ; assisted by
ANDREW YOUNO, Fcp. Svo. with coloured
Plates, price 14*.

W. Erskine, Esq.-History of
India under Baberand Humayun, the First
Two Sovereigns of the House of Taimur
By WILLIAM ERSKINE, Esq. 2 vols. Svo. 32*.

Fairbairn Useful Information
for Engineers : Being a Series of Lectures
delivered to the WorkingEngineers of York-
shire and Lancashire. With a Series of Ap
pendices, containing the Results of Experi-
mental Inquiries into the Strength of Mate
rials, the Causes of Boiler Explosions, etc

By WILLIAM FATRBAIRK, F.R.S., F.G.S.
With Plates and Woodcuts. Royal Svo. 15*.

Francis. Chronicles and Cha-
racters of the Stock Exchange. By JOHK
FRANCIS. New Edition. Svo.' price 10*. 6d

Gilbart.-A Practical Treatise
on Banking. By JAMES WILLIAM GH.BART,
F.R.S., General Manager of the London and
Westminster Bank. Sixth Edition, revised
and enlarged ; with Portrait of the Author.

|

2 vols. Into, price 16*.

Gilbart.- Logic for the Million: i

A Familiar Exposition of the Art of Reason- !

ing. By J. W. GILBART, F.R.S. Fourth I

Edition. 12mo. price 3*. 6<*.

Gilbart. Logic for the Young :

Consisting of Twenty-five Lessons in the
Art of Reasoning. Selected from the Logic
of Dr. Isaac Watts. By J. W. GILBART
F.R.S. 12nio. price 1*.

Goldsmith's Poetical Works.
Edited by BOLTON CORNEY, Esq. lllus- '

trated by Wood Engravings, from Designs
by Members of the Etching Club. Square
crown Svo. cloth, 21*.; morocco, \. 16*. !

Gosse. A Naturalist's Sojourn
in Jamaica. By P. H. GOSSB, Esq. With

j

Plates. Post Svo. price 14*.

Essays on Political and Social
Science. Contributed chiefly to the Edin-

'

burgh Review. By WILLIAM R. GREO,
2 vols. Svo. price 24*.

Grove. The Correlation ofPhy-
sical Forces. By W. R. GROVE, Q.C., M.A.
F.R.S. Third Edition. Svo. price 7*.

Gurney. Historical Sketches
Illustrating some Memorable Events and
Epochs, from A.D. 1400 to A.D. 1546. By the
Rev. JOHN HAMPDEN GURNEY, M.A.
New Edition. Fcp. Svo. [/ the press.

Gurney. St. Louis and Henri
IV. Being a second Series of Historical
Sketches. By the Rev. J.HAMPDEN GUR-

|

KEY, M.A. Fcp. Svo. 6*.

Evening Recreations
5 or, Sam-

pies from the Lecture-Room. Edited by the
Rev. J. H. GuRNEY.M.A. Crown8vo.5.

Subjects. Lecturers.
English Descriptive Poetry

The Rev. H. Halford. B.D.
Recollections of St. Petersburg

TheRev.C.M.Birrell.
Sir Thomas More-

Charles Buxtoo, Esq.
The Fall of Mexico

The Rev. J. H. Gurney, M.A.
The House of Commons; its Struggles

and Triumphs-
G. K.Rickards, Esq.

John Bunyau
TheRev.E.J. Rose, M.A.

The Reformation
The Rev. A. P. Stanley, M.A.

Gwilt. An Encyclopaedia of
i

Architecture. Historical, Theoretical, and 1

Practical. By JOSEPH GWILT. Illustrated I

with more than 1,0'JO Engravings on Wood,
from Designs by J. S. GWILT. Third and
cheaper Edition. Svo. price 42.
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Hamilton. Discussions in Phi-
losophy and Literature, Education and

University Reform. Chiefly from the Edin-

burgh Review; corrected," vindicated, en-

larged, in Note* and Appendices. By Sir

WILLIAM HAMILTON. Bart. Second Edi-

tion, with Additions. 8vo. price 21*.

Hare (Archdeacon). The Life
of Luther, in Forty-eight Historical En-

gravings. By GUSTAV KONIO. With Ex-

planations by Archdeacon HAKE and Su-
SAXNA. WINKWORTH. Square crown 8vo. 28*.

Harrison. - The Light of the
Forge ;or,Counsels drawn from theSick Bed
of E. M. By the Rev. WILLIAM HARRISON,
M.A. With" 2 \VoodcuU. Fcp.Svo. price 5*.

Harry Hieover. The Hunting-
Field. By HARRY HIBOVER. With Two
Plates. Fcp. 8vo. 5*.

Harry Hieover. Practical
Horsemanship. By HARRY HIEOVBR.
Secojid Editions with 2 Plates. Fcp. 8vo.

price 5*. half-bound.

Harry Hieover. The Stud, for
Practical Purposes and Practical Men :

being a Guide to the Choice of a Horse for

use more than for show. By HARRY HIE-
OVER. With 2 Plates. Fcp. 8fo. price 01.

Harry Hieover. The Pocket
and the Stud; or, Practical Hints on the

Management of the Stable. By HARRY
HIEOVER. Second Edition; with Portrait.

Fcp. 8vo. price 5*. half-bound.

Harry Hieover. Stable Talk
and Table Talk ; or Spectacles for Young
Sportsmen. By HARRY HIEOVER New
Edition. 2 vols. 8vo. with Portrait, 24s.

Hassall, (Dr.) Food and its
Adulterations : Comprising the Reports of
the Analytical Sanitary Commission of The
Lancet for the Years 1851 to 1854 inclusive,
revised and extended. By ARTHUR HILL
HASSALL, M.D., etc., Chief Analyst of the

Commission. 8vo. with 159 Woodcuts, 28*.

Col. Hawker's Instructions to
Young Sportsmen in all that relates to Guns
and Shooting. Tenth Edition, revised and

brought down to the Present Time, by the
Author's Son. With- a New Portrait, and
numerous Plates and Woodcuts, 8vo. 21*.

Haydn's Book of Dignities:
Containing Rolls of the Official Personages
of the British Empire, Civil, Ecclesiastical,
Judicial, Military, Naval, and Municipal,
from the Earliest Periods to the Present
Time: compiled chiefly from the Records of

the Public Offices. Together with the So-

vereigns of Europe, from the Foundation of

their respective States; the Peerage and

Nobility of Great Britain; and numerous
other Lists. Being a New Edition, im-

r
roved and continued, of Beatson's Political

ndex. By JOSEPH HAYDN. 8vo. price 25*

Haydon. The Life of Benjamin
Robert Haydon, Historical Painter, from
his Autobiography and Journals. Edited
and compiled by TOM TAYLOR, M.A., oi

the Inner Temple, Esq. Second Edition, 3
vols. post 8vo. price 31*. 6d.

Herring. -Paper and Paper-
making, Ancient and Modern. By RICHARD
HERRING. With an Introduction by the
Rev. GEORGE CJIOLY, LL.D. Second Edi-
tion, with Corrections and Additions ; Speci
meus and Plates. 8vo. price 7*. 6rf.

Sir John Herschel. Outlines
of Astronomy. By Sir JOHN F. W. HERS-
CHBL. Bart. etc. New Edition ; with Plates
and Wood Engravings. 8vo. price 18*.

Hill. Travels in Siberia. By
8. S. HILL. Author of Travelt on the
Shoret of the Bnltic. With a large
coloured Map of European and Asiatic
Russia. 2 vols. post 8vo. price 24*.

Hints on Etiquette and the
Usages of Society: With a Glance at Bad
Habits. New Edition, revised (with Ad-
ditions) byaLadyofRank. Fcp.Svo 2.6rf.

!

Holland.-Medical Notes and
Reflections. By Sir HENRY HOLLAND, Bart.
M.D.. F. U.S., Physician in Ordinary to
the Queen and to Prince Albert. Third

Edition, with Alterations aud Additions.
8vo . price 1 8*.

Holland. Chapters on Mental
Physiology. By Sir HENRY HOLLAND, Bait.,
F.R.S. Founded chiefly on Chapters con-
tained in Medical Notet and Rrjtect'toni.

By the same Author. 8vo. price 10*. 6rf.

Hook. The Last Days of Our
Lord's Ministry : A Course of Lectures on
the principal Events of Passion Week. By
W. F. HOOK, D.D., Chaplai

New Edition. Fcp.Svo. 6*.totheQuee
ain in Ordinary

Hooker and Arnott's British
Flora; Comprising the Phaenogamous or

Flowering Plants! and the Ferns. The
Seventh Edition, with Additions and Correc-

tions, and numerous Figures, illustrative

of the Umbelliferous Plants, the Compo-
site Plants, the Grasses, aud the Ferns.
12mo. with 12 Plates, price 14*., with the
Plates coloured, price 21*.

SirW.J. Hooker'sPopularGuide
to the Royal Botanic GARDENS of Kew.
New Edition; with numerous Wood En-
gravings. 16mo. piice Sixpence.

Hooker. Museum ofEconomic
Botany; or, a Popular Guide to the Useful
and Remaxkable Vegetable Products of the

MUSEUM in the Hoyal Gardens of Kew.

By Sir W. J. HOOKER, K.H., D.C.L. Oxon,
F.R.A. and L.s'.etc., Director. With 29

Woodcuts. 16mo. price 1*.
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Home's Introduction to the
Critical Study and Knowledge of the Holy
Scriptures. A New Edition, revised, cor-

rected, and brought down to the present
time, by T. HARTWELL HORNE, B.D. (the

AuthorJ; the Rev. SAMUEL DAVIDSON, D.D.
of the University of Halle, and LL.D. ; and
S. PRIDEAUX TREGELLES, LL.D. 4 vols.

8vo. [In the press.

Home's Compendious Introduc-
tion to the Study of the Bible. Being an

Abridgment of the Author's Introduction
to the Critical Study and Knowledge of
the Holy Scriptures. New Edition ; with

Maps and other Engravings. I2mo. price 9s.

Home. The Communicant's
Companion : Comprising an Historical

Essay on the Lord's Supper; Meditations
and Prayers for the Use of Communicants;
and the Order of the Administration of the

Lord's Supper or Holy Communion. By
the Rev. T. HARTWELL HORNE, B.D.

Royal 32mo. 2*. 6d. ; morocco, 4*. 6d.

How to Nurse Sick Children:
Intended especially as a Help to the Nurses
in the Hospital for Sick Children ; but con-

taining Directions of service to all who have
the charge of the Young. Fcp. 8vo. 1. 6d.

Howitt.-(A. M.) An Art Stu-
dent in Munich, By ANNA MARY HOWITT,
2 vols. post 8vo. price 14.

Howitt. The Children's Year.
By MARY HOWITT. With Four Illustrations,
from Designs by ANNA MARY HOWITT.
Square 16mo. price 5.

Howitt. Land, Labour, and
Gold; or, Two Years in Victoria. With
Visits to Sydney and Van Diemen's Land.

By WILLIAM HOWITT. 2 vols. post 8vo. 21*.

William Hewitt's Boy's Coun-
try Book. Being the real Life of a Country
Boy, written by Himself: Exhibiting all

the Amusements, Pleasures, and Pursuits
of Children in the Country. New Edition ;

with 40 Woodcuts. Fcp. 8vo. price 6*.

Howitt. TheRural Life ofEng-
land. By WILLIAM HOWITT. New Edition,
corrected and revised ; with Woodcuts by
Bewick and Williams. Medium 8vo. 21s.

Howitt.- Visits to Remarkable
Places; Old Halls, Battle-Kields, and
Scenes illustrative of Striking Passages in

English History and Poetry. By WILLIAM
HOWITT. New Kdition; with upwards of 80
Woodcuts. First and Second Series, me-
dium 8vo. price 21 s. each.

Hue. The Chinese Empire : a
Sequel to Hue and Gabet's Journey through
Tartary and Thibet. By the At>be Hoc,
many years Missionary Apostolic in China.

Copyright Translation, with the Author's
sanction. Second Edition, with coloured

Map and Index. 2 vols. 8vo. 24j.

Hudson's Plain Directions for
Making Wills in conformity with the Law:

to the Distribution of Personal Estate in

the case of Intestacy, two Forms of Wills,
and much useful Information. New and
enlarged Edition ; including the provisions
of the Wills Act Amendment Act. Fcp.
8vo. price 2s.6rf.

Hudson's Executor's Guide.
New and enlarged Edition ; with the Addi-
tion of Directions for paying Succession
Duties on Real Property under Wills and
Intestacies, and a Table for finding the
Values of Annuities and the Amount of

Legacy and Succession Duty thereon. Fcp.
8vo. price 6*.

Humboldt's Cosmos. Trans-
lated with the Author's authority, by Mrs.
SABINB. Vols. I. and II. 16mo. Half-a-
Crown each, sewed ; 3.. 6rf. each cloth : or
in post 8vo. 12. 6rf. each cloth. Vol. III.

n8vo.
12*. 6d. cloth: or in I6mo. Part

. 6d. sewed, 3*. 6d. cloth ;
and Part

II. 3*. sewed, 4*. cloth.

Humboldt's Aspects of Nature.

Mrs. SABINE. New Edition. 16mo. price
6*. : or in '2 vols. St. 6d. each cloth ; 2*. 64.

each sewed.

Hunt. Researches on Light in

sideration of all the Photographic Proces-
ses. By ROBERT HUNT, Fll.S., Professor
of Phvsics in the Metropolitan School of
Science. Second Edition ; with Plate and
Woodcuts. 8vo. price 10.6d.

Idle.-Hints on Shooting, Fish-
ing, etc. both on Sea and Land, and in the

Freshwater Lochs of Scotland : being the

Experiences of CHRISTOPHER IDLE, Esq.
Fcp 8vo.5.

|

Mrs. Jameson's Legends of the
Saints and Martyrs. Forming the First

;

Series of Sacred and Legendary Art.
;

Second Edition 5 with numerous Wood-
j

cuts, and Ifi Etchings by the Author. Square ;

crown 8vo. price 2S.

Mrs. Jameson's Legends ofthe
j

Monastic Orders, as represented in the
|

Fine Arts. Forming the Second Series of
j

Sacred and Legendary Art. Second Edi-

tion, corrected and enlarged ; with 11 Etch-

ings by the Author, and 88 Woodcuts.

Square crown 8vo. price 28*.

Mrs. Jameson's Legends of the
Madonna, as represented in the Fine Arts.

Forming the Third Series of Sacred and
Legendary Art. With 55 Drawings by the

Author, and 152 Wood Engravings. Square
crown 8vo. price 28*.
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Mrs. Jameson. Sisters of Cha-
rity, Catholic and Protestant, Abroad and
at Home. By Mrs. JAMESON. Second
Edition. Fcp.8vo.4.

Jameson. A Commonplace Book
of Thoughts, Memories, and Fancies, Ori-

ginal and Selected. Part I. Ethics and
Character; Part II. Literature and Art. By
Mrs. JAMESON. Second Edition, with Etch-
ings and Woodcuts. Crown 8vo. price 18*.

Jaquemet. A Compendium of
Chronology: Containing the most important
Dates of General History, Political, Eccle-
siastical, and Literary, from the Creation of
the World to the end of the Year 1854. By
F. H. JAQUEMET. Edited by the Rev. JOHN
AICORN, M.A. Post8vo.7.6d.

Lord Jeffrey's Contributions to
the Edinburgh Review. A New Edition,
complete in One Volume ; with Portrait and
Vignette. Square crown 8vo.21. cloth; or

30.calf.-Library Edition, in 3 vols. 8vo.42.

Bishop Jeremy Taylor's Entire
Works: With his Life, by Bishop HBBEB
Revised and corrected by the Rev. CHARLES
PAGE EDEN, Fellow of Oriel College, Ox
ford. Complete in 10 vols.8vo.lO.6<i. each.

Johns and Nicolas. The Calen-
dar of Victory : Being a Record of British
Valour and Conquest by Sea and Land, on
every Day in the Year, from the Earliest
Period to the Battle of Inkermann. Pro-
jected and commenced by the late Major
JOHNS, R.M. ; completed by Lieut. P. H.
NICOLAS, R.M. Fcp.Svo. price 12*. 6d.

Johnston. ANew Dictionary of
Geography, Descriptive, Physical, Statis-

tical, and Historical: Forming a complete
General Gazetteer of the World. By A.
KEITH JOHNSTON. F.R.S.E. Second Edition,
brought down to May, 1855, 8vo. S6i. cloth ;

or half-bound in russia, 41.

Jones (Owen). Flowers and
their Kindred Thoughts: A Series of
Stanzas. By MART ANNE BACON. With
beautiful Illustrations of Flowers, designed
and executed in Illuminated Printing by
Owen Jones. Imperial 8vo. 3U. 6d. calf.

Kalisch. Historical andCriti-
cal Commentary on the Old Testament. By
Dr. M. KALISCH, M.A. First Portion-
Exodus : in Hebrew and English, with
copious Notes, Critical, Philological, and
Explanatory. 8vo. 15*.

*.* An Edition of the Exodug,*s above
(for the use of English readers), comprising
the English Translation, and an abridged
Commentary. 8vo. price 12*.

Kemble. The Saxons in Eng-
land : A History of the English Common-
wealth til) the period of the Norman Con-
quest. By JOHN MITCHBLI, KEMBLE,
M.A. 2vols.8vo.price28.

Kemp. -The Phasis of Matter:
Being an Outline of the Discoveries and
Application of Modern Chemistrv. Bv T.
LINDLEV KEMP, M.D., Author of 'The
Natural Hittory of Creation, etc. With
148 Woodcuts. 2 vols. crown 8vo. 21*.

K e n n a r d. Eastern Experi-
ences collected during a Winter's Tour in

Egypt and the Holy Land. By ADAM
STEINMETZ KENNAB.D. Post 8vo. 10*. 6rf.

Kesteven. A Manual of the
Domestic Practice of Medicine. By W. B.
KESTEVEN, F.R.C.S. Square post 8vo. 7*.6rf.

Kirby & Spence's Introduction
to Entomology ; or, Elements of the Na-
tural History of Insects: comprising an
account of noxious and useful Insects, of
their Metamorphoses, Food, Stratagems,
Habitations, Societies, Motions, Noises,
Hybernation, Instinct, etc. New Edition.
2 vols. 8vo . with' Plates, price 31*. 6rf.

L. E. L.-The Poetical Works
of Letitia Elizabeth Landon. New Edition ;

with 2 Vignettes by Richard Doyle. 2 vols.
IGiuo. price 10*. cloth ; morocco, 21*.

Dr. Latham on Diseases of the
Heart. Lectures on Subjects connected
with Clinical Medicine: Diseases of the
Heart. By P. M. LATHAM, M.D., Physician
Extraordinary to the Queen. New Edition
2 vols. I2mo. price 16*.

Mrs. R. Lee's Elements of Na-
tural History; or First Principles of Zoo-
logy : comprising the Principles of Classi-
fication, interspersed with amusing and
instructive Accounts of the most remark-
able Animals. New Edition, enlarged,
with numerous additional Woodcuts. Fcp
8vo. price /. 6d.

Le Quesne. Constitutional
History ofJersey. By CHARLES LE QUESNE,
Ksq., Jurat of the Royal Court, and Member
of the States. 8vo. price 18.

Letters to myUnknownFriends
??..

a ^u*"'^ f Lfttf".o.n >

<?*. Fourth and cheape
8vo.price5.

Edition,
appi-
icp.

Letters on Happiness, ad-
dressed to a Friend. By a Lady, Author of
Letters to tny Unknown Friends. Fcp.Svo.
price 6*.

Lewis's Book ofEnglishRivers.
An Account of the Rivers of England and

j

Wales, particularising their respective :

Courses, their most striking Scenery, and i

the chief Places of Interest on their Banks.
By SAMUEL LEWIS. Jun. Fcp. 8vo.8*. 6d.
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Lindley. The Theory and Prac-
tice of Horticulture ; or, an Attempt to

explain the principal Operations of Garden-
ing upon Physiological Grounds: Being the
Second Edition of the Theory of Horticul-

ture, much enlarged ; with 98 Woodcuts.
By J. LINDLEY, Ph.D., F.R.S. 8vo. 21.

Dr. John Lindley's Introduction
to Botany. New Edition, with Corrections
and copious Additions ; Six Plates and
numerous Woodcuts. 8vo. price 24*.

Linwood. Anthologia Oxonien-
ais ; sive, Florilegium e lusibus poeticis di-

versorum Oxoniensium Grascis et Latinis

decerptum. Cur.-inte GULIELMO LINWOOD,
M.A. 8vo. price 14.

Long. An Inquiry concerning
Religion. By GEORGE LONG, Author of

The Moral Nature of Man, "The Conduct
of Life," etc. 8vo. price 9*. 6rf.

Lorimer's (C.)Letters toaYoung
Master Mariner on some Subjects connected
with his Calling. New Edition. Fcp. 8vo.

price 5*. 6<*.

Loudon's Encyclopaedia of Gar-
dening; comprising the Theory and Prac-
tice of Horticulture, Floriculture, Arbori-

culture, and Landscape Gardening : Includ-

ing all the latest improvements ; with many
hundred Woodcuts. New Edition, corrected
and improved, by Mrs. LOUDON. 8vo.

price 50 s.

Loudon's Encyclopaedia ofTrees
anil Shruhs; or the Arburetum et Vrutice-
titm Britannicum abridged: Containing
the Hardy Trees and Shrubs of Great

Britain, Native and Foreign, Scientifically
and Popularly Described: with their Pro-

pagation, Culture, and Uses in the Arts ;

and with Engravings of nearly all the Spe-
cies. With 2000 Woodcuts. Svo.50*.

culture: comprising the Theory and Prac-
tice of the Valuation, Transfer, Laying-out,
Improvement, and Management of Landed
Property, and of the Cultivation and Eco-
nomy of the Animal and Vegetable Pro-
ductions of Agriculture. New Edition ;

with 1100 Woodcuts. 8vo. price 50*.

London's Encyclopaedia of
Plants : comprising the Specific Character,
Description, Culture, History, Application
in the Arts, and every other desirable Par-
ticular respecting all the Plants indigenous
to, cultivated in, or introduced into Great
Britain. New Kdition, corrected to the
Present Time by Mrs. LOUDON ; assisted by
GEORGE DON, F.L.S., and DAVID WOOSTER,
late Curator to the Ipswich Museum. With
upwards of 12,000 Woodcuts (more than
2000 new). 8vo. 73*. 6d. SECOND ADDI-
TIONAL SUPPLEMENT, with above 2,000
Woodcuts. Price 21.

Loudon's Encyclopaedia of Cot-
tage, Farm, and Villa Architecture and
Furniture : containing numerous Designs,
from the Villa to the Cottage and the
Farm, including Farm Houses, Farmeries,
and other Agricultural Buildings; Coun-
try Inns, Public Houses, and Parochial
Schools, with the requisite Fittiugs-up,
Fixtures, and Furniture, and appropriate
Offices, Gardens, and Garden Scenery.
New Edition, edited by Mrs. LOUDON ;

with 2000 Woodcuts. 8vo. price 63t.

Loudon's Hortus Britannicus
j

Or, Catalogue of all the Plants indigenous
to, cultivated in, or introduced into Britain.
An entirely New Edition corrected through-
out: With a Supplement, including all
the New Plants, and a New General Index
to the whole Work. Edited by Mrs. LOU-
DON; assisted by \V. H. BAXTER and
DAVID WOOSTER. 8vo. price 31s. 6d. The
SUPPLEMENT separately, price 14*.

Mrs. Loudon's Amateur Gar-
dener's Calendar; Being a Monthly Guide
as to what should be avoided as well as
what should be done in a Garden in each
Month: with plain Rules how to do what
is requisite. I6mo. with Woodcuts, 7*. 6d.

Low. A Treatise on the Do-
mesticated Animals of the British Islands :

comprehending the Natural and Econo-
mical History of Species and Varieties ; the

Description of the Properties of external
Form; and Observations on the Principles
and Practice of Breeding. By D. Low, Esq.,
F.R.S.E. 8vo. with Woodcuts, price 25*.

Low's Elements of Practical
Agriculture; comprehending the Cultiva-
tion of Plants, the Husbandry of the Do-
mestic Animals, and the Economy of the
Farm. New Edition; with 200 Woodcuts.
8vo. 21*.

Macau lay. Speeches of the
Right Hon. T. B. Macaulay, M.P. Cor-
rected by HIMSELF. 8vo. price 12.

Macaulay. TheHistory ofEng-
land from the Accession of James II. By !

THOMAS BABINGTON MACAULAY. New '

Edition. Vols. I. and II. 8vo. price 32*.
Vols. III. and IV. 36*.

Mr. Macaulay's Critical and
Historical Essays contributed to the Edin-
burgh Review. Four Editions, as follows ;

1. LIBRARY EDITION (the Eighth), in

3 vols. 8vo. price 36.

2. Complete in ONE VOLUME, with Por-
trait and Vignette. Square crown 8vo.

price 21*. cloth; or 30. calf.

3. ANOTHER EDITION, in 3 vols . fcp . 8vo .

price 21*.

4. PEOPLE'S EDITION, in 2 vols. crown
',

8vo. price 8. cloth.
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Martineau (J.) Endeavours
after the Christian Life : Discourses. By
JAMES MARTINEAU. 2 vols. post 8vo. price
7s. dd. each.

Martinea u. Miscellanies.
Comprising Kssays on Dr. Priestley, Ar-
nold's Life and 'Correspondence, Church
and State, Theodore Parker's Discourse of
Religion,

" Phases of Faith," the Church
of England, and the Battle of the Churches.
By JAMES MABTINEACT. Post 8vo. 9*.

Maunder 's Biographical Trea-

brief Notices of above 1 2,1)00 Kmiueiil Per-
sons of all Ages and Nations, from the
Earliest Period of History. Eighth Edition,
revised throughout, and brought down to

the close of the year 1854. Fcp. Svo. 10*.

cloth ; bound in roan, 12*. ; calf, 12*. Gd.

Maunder's Historical Treasury 5

comprising a General Introductory Outline
of Universal History, Ancient and Modern,
and a Series of separate Histories of every
principal Nation. New Edition ; revised

throughout, and brought down to the Pre-
sent Time Fcp. Svo. 10*. cloth; roan,
12*.; calf,12.6rf.

Maunder's Scientific and Lite-
rary Treasury: A New and Popular En-
cyclopedia of Science and the Belles-
Lettres ; including all Branches of Science,
and every subject connected with Litera-
ture and Art. New Edition. Fcp. Svo.

price 10*. cloth ; bound in roan, 12*. ; calf

lettered, 12*. Gd.

Maunder's Treasury of Natural
History ; Or, a Popular Dictionary of Ani-
mated Nature: In which the Zoological
Characteristics thp.tdistinguishthe different

Classes, Genera, and Species, are combined
with a variety of interesting Information
illustrative of the Animal Kingdom. New
Edition ; with 900 Woodcuts. Kep. Svo.
price 10*. cloth ; roan, 12*.; calf, 12*. Gd.

Maunder's Treasury of Know-
ledge, and Library of Reference. Compris-
ing an English Dictionary and Grammar,
an Universal Gazetteer, a Classical Diction-

ary, a Chronology, a Law Dictionary, a

Synopsis of the Peerage, numerous useful
Tables, etc. The Twentieth Edition re-
vised and corrected : With some Addi-
tions. Fcp Svo. price 10*. cloth ; bound in

roan, 12*.; calf, 12*. Gd.

Merivale. A History of the
Romans under the Empire. By the Rev.
CHARLES MERIVALE, B.D., late Fellow of
St. John's College, Cambridge. Vols. I.

to 111. Svo. price 42*. Vols. IV. and V.
comprising Augustus and the Claudian
Cottars, are now ready.

Merivale.-The Fall of the Ro-
man Republic : A Short History of the last

Century of the Commonwealth. "By the Rev.
CHARLES MERIVALE, B.D. 12mo. 7s. Gd',

Merivale. An Account of the
Life and Letters of Cicero. Translated
from the German of Abeken ; and Edited by
the Rev. C. MERIVALE, B.D. 12mo. 9*. 6d

Miles. The Horse's Foot, and
How to Keep it Sound. Tne Eighth
Edition ; with an Appendix on Shoeing in

general, and Hunters in particular, 12
Plates and 12 Woodcuts. By WIT.LIAM
MILES, Esq., imperial Svo. price 12*. Gd.

* Two Casts or Models of Off Fore
Feet, No. 1 . Shod for All Purpoiet, No. 2.
Shod with, Leather, on Mr. Miles's plan, may
be had, price 3*. each.

Miles. A Plain Treatise on
Horse Shoeing. By WILLIAM MILES, Esq.
With Plates and Woodcuts. Small 4to. 5*.

Milner. Russia, its Rise and
Progress, Tragedies and Revolutions. By
the Rev. T. MILNER. M.A., F.R.G.S. Poste ev. . ILNER. ..,
Svo. with Plate, price 10*. Gd.

Milner. The Baltic ; Its Gates,
Shores, and Cities: With a Notice of the
White Sea. By the Rev. T. MILNER, M. A ,

F.R.G.S. Post Svo. with Map, price 10*. Gd.
\

Milner's History of the Church ;

of Christ. With Additions by the late Rev.
'

ISAAC MILNER, D.D., F U.S. A New i

Edition, revised, with additional Notes
j

by the Rev. T. GKANTHAM, B.D. 4 vols.
Svo. price 52*.

Monteith. Kars and Erze-
roum : With the Campaigns of Prince
Paskiewitch in the Years 1828 and 1829;
and an Account of the Russian Conquests
South of the Caucasus down to the Treaty
of Turcoman Chie and Adrianople. By
Lieutenant General MONTEITH. of the
Madras Engineers, 19 years attached to the
Persian Embassy. With Map and Illustra-
tions. Svo. price 15*.

Montgomery. Memoirs of the
Life and Writings of James Montgomery :

Including Selections from his Correspond-
ence, Remains in Prose and Verse, and
Conversations. Bv JOHN HOLLAND and
JAMES EVERETT. With Portraits and Vig-
nettes. Vols. I. to IV. post Svo. price
10*. Gd. each.

*.* Vols. V. VI. and VII. completing the

work, are in the press.

Montgomery. Original Hymns
for Public, Social, and Private Devotion.
By JAMES MONTGOMERY. ISmo. os.Gd.
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James Montgomery's Poetical
Works: Collective Edition; with the
Author's Autobiographical Prefaces, com-
plete in One Volume; with Portrait and
Vignette. Square crown Svo. price lOs.firf.

cloth; morocco, 21*. Or in 4 vols. fcp.Svo.
with Portrait, and seven Plates, price 14*.

Moore. Man and his Motives.
By GEORGE MOORE, M.D., Member of the

Royal College of Physicians. Third and
cheaper Edition. Fcp. Svo. price 6.

Moore. The Power of the Soul
over the Body, considered in relation to
Health and Morals. By GEORGE MOORE,
M.D., Member of the Royal College of
Physicians, etc. Fifth Edition. Fcp.8vo.6.

Moore. The Use of the Body in
relation to the Mind. By GEORGE MOORE,
M.D., Member of the Royal College of
Physicians. Third Edition. Fcp. Svo. 6*.

Moore. - Health, Disease, and
Remedy, familiarly and practically con-
sidered in a few of their Relations to the
Blood. By GEOHGB MOORE, M.D. Post
Svo. 7. 6rf.

Thomas Moore's Poetical Works.
Containing the Author's recent Introduc-
tion and Notes. Complete in One Volume,
printed in Ruby Type ; with a Portrait en-
graved bv W.'Holl, from a Picture by T.
Phillips, R.A. Crown Svo. 12*. 6rf. cloth ;

morocco by Hayday, 21*. Also an Edition
complete in 1 vol. medium Svo. with Portrait
and Vignette, 21s. cloth ; morocco by Hay-
day, 42s. Another, in 10 vols. fcp.Svo. with
Portrait.aud 19 Plates, price 35*.

Moore. Memoirs, Journal, and
Correspondence of Thomas Moore. Edited
by the Right Hon. LORD JOHN RUSSELL,
M.P. With Portraits and Vignette Illustra-
tions. 8 vols. post Svo. price 4/. 4s.

Moore. Songs, Ballads, and
Sacred Songs. By THOMAS MOORE, Author
of Lalla Rookh, etc. First collected Edition,
with Vignette by R. Doyle. 16mo. price
5s. cloth; 12*. 6rf bound in morocco. An
Edition in Ruby Type, with Frontispiece, is
in the press.

Moore's Irish Melodies Illus-
trated. A New Edition of Moore's Irish

Melodies, illustrated with Thirteen Steel

Plates, engraved from Original Designs by

C. W. COPE, R.A. D. MACLISE, R.A.

T.CRESWICK.R.A.J.E.MILLAIS.A.R.A.
A. L. EGG. A.R.A, W. MULREADY,R.A.
W. P. FRITH, R.A. J. SANT.
W. E. FROST,A. R.A. F. STONE, A.R.A.
J. C. HORSLEY. E. M. WARD, R.A.

Uniform with the Illustrated Edition of
Moore's Lalla Rook/t. Square crown Svo.
price 21*. cloth, or 31*. 6rf. handsomely
bound in morocco.

Moore's Irish Melodies. New
Edition, printed in Ruby Type ; with the
Preface and Notes from the collective edition
of Moore's Poetical Works, the Advertise-
ments originally prefixed to the Melodies,
and a Portrait of the Author. 32mo. 2*. 6d .

An Edition in 16mo with Vignette, 5*.;
or 12*. 6d. morocco, by Hayday.

Moore's Irish Melodies. Illus-
trated by D. Maclise, R.A. New and
cheaper Edition; with 161 Designs, and
the whole of the Letter-press engraved on
Steel, by F. P. Becker. Super-royal Svo .

price 31 j.Crf. boards ; morocco, 52*. 6d.

Moore's Lalla Rookh : An Ori-
ental Romance. With 13 highly-finished
Steel Plates, from Designs by Corbould,
Meadows, and Stephanoff. New Edition.

Square crown Svo. 15*. cloth ; morocco, 28*

Moore's Lalla Rookh. NewEdi-
tion, printed in Ruby Type ; with the Pre-
face and Notes from the collective Edi-
tion of Moore's Poetical Works, and a

Frontispiece from a Design by Kenny
Meadows. 32mo. 2*. 6d. An Edition in
16mo. with Vignette, 5*. ; or 12s. 6d. mo-
rocco, by Hayday.

Moseley. The Mechanical Prin-
ciples of Engineering and Architecture.
By the Rev. H. MOSELEV, M.A., F.R.S.,
Canon of Bristol, Corresponding Member
of the Institnte of France. Second Edition,
enlarged ; with numerous Corrections and
Woodcuts. Svo. 24*.

Mure. A Critical History of
the Language and Literature of Ancient
Greece. By WILLIAM MURE, M.P. of
Caldwell. Second Edition. Vols. I. to
III. Svo. price 36. Vol. IV. price 15*.

Murray's Encyclopaedia of Geo-
graphy: Comprisinga complete Description
of the Earth: exhibiting its Relation to the

Heavenly Bodies, its Physical Structure,
the Natural History of each Country, and
the Industry, Commerce, Political Institu-

tions, and Civil and Social State of All

Nations. Second Edition; with 82 Maps,
and upwards of 1,000 other Woodcuts.
Svo. price 60*.

Neale. The Closing Scene; or
Christianity and Infidelity contrasted in the
Last Hours of Remarkable Persons. By the
Rev. ERSKINE NEALE, M.A. New Edi-
tion. 2 vols. fcp. Svo. price 12*.; or sepa-
rately, 6. each.

Newman. Discourses addressed
to Mixed Congregations. By JOHN HENRT
NEWMAN, Priest of the Oratory of St. Philip
Neri. Second Edition. Svo. price 12*.

Oldacre.-The Last of the Old
Squires : A Sketch. By CEDRIC OLJJACRE,
Esq., of Sax-Normanbury, sometime of

Christ Church, Oxon. Crown Svo. 9*. 6rf.
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Owen. Lectures on the Com-
parative Anatomy and Physiology of the
Invertebrate Animals. By RICHARD OWEN,
F.R.S. Hunteriau Professor in the Royal
College of Surgeons. Second Edition,
enlarged ; with 235 Woodcuts. 8vo. 21*.

Professor Owen's Lectures on
the Comparative Anatomy an

brate Animals. With'numer-
Physiology

of the Vertebrate Animals. With'nu
ous Woodcuts. Vol. I. 8vo. price 14.

The Complete Works of Blaise
Pascal. Translated from the French, with
Memoir, Introductions to the various
Works, Editorial Notes, and Appendices,
by GEORGE PEARCE, Esq. 3 vols. post 8vo.
with Portrait, 25*. 6rf.

Dr. Pereira's Lectures on Po-
larised Light, together with a Lecture on
the Microscope, delivered before the Phar-
maceutical Society of Great Britain, and at
the Medical School of the London Hospital
Second Edition, enlarged from Materials'
left by the Author, by the Rev. BADEN
POWELL, M.A. Fcp. 8vo. price 7.

Dr. Pereira's Elements of Ma-
teria Medica and Therapeutics. Third
Edition, enlarged and improved from the
Author's Materials by A.S.TAYLOR, M.D.,
and G. O. REES, M.I). With numerous
Woodcuts. 2 vols. 8vo. price 31. 13s.

Dr. Pereira's Treatise on Pood
and Diet. With Observations on the Diete-
tical Regimen suited for Disordered States
of the Digestive Organs; and an Account of
the Dietaries of some of the principal Me-
tropolitan and other Establishments for

Paupers, Lunatics, Criminals, Children, the
Sick, etc. 8vo. 16*.

Peschel's Elements of Physics.
Translated from the German, with Notes,
by E. WEST. With Diagrams and Wood-
cuts. 3 vols, fcp. 8vo. price 21*.

Pfeiffer A Lady's Second Jour-
ney round the World : From London to the

Cape of Good Hope, Borneo, Java, Suma-
tra, Celebes, Ceram, the Moluccas, etc.,
California, Panama, Peru, Ecuador, and the
United States. By Madame IDA PFEIFFER.
2 vols. post 8vo. price 21*.

Phillips. A Guide to Geology.
By JOHN PHILLIPS, M.A. F.R.S. F.G.S.,
Deputy Reader in Geology in the University
of Oxford. Fourth Edition, with 4 Plates.

Fcp.Svo. price 5*.

Phillips's Elementary Intro-
duction to Mineralogy. A New Edition,
with extensive Alterations and Additions,
byH. J.BROOKE, K.R.S., F.G.S.; and W.
H. MILLER, M.A., F.G.S., Professor of

Mineralogy in the University of Cambridge.
With numerous Woodcuts. Post 8vo. 18*.

Phillips. Figures andDescrip-
tions of the Palaeozoic Fossils of Cornwall,
Devon, and West Somerset; observed in

the course of the Ordnance Geological Sur-

vey of that District. By JOHN PHILLIPS,
M.A. etc. 8vo . with 60 Plates, price 9.

Piesse's Art of Perfumery, and
Methods of Obtaining the Odours of 1'lants:
With Instructions for the Manufacture of
Perfumes for the Handkerchief, Scented
Powders, Odorous Vinegars, Dentifrices,
Pomatums, Cosmetiriues, Perfumed Soap,
etc.; and an Appendix on the Colours of

Flowers, Artificial Fruit Essences, etc.
With 30 Woodcuts. Crown 8vo. 7*. 6rf.

Piscator.The Choice and Cook-
ery of Fish. A Practical Treatise. By PIS-
CATOR. Fcp. 8vo. 5*. 6rf.

Captain Portlock's Report on
the Geology of the County of Londonderry,
and of Parts of Tyrone and Fermanagh,
examined and described under the Autho-
rity of the Master-General and Board of
Ordnance. Svo.with 48 Plates, price 24*.

Powell- Essays on the Spirit
of the Inductive Philosophy, the Unity of

Worlds, and the Philosophy of Creation.
By the Rev. BADEN POWELL, M.A., F.R.S.,
F.R.A.S., F.G.S. Crown 8vo. 12*. 6rf.

Pycroft's Course of English
Reading, adapted to every Taste and Ca-
pacity ; With Literary Anecdotes. New
and cheaper Edition. Fcp.Svo. price 5s.

Raikes. A Portion ofthe Jour-
nal kept by Thomas Raikes, Esq., from 1831
to 1847 : Comprising Reminiscences of So-
cial and Political Life in London and Paris

during that period. Vols. 1. and II. post
8vo. with Portrait, price 21i.

Reade. Man in Paradise: A
Poem in Six Books. With Lyrical Poems.
By JOHN EDMUND READE, Author ol

"Italy,"
" Revelations of Life," etc. Fcp.

8vo. price 5*.

Dr. Reece's Medical Guide
5
for

the use of the Clergy, Heads of Families,
Schools, and Junior Medical Practitioners:

Comprising a complete Modern Dispensa-
tory, and a PracticalTreatise on the distin-

guishing Symptoms, Causes, Prevention,
Cure, and Palliation of the Diseases incident
to the H uman Frame. Seventeenth Edition,
corrected and enlarged by the Author's
Son. 8vo. price 12*.

Rich's Illustrated Companion
to the Latin Dictionary and Greek Lexicon:
Forming a Glossary of all the Words repie-
senting Visible Objects connected \viththe

Arts.M:
Obj

factures, and Everyday Life of
the Ancients. With Woodcut Representa-
tions of nearly 2,000 Objects from the

Antique. Post 8vo. price 21*.
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Horsemanship 5 or, the Art of
Riding and Managing a Horse, adapted to
the Guidance of Ladies and Gentlemen on
the Road and in the Held : With Instruc-
tions for Breaking in Colts and Voung
Horses. By Captain RICHA.RDSON, late of
the 4th Light Dragoons. With 5 Line En-
gravings. Square crown 8vo. price 14*.

Rickards . Population and
Capital : Beinir a Course of Lectures de-
livered before the University of Oxford in
1853 and 1854. By GEOROE K. RICKARDS,
M.A., Professor of Political Economy.
Post 8vo. 6.

Riddle's Complete Latin-Eng-
lish and English-Latin Dictionary, for the
use of Colleges and Schools. New and
cheaper Edition, revised and corrected.
8vo.21.

Senaratelv fTheRnglish-Latin Dictionary, 7.
ely

XTheLatin-EuglishDictiouary,l5*.

Riddle's Copious and Critical
Latin-English Lexicon, founded on the
German-Latin Dictionaries of Dr. William
Freund. New Edition. Post 4to. 31*. 6d.

Riddle's Diamond Latin-Eng-
lish Dictionary: A Guide to the Meaning,

Classical Words. Royal 32mo. price 4*.

Rivers's Rose-Amateur's Guide:
Containing ample Descriptions of all the
fine lending varieties of Hoses, regularly

History and Mode of Culture. Fifth "and

cheaper Edition. Fcp.Svo. price 3.6rf.

Robins. The Whole Evidence
against the Claims of the Roman Church :

By the Rev. SANDERSON ROBINS, M.A.,
Rector of St. James's, Dover. 8vo. 10*. 6rf.

Dr. E. Robinson's Greek and
English Lexicon of the Greek Testament.
A New Kdition, revised and in great part
re-written. 8vo. price 18s.

Mr. Henry Rogers's Essays, se-
lected from Contributions to the Edinburgh
Review. Second and cheaper Edition, with
Additions. 3 vols. fcp. 8vo. 21*.

Dr. Roget's Thesaurus of Eng-
lish Words and Phrases classified and ar-

ranged so as to facilitate the Expression
of Ideas and assist in Literary Composi-
tion. Fourth Edition, revised and improved.
Crown 8vo. 10*. 6rf.

Rowton's Debater: A Series of
complete Debates, Outlines of Debates, and
Questions for Discussion; with ample
references to the best Sources of Information
on each particular Topic. New Edition.
Fcp. 8vo. price 6*.

Letters of Rachael Lady Rus-
sell. A New Edition, including several
unpublished Letters. With Portraits, Vig-
nettes, and Facsimile. 2 vols. post 8vo.
price 15*.

The Life of William Lord Rus-
sell. By the Right Hon. Lord JOHN RUS-
SELL, M.P. The Fourth Edition, complete in
One Volume ; with a Portrait engraved on
Steel by S. Bellin. Post 8vo. price 10*. 6rf.

St. John (Mrs.) Audubon the
Naturalist in the New World : His Adven-
tures and Discoveries. By Mrs. HORACE
ST.JOHX. Fcp.Svo. price 2*. 6d.

The Saints our Example. By
the Author of Letters to my Unknown
Friends, etc. Fcp. 8vo. price /.

Schmitz. History of Greece,
from the Earliest Times to the Taking of
Corinth by the Romans, B.C. 146, mainly
based upon Bishop Thirlwall's History of
Greece. By Dr. LEONHARD SCHMITZ,
F.R.S.E. New Edition, liimo. 7*. 6d.

Scot t. The Danes and the
Swedes : Being an Account of a Visit to

Denmark, includingSthleswig-Holstein and
the Danish Islands : with a Peep into Jut-

land, and a Journey across the Peninsula of
Sweden. Embracing a Sketch of the most
interesting Points in the History of those
Countries. By CHARLES HENRY SCOTT,
Author of The Baltic,-Jhe Black Sea, and
the Crimea . Post 8vo . price 10*. 6d.

Scrivenor.--History of the Iron
Trade, from the Earliest Records to the
Present Period. By HARRY SCRIVENOR,
Author of The Railways of the United
Kingdom. New Edition, revised and cor-
rected. 8vo. 10*. 6d.

Sir Edward Seaward's Narra-
tive of his Shipwreck, and consequent Dis-

covery of certain Islands in the Caribbean
Sea. Third Edition. 2 vols. post 8vo. 21*.
An ABRIDGMENT, in 16mo. price 2*. 6d.

The Sermon in the Mount.
Printed by C. Whittingham, uniformly
with the Thumb Bible; bound and clasped.
04mo. price Eighteenpenc-

Sewell. The Earl's Daughter.
By the Author of Amy Herbert. Edited

by the Rev. W. SBWELL, B. D. 2 vols. fcp.
8vo.9*.

Sewell.-Gertrude: A Tale. By
the Author of Amy Herbert. Edited by
the Rev. W SEWELL, B.D. New Edition.

Fcp.Svo. price 6*.
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Sewell. Laneton Parsonage : A
Tale for Children, on the practical Use of
a Portion of the Church Catechism. By
the Author Amy Herbert. Edited by the
Rev. W. SEWELL, B. D. New Edition.
3vols.fcp.8vo.price 16.

Sewell. Margaret Percival. By
the Author of Amy Herbert. Edited by
the Rev. W. SEWELL, B.D. New Edition.
2 vols. fcp. 8vo. price 12*.

By the same Author,

Cleve Hall. 2 vols. fcp. 8vo. 12s.

Katharine Ashton. New Edition.
2 vols. fcp. 8vo. price 12*.

The Experience of Life. New
Edition. Fcp. 8vo. price 7*. Grf.

Readings for. Every Day in
Lent : Compiled from the Writings of
BISHOP JEREMY TAYLOR. Fcp.Svo. 5i.

Readings for a Month Prepara-
tory to Confirmation : Compiled from the
Works of Writers of the Early and of the
English Church. Second Edition. Fcp.Svo.
price 4*.

I

Bowdler's Family Shakspeare ?
in which nothing is added to the Original
Text; liut those Words and Expressions
are omitted which cannot with propriety
be read aloud. New Kdition, in volumes for
the Pocket ; with 36 Wood Engravings from
Designs by Smirke, Howard, and other
Artists. 6 vols. fcp. Svo. price 'Ml.

LIBRARY EDITION, with the same Illus-

trations, in 1 vol. medium 8vo. 21*.

Sharp's New British Gazetteer,
or

Topographical Dictionary of the British
Islands and Narrow Seas : Comprising con-
cise Descriptions of about Sixty Thousand
Places, Seats, Natural Features, and Ob-
jects of Note, founded on the best Autho-
rities ; full Particulars of the Boundaries,
Registered Electors, etc. of the Parlia-

mentary Boroughs j with a reference under
every name to the Sheet of the Ordnance
Survey, as far as completed; and an Ap-
pendix, containing a General View of the
Resources of the United Kingdom, a Short
Chronology, and an Abstract of certain
Results of the last Census. 2 vols. Svo.

price -2. 16.

Short Whist? Its Rise, Pro-
gress, and Laws : With Observations to

make any one a Whist Player. Containing
also the Laws of Piquet, Cassino, Ecarte,
Cribbage, Backgammon. By Major A.
New Edition ; to which are added, Precepts
for Tyros. By Mrs. B. Fcp.Svo. 3*.

Sinclair. The Journey of Life.
By CATHERINE SINCLAIR. Author of The
Business of Life. New Edition, corrected
and enlarged. Fcp. Svo. price oj.

Sir Roger De Coverley. From
The Spectator. With Notes and Illustra-
tions by W. HENRY WILLS; and 12 Wood
Engravings, from Designs by F. TAYLEH.
Second and cheaper Edition. Crown Svo
10*. 6rf. ; morocco by Hayday, 21*. An
Edition, without WoodeutSjiii 16mo. price 1*.

Smith (G.) Sacred Annals? or,
Researches into the History and Religion of
Mankind. By GEORGE SMITH, F. A.S., etc.
3 vols. crown Svo. price If. 14*.; or sepa-
rately, as follows :

VOL. I.-THE PATRIARCHAL AGE, from
the Creation to the Death of Isaac.
Crown Svo. price 10*.

VoL.II.-THE HEBREW PEOPLE, from
the Origin of the Israelite Nation to the
Time of Christ. Crown Svo. in 2 Parts,
price 12*.

VOL. III.-THE GENTILE NATIONS-
Egyptians, Assyrians, Babylonians, Me-
des, Persians, Greeks, and Romans.
Crown Svo. in 2 Parts, price 12*.

Smee's Elements of Electro-
Metallurgy. Third Edition, revised, cor-

rected, and considerably enlarged; with

Electrotypes and numerous Woodcuts.
Post Svo. price 10*. 6rf.

A Memoir of the Rev. Sydney
Smith. By his Daughter, LADY HOLLAND.
With a Selection from his Letters, edited ;

by Mrs. AUSTIN. Fourth Edition. 2 vols.
Svo. price 28*.

The Works of the Rev. Sydney
Smith ; including his Contributions to the

Edinburgh Review. Three Editions:

1. LIBRARY EDITION (the Fourth}, in 3
vols. Svo. with Portrait, price 36*.

2. Complete in ONE VOLUME, with Por-
trait and Vignette. Square crown
Svo. price 21*. cloth ; or 30*. calf.

3. A NEW EDITION, in 3 vols. fcp. price 21*.

The Rev. Sydney Smith's Ele-
mentary Sketches of Moral Philosophy,
delivered at the Royal Institution in the
Years 1804, 1805, and 180G. Third and
cheaper Edition. Fcp.Svo. price/*.

Southey's Correspondence.
Selections from the Letters of Robert
Southey, etc. Edited by his Son in-law, the

Rev. JOHN WOOD WARTER, B.D., Vicar
of West Tarring, Sussex. In 4 volumes.
Vols. I. and II. post Svo. price 21*.

The Life and Correspondence of
the late Robert Southey. Edited by his

Son, the Rev. C. C. SOUTHEY, M. A. Vicar
of Ardleigh. With Portraits ; and Land
scape Illustrations. 6 vols. post Svo. 63*.
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Southey's Life of Wesley 5
and

Rise and Progress of Methodism. New
Edition, with Notes and Additions, by the
late Samuel Taylor Coleridge, Esq., and the
late Alexander Knox, Esq. Edited by the
Ilev. C. C. SOUTHKY, M.A. 2 vols. 8vo. with
2 Portraits, price 28*.

Southey's Commonplace Books.
Comprising 1. Choice Passages: with Col-
lections for the History of Manners and
Literature in England ; 2. Special Collec-
tions on various Historical and Theological
Subjects; 3. Analytical Readings in various
branches of Literature ; and 4. Original
Memoranda, Literary and Miscellaneous.
Edited by the Rev. J. W.WARTER, B.D.
4 vols. square crown 8vo. price 3 18s.

Each Commonplace Book, complete in it-

self, may be had separately as follows :

FIBST SERIES-CHOICE PASSAGES. 18.

2 D SERIES-SPECIAL COLLECTIONS, 18.

3o SERIES-ANALYTICAL READINGS, 21*.

4TH SERIES-ORIGINAL MEMORANDA.21*.

Robert Southey's Poetical
Works; containing all the Author's last

Introductions and Notes. Complete in One
Volume, with Portrait and Vignette. Me-
dium 8vo. price 21. cloth; 42,. bound in

morocco. Or in lOvols.fcp. Svo.with Por-

trait and 19 Plates, price 35.

Select Works of the British
Poets; from Chaucer to Lovelace, inclu-

sive. With Biographical Sketches by the

late ROBERT SOUTHEY . Medium 8vo. 30.

Southey's Doctor, complete in
One Volume. Edited by the Kev. J. W.
WVRTER, B.D. With Portrait, Vignette,

Bust, and coloured Plate. New Edition.

Square crown Svo. price 21*.

Spencer. The Principles of

Pyscholosy. By HERBERT SPENCER, Au-
thor of Social S'tatics. Svo. 16s.

Sir James Stephen's Lectures
on the Historv of France. Second Edition.

2 vols. Svo. price i4s.

Sir James Stephen's Essays in
Ecclesiastical Biography; from the Edin-

burgh Review. ThirdEdition. 2 vols. Svo.

price 24*.

Stonehenge.
- The Greyhound :

Rearing, and Training Greyhounds for Pub-

lic Running; their Diseases and Treat-

ment : Containing also, Rules for the Ma-

nagement of Coursing Meetings, and for

the Decision of Courses. By STONEHENGE.
With many Illustrations. Square crown

Svo. price 21*.

Stow. - The Training System,
the Moral Training School, and the Normal

" '

1 Trainers anc1

STOW, Esq.
tsgow Norma

Free Seminary. Te'nth Edition; with Plate

and Woodcuts. Post Svo. price 6*.

Seminary for preparing School Trainers and

Governesses. By DAVID STOW, Esq.,

Honorary Secretary to the Glasgow Normal

Strachey. Hebrew Politics in
the Times of Sargon and Sennacherib : An i

Inquiry into the Historical Meaning and
j

Purpose of the Prophecies of Isaiah, with
j

some Notice of their bearings on the Social
|

and Political Life of England . By EDWARD
STRACHEY, Esq. Svo. price 8*. 6rf.

** This volume attempts to investigate,
critically, the questions of the authorship
of the Book of Isaiah, and its writer's own
meaning: historically, the Jewish, and non-
Jewish, records, including all the yet de-
cyphered Cuneiform Inscriptions, of the

period : politically, the constitution and
condition of the Jewish Kingdom, and the

working of the former at home by states-

manship and popular opinion, and abroad
by wars, alliances, and commerce: and re-

ligiously, the lessons which (applicable to
all mankind) were deduced from the events
of their own times by the 1'rophets, whose
office is illustrated by its analogies with
that of the Greek and Roman orators, and
the modern speakers, preachers, and writers.

; The production of a man of learning
and independent thinking.. ..The historian,
the politician, and the divine, may read it

with advantage'" British Quarterly Re-
view,
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